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ger, which arrived at Sew York
Sunday,
140 days out from
Shanghai, via Hong
kong, reports that on the morning of
»ept 27th, when the steward went to call
Captain \\.
Purinton, he found him
dead in his state-room.
He had been
quite well, apparently, when he retired
the previous evening.
When the ship left
New \ ork, Capt, Purinton was
suffering
from a bad attack of
grip and his doctor
told him he had heart disease and
might
not live to return.
He was 55 years old
and lived at Richmond....The Bangor &
Aroostook is soon to open some new stations on the line above Houltou.
There
will be two on the Fort FailHeld branch
called Fai»mount and Maple Grove and
another a5out six miles from Easton, is
to be called Maysville.
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The

Bridge Question.

A VER Y LIVELY

HEARING

AT

PORTLAND.

As announced last week a hearing was
held in Portland Monday before Col. Damrell, U. S. Engineers, on the proposed bridge
across Belfast harbor at the foot of Main
street. The hearing was ordered because of
remonstrances sent to the War Department,
it resting with the
Secretary of War to grant
or withhold permission for such a structure.
The following citizens of Belfast were pres-

the proposed bridge would have to be kept
open most of the time.
“Look here,” said Mayor Hauson, “what
have you at stake in this, Mr. Sanborn ?”
“My bread and butter,” replied Mr. Sanborn, “and not only my own bread and butter, but the bread and butter of a good many
otherftpoor boys. Now, I want to say one

thing

more.

I

am

paying

my

own

tiny

and

County.
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Mrs. R. S. Smart is visiting friends in
Boston.
Fred V. Cottrell went to Boston
Monday
business.

on

Albert H. York went to Bangor
ness

to

on

busi-

Monday.

Leland H. Piper went to Bangor Tuesday
spend the winter.
H.

P.

Thompson

Thursday
M.

C.

on

went

to

Boston

last

business.

Hill of Northport left Monday for
on business.

Albany, N. Y.,

Allen J. Sherman of Marlboro, Muss., is
visiting relatives in Belfast.
Mrs. Susan 1). Mahoney is visiting her
Fred in Concord, N. H.

son

Coren Fletcher went to Jackson
Tuesday
afternoon to visit his mother.
James C. Durham returned last
Thursday
from a business trip to Boston.

Although they did not patronize the Joppa
& Jerusalem railroad they were much interested in it, as it is the only one iu Palestine.
The concession for building it was gained
from Turkey, and the materials from different Christian countries.
Th'- country between Joppa and Jerusalem
is so beautiful that the travelers would fain
have lingered to consider the lilies and other
features of tile landscape, but in time they
came to Jerusalem, and from afar viewed
tile two most prominent features, the mosque
of Omar and the llussiau tower upon Olivet.
Jerusalem means the possession of peace,
i»ut conflicts and earthquakes have left their
mark upon the holy city.
Most interesting is the wailing place of the
Jews, where they stand with their faces to
the wall monotonously intoning their laments, although the poetry of the matter
disappears when one remembers that they
are paid to perform this doleful service.
The travelers held a service on Calvary,
the first Christian service held there since
Mr. Moody was there some years ago.
In Getlisemane they viewed the olive
trees, and from Jerusalem to Jericho, a
descent of 4,000 feet was made in a distance
of less than 20 miles. The road now, as
formerly, is a dangerous one, and the tourists paid a robber captain to go with them
and keep off his band while they made the

white pinks from his niece, Mrs. P. C.
Peirce; and a bouquet of cut roses from Mr.
Littlefield. Services were conducted at the
house by Rev. Geo. E. Tufts, in the presence
of a large number of relatives, friends and
neighbors, and a delegation from Timothy
Chase Lodge, F. and A. M. After the services the procession moved to Grove Cemetery where the usual Masonic funeral services were held. Flags were at half mast on
the vessels in the harbor during the day.

[.

Personal.

HER LEC-

ful vision.

The floral offerings were appropriate and handsome, aud included a
pillow with the word “Father,” from the
family: a pillow with the word “Brother,”
from the sisters; emblematic piece, square
aud compasses, from liis Masonic Lodge; 43
afternoon.

■

Berkeley Temple.

BOSTON GLOBE SAYS OF
TURE ON PALESTINE.

Miss Charlotte Thorndike Sibley, a graduof Wellesley College and a student in the
post graduate department of Yale, gave an
interesting address at Berkeley Temple last
Sunday evening on the subject, "Over Palestine Hills on Horseback.”
Miss Sibley was with Dr. Dunning’s party
which left last February for a five-months’
tour of Palestine, Egypt and Southern EuFive weeks of this time were passed
rope.
within the borders of the Holy Land, and it
was this part of the journey that Miss
Sibley
graphically described.
Almost all the traveling was done on horseback, the travelers sleeping in tents by night
and awaking in the morning to the jangling
of the mule bells.
The party consisted of 31 members, beside
ill ser\ ants and guides, with 121) horses and
donkeys, and occupied 17 tents.
The tirst point, of interest visited by the
tourists was Joppa, where they were shown
the house which Peter is said to have entered, going upon the roof and seeing the fate-

His parents aud three sisters survive him.
The latter are Mrs. Valentine Pattershall,
Mrs. Ella West and Mrs. Flora Heath. The
funeral was held at his late home Tuesday
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sou, Samuel, was at Bangor in command of
the Aiida at the time of the father’s death.

«
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Miss Sibley In
WHAT

Capt. Fred A. White died at hi9 home in
East Belfast last Saturday morning at the
age of 43 years. He was a native of Belfast,
a son of Capt. James and Sarah J. White.
He had followed the sea from boyhood, and
had commanded a number of vessels in the
coasting trade. His vessels included the
schooners Orion, Helen, Mary E. Crosby
and Alida, the latter bought by him the
present season, and thoroughly repaired
just before he was taken sick. He had been
confined to his house about three weeks.
Capt. White was an energetic, honorable
and industrious man and a good citizen. He
leaves a wife and six children. His eldest

expenses

and I’m no tool of any man, but that has
been thrown in my face all day. My bread
t
and butter is in this, and lots of business for
these gentlemen here.”
Hon. Charles Baker doubted if there had
tjf the taper for Maine seabeen 800 vessels in Belfast auy year for
faring people*
years, but added that he supposed trips were
ent at the hearing:
Mayor E. F. Hanson, meant. He said that 1875 was the last cold
s
kkms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
Charles Baker, J. F. Wilson, E. J. Morison year at Belfast, and then while in February
£2 fm; at the expiration of the
and Capt. W. T. Rogers, for the bridge; Jas. a party went in their teams across the bay
to Castine a distance of thirteen miles, a
For
one square, one inch
n-.KMs.
S. Harriman, L. T. Shales, H. C. Pitcher, man could not, have rested his
weight ou the
li'.n. si.00 for one week, and 25
thin
ice above the proposed bridge.
I.
M.
It
A.
C.
Edw.
insertion.
A
Boardman,
Capt.
fraction
‘-cquent
Sibley,
couldn’t in any case cost muc h to cut the
as a lull one.
,r
G.
D.
MeCrillis and Jolm Sanborn
Sibley,
I\ RK!Ei\
ice.
“But
isn’t
he
“it
a
said
Invitations to the wedding;
Colonel,”
quesof Mi'S Vanderbilt and the Duke of Marl- opposed. The Portland Press of Tuesday tion of ice but other questions 1 am not at
to discuss here.” Damage to wharf
contained a full report of the hearing, from
liberty
of To-Day’s Journal.
are
out.
are
borough
They
unusually
patents
“I
property must be settled in the courts
Fme. and read:
“Mrs. Walter Kissam ! which we quote as follows:
have cut ice below,” he said, “when if l
PAGE 1
Vanderbilt requests the honor of your
Hon, George M. Seiders, and F. V. Chase, could have been in two
at once I
'o ;'t'k. .The National
places
I
I'nitarian
Esq., appeared for those who opposed tlie might have run a sail boat in the upper harpresence at the marriage of her daughter,
be! la's Reign
in Rockland
<
onsuelo, to the Duke of Marlborough, location, ami were assisted by James S. bor.” Mr. Baker said he didn’t believe Mr.
>n..E. N. Winskvw Gei
His
Harriman,
Esq., of Belfast. Mayor Hanson Chase knew much about salt water, anyway,
..Miss Sibley in Berkeley Ten
on Wednesday,
November the sixth, at
managed the case for those who are in favor but Mr. Chase only smiled and asked him
icial Court Personal.
twelve o’clock, at Si. Thomas church,
of
the
proposed location.
more questions.
PAGE 2.
He said that if the bridge
Filth avenue.
Two cards accompany
Colonel Dam re 11 briefly explained that he should be built and a vessel should
i;ier"
Halt a Century Age.
try to go
cadi invitation.
One is for the ceremony was ready to listen to anything any
gentle- through to the upper harbor and should
no. .The Passing of the Pngs..
at the church and the other for the breakman might desire to offer, and to
West. .Too Many holidays. \
report the strike against the bridge the bridge or the
last and reception at Mrs. Vanderbilt’s
result of the hearing to the Secretary of
;• ..Applications for Si a;- Penschooner would go into pieces.
house.Mr. Andrew Carnegie was lavish War. He explained that lie should also reMr. Chase called H. C. Pitcher, who provquire a written statement from each side of ed a very direct sort of a witness. He is
PAGK 8.
in gifts to Homestead on his recent visit
flic points they desired tiie Secretary of
convinc ed that the bridge would “head” the
.Practical Poultry Papers.
there.
His new library will be a combiWar to take into consideration.
Mayor ice, causing it to form and stay there. In
PAGE 4.
nation of library and “workmen’s clubHanson then called upon E. ,J. Morison, his
judgment, during the twenty-seven
ruing Local Industries. .Sec- house, like that at Banddock, and will who started in by making a general stateyears he has been in business on the water
>-paper Notes. N'ortlipoitNews. i cost
$300,(XX). A committee of ladies of ment regarding the proposed bridge, and of front, two thirds of all the vessels have dis.is Transfers in Real Estate..
the amount of business likely to pass over it.
the first Presbyterian church met Mr.
charged above the proposed bridge. “I besaid that the bridge is important to the
lieve the proposed bridge would obstruct
pag r. f>.
Carnegie and lie promised them a $5,000 He
business men of Belfast, and t at the presBooth
has
arriv-cd
in
Tasnavigation,” he said. He read a statement
organ.Gen.
Pie Girls’ Home. The
ent bridge has for some time been in an unto that effect from twenty-five captains.
mania, and his meetings are larger than safe condition.
[
“What is your interest here?” asked
ever before.
PAGE «).
He was offered 20,000 acres
Mayor Hanson—“I should sav so. Why Mayor Hanson, and the witness replied that
of land for his over-the-sea colony while Colonel, a section
and. Notes..Register of Deep
out
after
a
dropped
he represented the Lewis Wharf company as
just
e\n. October 1M.
1781..A
in South Africa by a resident there.
loaded team had passed.”
Well as himself.
1'De Venzuelan Question.
Mr. Morison resumed his statement, and
John IT. Gaskill and wife, and 17
Captain
George E. McCrillis thought the proposed
PAGE 7.
some
the
gave
figures showing
men comprising the crew of the steamer
importance bridge wouldn’t “head” the ice like a pile
of the bridge to the citizens of Belfast, lie
Money .Higher than Gilroy's
I
bridge.
City of St. Augustine, which was burned
and Stream. .Autumns Helspoke of the necessity of changing the locaat sea, were landed at Boston, Thursday,
Captain J. r. Wilson gave ins view's reiums has a Dream..A Snob in
tion of the bridge so as to make it tributary
the ice, the currents and the changarding
the
steamer
of
by
City
Macon, Captain to the business section of the city.
nel.
In 18<)8 he saw eleveu vessels ashore
PAGE S.
At this point Mr. Chase asked him the
Lewis, from Savannah.Rev. T. De
on the east side of the
upper harbor one
.;-. • ■•uiiiy Correspondence..Ship
Witt Talmage was, Thursday night, innature of his business, and his interest in
to questions by Mr.
morning. Iu
Births. Marriages..Deaths.
the bridge. He said that he was interested Seiders he saidreply
stalled as co-pastor of the First Presbythat about one year in Jive
terian church at Washington.John in a proposed electric road that when built the water does freeze over in the upper harbor. The new bridge will take up some of
Willis Baer, general secretary of the will pass over the bridge.
;
v>
OF
rim WKKK.
Mr. Chase—‘ Then the bridge is to he built
the space, make the current swifter, and iu
United Societies of Chiistiau Endeavor,
in the interest of an eie< trie road.”
that
way help to clear out the ice.
Mr. Morison—“Not exactly, but that is
n k>
The developing of lias informed the committee in charge of
Mr. Harriman called Edward Sibley, who
[,
the arrangements f»»r the 15th internation- my interest. We can not well
our
is
carry
interested
both below' and above the prolake water-power project al convention of
the societies of Christian road over a bridge where the present one is
posed bridge. In 18tiU many vessels iu the
it progress this fall in the
Endeavor that the recommendation of the located.
lower harbor dragged their anchors and
Mr. Morrison said he did not propose to
went above the proposed site.
He agreed
[!projectors. The Maine Elee- Washington committee that the convention discuss the question of location, hut
should with Mr. Pitcher regarding tlie probable
be held in Washington, D.
8
to
33
July
l'owci < ompany, and last I
refer Mr. Chase to the minutes of the proformation of the ice above tlie proposed
inclusive, Is!Hi, had been approved.
iuted assessors. N II. Ilis- The wife of Ambassador Eustis is dead. ceedings at a public meeting iu Belfast when bridge. The proposed bridge w mid be danthe proposed location was unanimously
to navigation.
gerous
Mills, o. 1. >proul, China, •She was famed for her beauty and brilliant adopted. It will avoid hills, and on the east
Colonel Dam re 11 asked if the vessels that
attainments, and up in a few years ago side will open up a new section of the coun- went ashore in the
deter|
try. Jrft'eis‘»n, began
upper harbor stayed in
was
in excellent health.
Ambassador try. He gave ir. as his opinion that not over tlie lower harbor until there was a living
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i.
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of
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the
will
above
per
Eustis is expected to return to this counshipping
go
gale, ami Mr. Sibley said lie supposed so.
location.
He was somewhat Mr. Sibley then read a letter from Daniel
already l»eeu satisfactorily try with the remains of his wife, and, it is the proposed
cross questioned by Mr. Chase, and
closely
Lane, who was unable to attend tlie hearing.
sain
bv
his
that
lie
ma\
not return
friends,
et
•> the ov\ m*rs and the comgrew restive saying that he had not come
Mr. Lane's letter was a strong protest
to l’ai is, but may resign his office.Ilcv.
there to- be questioned, and was not preparw hi(vh w i 11
.He
he huilt at
against the proposed selection of a site for
Frank Hyatt .Smith of the North Avenue ed to give statistics.
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under
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Sibley if the proposed bridge would affect
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dealers.
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When
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mirage foigiv-* man
This •loctrim i'liilari'irs en- injure the property of the Maine Central,
Mr. Seiders called A. C. Sibley, who said
| and so uot.iiied
'i
re sendiu,,
in ov.vs lot
cre y rejc t. in tin* place ot sa- h a meehanj
.him, but Payson Tucker is
that the proposed bridge would increase
■"
:
ill, largei than last ; ini! the( r> i liitanans present the
“ministry | not ill the fight, but is at Vaiiceboro. Damto Belfast.
He said that in a storm
n
i;■dOO doct rs of ill ; or r«voi,.-illation" which coiifi -nrs the fact age to the w harves must it*- paid for by tne freights
it would practically cut off the upper harbor
'hat i.fe Is a tissue of antagonisms. To e- ! city of Be;last, and it is
>'• at»
I*
about HP•<» : whom
perfectly able to to vessels. Either tlie schooners or tlie
1
:
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We admit in bridge would go down.
aliopuths and In •nn-oparhs, ; move this ppos.non is tlie great work of pay all biiis against it.
advance chat any draw bridge is an obstrucx pen ted that all th»*
Mr. Morison—“Are you opposed to the
i.dOO will !
fn-'. Mai. Sali-»rd of Si nx Ca.v.
tiuu t
and
this
one
I
la.,
will be no
navigation
le- \ he t.ew law
bridge or to tlie men who are agitating it?”
Mr. F. \V.
•b.-fired that the dom•. iue of forgiveness j exception to the rule..
“I
am in favor of anything that will help
X
..vs he is i.ot a candidate for
-nd not set aside the law ot consequences
Colt uel Dam re 11 said that the local courts
Belfast,” replied Mr. Sibley, who said that
-f the Portland « uniutn House
but oniy makes us fe< 1 that despite sin God
must settle the question of damages, but ! the
line w as much like putting a
proposed
ic! in some of the papers, hut j h -V**s US Still.
that lie was anxious to discover to what
bridge from the foot of Exchange street,
Kev. VV tin U. Gannett of ion hesier, N V.,
Jolmdegree navigation would he obstructed.
]»p*u-t to iiiui. ( liaikm
to South Portland.
Portland,
James S. Harriman was the next man
,terville... Guv. < leaves has treated incarnation in an able paper.
“We have but little navigation Mr. SibKev. S. J. Barrows of Boston presented a
who was called for, and Mayor Hanson
>•
"ob that the cruise} Maine will
ley,” said Mayor Hanson, “and so we’re
which
was
and refer- wanted in advance to ask him a question or
resolution,
applauded
k
mland. to receive the christentrying to make some other business.”
red to the easiness committee, extending
two.
“Wasn’t you invited to lie present at
“You’ll drive away what we have more
t
"vided for her by the legisbideep sympathy to the suffering people of a pubii< meeting called in Bclfas: to consid- likely,” replied Mr. Sibley.
State.
The time has nor. yet Armenia, whose loyalty to tlieir Christian er this question?” he asked.
L.
T. Shales was called and gave figures
1
>
“I was,” replied Mr. Harriman, “but I
upon.Frank Thompson of ! faith lias brought upon t hem anew the terrishow ing the dates between which the hark
iid has been appointed to the i ble rigors of persecution from which they say to Mayor Hanson that 1 am not in the bor 1ms been frozen over, and
Captain
suffered for centuries. Tlie resolution
habit of trying a case with a packed jury.
Boardman spoke of the harbor as he had
military school, with ,T. M have
wa» adopted.
Had I gone there and made any objection I
b
known it during niauy years.
Colonel
wcastle, as alternate.... The
The report upon the Japanese mission should have only been hissed and hooted. Dam re 11 took
the
session of the Grand Division,
arranged for more,
VV l. Lawrence of Meadwas read by Kev
The mayor lias said that the city of Belfast shook hands with papers,
all
and
the
present
long
Maine, closed at Chelsea Oct, vine, Pa., who said that the great mistake is to ask for this location, but while lie is
was over.
billowing officers were elect.- ; in general missionary effort had been the here the city of Belfast is not.” He then hearing
to
establish
W.
a
made vigorous assault on Mayor Hanson,
upon Oriental soil,
P., A. I attempt
ensuing year: G.
A new location is proposed for the new
with the differences in thought ol its people,
and his petitio ers, and went into statistics.
W a terville: G. W. A., Mrs.
an occidental institution.
Other denomina- He said that those who voted for the pro- bridge, which it is claimed will make
^ i':
G.
Mrs.
Annie
rngt.on;
quite a
Scribe,
| tions had proceeded against the established
posed location do not pay one-fifth of the
in the cost of construction, without
'‘helsea.; G. Treasurer, H. K. j religions, while the Unitarian missionaries taxes
saving
of
the
Of
who
those
voted
for
r*
trainer; G. Chaplain. Mrs. E. 1 had endeavored to harmonize all religion the bill the city.
larger portion only pay a poll losing any of the advantages which might
Chelsea; G. C., li. J. White, j and establish hanmmious relations. Japan tax, and in a large number of cases that was come from the location first
proposed. It is to
51
S., C. H. Nesmith, West- j was the best ground for the effort of West- abated last year. A Northport pauper was
I’l-.e Aden line of steamers will ern religious bodies because that nation was one of the 083 who voted for the mayor’s have the easterly end land north of the “rag
wharf” instead of south of it. The westerly
i'.s
PurJand and Liverpool this the representative of Western advancement plan.
in the East.
It had adopted our machinery,
e;
Mayor Hanson interrupted Mr. Harriman, end will not be changed. This will carry
tlie first steamer will arrive at
our weapons and our philosophy. and it was
and denied that he could
1"lr
any possibility
*v. 17... .The Hancock
the easterly end across a reef of hard bottom
county likeliest to accept the highest and purest in- know how people voted by
at that meeting,
'*M.ers have paid £.7,004 into the
which extends some distance out into the
of Christianity as presented by
Mr. Harriman retorted that he he had
but
terpretation
1
Isle
will
inUnitariauism.
k-.isurv.Presque
gone pretty deeply into the matter. He said
harbor, instead of across the deep water off
>0U thisseason iu new buildThe committee on credentials reported
that he proposed to call upon men who do
the rag wharf, making a great saving in the
that 2;ki churches were officially represented know a great deal about the harbor of Belj art of the solid, substantial
cost of the stone tilling or piling at that
h lias always marked the by 40 delegates, m addition to which there fast and the ice.
l
were over -,000 Unitarians in attendance.
John Sanborn, a stevedore, was called
point. It will also swing sufficiently to
areer of P esque Isle,
and is
The following officers were elected for the
upon, and started in by speaking of the
•'">1,,
;i sudden loom.Tlie term
leave Swan’s dock open.
ensuing
year,most of them being re-elections: course of the channel fifty years ago, but
^ g v D.
Stanley >f the fish and President, .Senator Hoar; vice president^, Mayor Hanson interrupted with the quesmission will txpi re in DecemHon. C. D. Wright, Washington, I). O; tion, “What has that got to do with the
The Bridge Committee has employed
f
Stanley is a cmdidate for re- Hon. Roger Wolcott; 1). B. Eaton, Hon. 1). bridge, John?” Mr. Sauboru paid no at- Parker Spofford, Esq., of Bucksport to make
and
there
L.
Hon.
id
tention
Davis.
San
to
the
are
but
others
who
with
the
Slmrey, Chicago;
mayor,
preceded
[
and estimates for the abutments and
tlie place.rhe people of Francisco; T. J. Morns, Baltimore, Md.
history of the harbor, but was interrupted plans
Gen. Sec. Kev. D VV. Moorelmuse, New by Colonel Damrell, who wanted to know
piers of the bridge at the location first prom *re than
delighed by the an- Vork
where the draw bridge is to be placed, and
treasurer, VV. H. Keed, Boston.
that comes fron Washington
posed.
Council, Kev. George Bateheler, chair- Mr. Sanborn said lie understood at the point
in boats will be constructed
by man. Cambridge; Kev. F. L. Hosmer, St. where the water is the deepest.
K. N. Winslow Gets His Moose.
1 "»i
Works.Captain Allen of Louis; Kev. S. M. Crothers, Cambridge;
Mr. Sanborn said that he knew as much
try yacht Alert could relish Rev John Cuekson. Rev. M. .J. Savage, about the wharves as any man in Belfast. A
E. X. Winslow of Lawrence has just reuecs of the apostlts on Galilee,
Mrs. C. G. Ames, Boston: Mrs. VV. C. Ganheavy storm would send the smaller schoon- turned from his annual
hunting trip in
ers flying for the upper harbor and safety,
nett, Rochester; Hon. < i E. Adams, Chica•'■•ut trip from Portland to
Northern Maine, and claims to have shot
i
i lis little craft was whirled go; Hon. G. S. Hale, Boston; G. VV. Stone, | and then tin; proposed bridge would be a the first, nr one of the first, bull moose of
-1
Boston; Rev. D. VV'. Moorehoiise, W. H. very da1 gerous obstruction to navigation.
e ends,
his wife was drenched
the season. He was shot early in the mornReed.
Mr. Sanborn rather called in question the
his sails were ton and for
ing of Oct. 1. He had a good set of antlers
The conference adopted the following resomotives of some of those who favor the proand was of fair size.
Mr. Winslow
?
tiiey were in immiiimt danger lutions
posed location. “There’s my friend, Captain down a tine buck, and could havebrought
i‘u" •"
easily
sniped. Jim good somanship
Resolved, That this church accepts the re- Baker,” he said, “when he owned property shot several more
as they were plenty.
deer,
miracle enabled then to pull ligion of Jesus, holding in accordance with on the water front he was a great man to
\
He watched a cow moose feed along an old
His
he of J’emaquid and >ail the
teachings tiiat practical religion is sum- keep the. harbor clear of ice. He was the path for half an hour in
l
hopes of getting a
Hon. S. \V. Carr, inuranee med up in tlie love to God and love to man. one who solicited the money, and lie was shot at her mate, but was
disappointed in
We cordially invite To our working fellow- commonly the one who cut the ice after it
"t«*r,
has
“"7*
this, blit shot his bull later on the banks of a
petitioned theMaine
Now that lie’s sold his water
was raised.
lld bile
any who while differing from us in bestream while on the run.
Insurance * umpanyof Sidde- ship
Last
winter being
lief are in general sympathy with our spirit front property lie’s interested in the bridge,,
a good one for partridges he found the woods
:ij,solvency. This step hat been and practice.
ami cuts no ice.”
teeming with them. He reports moose and
>'ed ioi some time, the afairs
Resol veil, That this National Council give
Captain Baker—“I'll tell that story myself caribou very scarce, caused
either by beiug
being in such a statethat tlie above declaration the widest possible later on, Colonel.”
l( epany
driven further back or being thinned out
by
Mr. Sanborn said that Goose River is not
had to be done.
The totaaspublicity as a sufficient basis not only for
and
lumbermen during the deep
guides
“Christian unity,” but for the religious unity very much of a stream, not enough to cause snows
the company are but
of
winter.
Journal.
£24,00,
y
[Boston
Belfast bay to freeze over. “It won’t supply
laims amount to about £43,(X). of the world.
Mr Winslow bad the same good luck last
power to the electric plant,” he said. He
,lH!n katahdin is anchored in Nw
1
at
Rockland.
the
would
a
buck
head
the
with a set of antlers
Diphtheria’s Reign
thought
year, securing
proposed,bridge
°n harbor.
Gen. Hyde and force >f
ice, and prevent vessels from going to a seldom equalled and shooting a
large bull
s'.1', machinists, etc., from the Bali
Rockland, Oct. 24. A. violent epidemic place of safety in a*storm. “Mr. Morison moose still
Mks are there to see the vessel * of
hunting.
diphtheria is raging here. The public said that but 25 per cent, of all the shipping
ect condition for Iter official
have goes above the bridge, but if 1 know anytrip schools and all places of amusement
1
q
Waldo Centre. Comet Grange of SwanUt the diphtheria
the been closed by the local hoard of health, thing about it 800 vessels a year discharge
epidemic
has
been
district
and
the
infected
t Rockland
ville visited Ritchie Grange, Saturday evenquaran- above, and perhaps 50 below the proposed
held no services in
tined. Secretary Young of the State board bridge. Even the coal schooners have to go
JM,Ulches Sunday.John P. Kelly, of
ing, Oct. 2Gth. A pleasant evening was enhealth arrived here to-day to assist the to the L«wis wharf to lighten before dislet'^n>°executive committeof the local board He endorsed the action thus charging below.” Mayor Hanson interrupt- joyed by the members of both granges.
Enforcement League, has been ar takeu
Vm!;
by them and ordered stringent ed the witness and doubted if vessels of the Ritchie Grange will give a social dance at
«
*b«00 by Lewis Johnson, night leasures to be observed regarding the house size he was talking about, three-masters,
their hall, Friday evening, Nov. 1st. All
ln<‘ Sac<, house. The writ
c the Good
Shepherd, in which the early could be got up there, but Mr. Sanborn are
charges
,;i(
waived
cordially invited-Chas. Sanborn latethe
the
and
ordered
the
oses
occurred.
He
also
objection
prosecution.
Episaside,
Tlie
objector
suit grows
ttf !l,lsC
ot>al church, which has been exposed, to be observing that if he couldn’t do it he’d go ly sold his place to Miss Lelia Payson of
arrest of the plaintiff on
Uoi
to
over
and
of
the
a
at
this
town.
The
Mr. Sanborn will go to Massacfcjed and disinfected.
Searsport
get
closing
job
farming.
'rint aSainst ‘Fred Johnson.”
was also recoin- j The draw' of the present bridge is opened
chusetts this winter, his wife and son will
bath-built clipper ship Challen- otb.r churches in the place,
I perhaps 50 times a year, while the draw of
meded.
join him in the spring.
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A. C. Sibley went to Boston
Monday
business for Criteliett, Sibley & Co.
a

on

Miss Isa Walton returned
Saturday from
six weeks’ visit to friends in Rockland.
Mr. E. S. Cushman of Searsmout returned
a visit to
Worcester, Mass.

yesterday from

Miss Isa Fraser of Pictou, N. S., is visither brother, John I). Fraser of this
city.

ing

Charles II. Field went to Boston last
on business and returned Satur-

Thursday
day.

Mrs. Geo. S. Chase left Monday to visit
her sister, Mrs. ,T. P. Morse of
Chelsea,
Mass.

Miss Jane A. McLellan went to Boston
last Thursday to visit her friend, Miss
Died at the family home in Redtield,
Brown.
Iowa, Oct. 4, 1895, Esther Elvira Dyer, aged
eighty-three years and eighteen days. The
L. P. Swett of Norway, the
of
our
sketch
was
born
iu
champion
subject
Montville,
Maine. She was the only daughter in the
wheelman, spent Sunday with friends in
home of her parents, Nicholas aud Sally
Belfast.
Twitchell, aud but two of her five brothers,
Mrs. S. G. Bieknell returned home TuesDavid M. Twitchell of Rockland, Maine, aud
journey.
M. C. Twitched of Redtield, Iowa, survive
Jericho was once the city of palms, but day morning from a visit to her daughter in
her of the family. She was married to the now contains but a
single palm tree, and is Boston.
now lonely husband, Ebenezer Dyer, at the
reduced to a village of 3,000 inhabitants.
Wm. H. Nickerson and son Irel left Tueshome of her parents in Montville, Maine, Jan. From here it is 10 miles across a treeless
1,1838, and to them were born seven children, country to the Dead sea, on whose borders day for a visit to friends in Rockland, Bidtwo of whom died in childhood before the
there is no sign or sound of life. Thence deford and Boston.
removal of the family from Maine to Redthey passed to the river Jordan, on which
Mr. and Mrs. James Pattee left
field, Iowa, in Oct. 18U1. The five surviving some of the party went rowing.
Thursday
children, Miss Eva P. Dyer, Madams E. B.
En route southward to Bethlehem, they
for a visit to relatives in Boston and MedFoster and S. B. Andrews, aud the only son,
passed the tomb of Rachel, where women iieiu, Mass.
C. O. Dyer of Redtield, and Mrs. Rosa D. were crouched
upon the floor chanting in
McLucas of Greeley, Colorado, were ad with monotone. Bethlehem has now a
Mr. Charles B. Hazeltine and daughter
populaher the last three weeks of her life and min- tion of
<>,000. Here is the church of the Na- spei.t a few days last week in Boston, visitistered to her during her brief illness of
tivity, the oldest one in Palestine, perhaps
friends.
twelve days. Niue of the twelve living in the
world, erected by order of Constan- ing
grand children were also about her to the last tine 1(5 centuries ago. Sixteen lamps are
Mrs.
Frank W. Limehurner returned
and to comfort “Grandpa” in his loneliness
kept burning continually, six by tbe Greeks, home Thursday from a visit to friends in
and sorrow.jThus peacefully ended an earnfive by the Latins and five by the Armeest faithful life of patient toil for those she
Massachusetts.
nians.
loved. This last summer of her life she had
In Nazareth the pilgrims drank at Mary’s
Sherman W. Freeman and wife started
calmly sat in her easy chair, her once busy well, and held a morning service in the open
last Thursday for a visit to relatives in Boshut weary hands folded or clasped in the air on the
green sward.
loving clinging grasp of the devoted husband.
ton and Haverhill.
Damascus is the pearl of tie* Orient, the
She seemed only waiting in the full golden
garden of the east, and its flowers, fruit
Miss Anna Redman, who has been visitharvest of the sunset of a well spent, life,
trees, white streets and minarets give it a
with face as peaceful as that of an infant,
It was old when ing her sister, Mrs. F. II. Mayo, returned to
splendid
appearance.
only waiting until the arrival of the absent Abraham was born, ami one of the guides
Boston Monday.
daughters before she went. Here was a life assured the party that it was founded by
Mrs. J. E. D .dge, Mrs. J. D Fraser ami
worthy of emulation and praise, and while Noah’s son, Shem.
tiie home she loved and helped so patiently
Tbe passage over Lebanon to the MediterMrs. A. S. Fahy went to Clinton !;;>r Saturto make for her family is now lonely and
ranean led lit rally through tin* clouds, and
sad without her, while the vacant ehair lent a new
day to visit Mrs. Emma F. Davis.
impression of Palestine.
reminds us hourly of the loved one gone, yet
The last week was passed in Bey rut, where
Mrs. Clara Brier of Cumbridgeport, M:wv,
we cannot-, dare not, murmur or wish her
the work and lnlluein e of the missionaries
hawk to suiter longer.
The funeral occurred | and teachers, who m-r only do >urli noble who has been visiting her mother, Mrs.
Sunday, O a. tith, at 11 o’clock from the M. work in tlie schools and charities, but are j Silas Brown, returned home Monday.
E. church, of which she was a member. The 1j active in the
go vernnient and public works,
Mr. ;n>d Mrs W >i Twninbly were io Ban
tender discourse by the Rev. J. R. Wellborn,
| is strongly felt.
a former pastor and friend of the
g»>r Monilay to attend tin- funeral ■»; Mrs.
family,
from the text of the lmsivmd’s selection
Sarah E. Blethen, M rs. T’.v> :11 i»i>• ’s si.-’-i
found in dob 5.•_'<>, was helpful and comfortSupreme Judicial Court.
I
Mrs. F. E. Cuttrml :unl sun Ivarl rut irn-1
ing. Loving hearts responded t»> her in her
nst days, tender fingers robed her for tint
.JUDOK EMKKY PRESIDIN'*;.
Saturday evening from a visit, to relatives
grave, and the gentle kindly hands of neigh- !
Tlie (Vtob.-r term of Supreme Judicial m Laconia, N. If.. .Boston and Wuc .him
bors and friends carried her out to her long
Oct.
Mass.
resting place. Peace to her ashes. “ii<r Court adjourned Friday afternoon,
children rise up and call her blessed.” j’U. 25th, at 4 o’clock, after a session of ten days,
Mrs. If. N. Ea.m ast‘*r, Mrs. W. If. I > *r.• n,
1>. McL., in Redtield Iowa, Clipper.
j The Grand Jury was at work on evidence Mrs. .Janies S. Harriman and Miss Eiuuia
1 hut two
days and half, and was in session Woodbury visited friends in Bangor last
1
Miss Nellie M. Cammett died very sud- ! less than four days. Twenty-eight iudictweek.
denly at her father’s residence on Vine ments were found. Twenty-one liquor cases
Mrs J. A. Merrill, who has been visiting
street of heart failure after an illness of only- were settled by payment of tines and costs,
j
Mrs. G. W. Cottrell the past, two months, refour days. Miss Cammett was the daughter
criminal
Five
07.
amounting in all to $2,27b
of W. B. and Lydia Cammett, who, with one ! cases were sent to the Law Court, and three I turned home last week to Newhuryport.
sister, Miss Lulu Cammett, survive her. were nol pressed. By order of the presiding I Mass.
Miss Cammett was a most estimable young Justice eighty-one liquor cases were taken I
Mrs. Emma E. Clark left by train Monday
lady and her genial disposition won for her from the docket and placed on tile to be morning for Erie, Colo., whereshe is to make
many friends, who deeply m urn their loss
brought forward at any time at the discre- her home. She goes principally on account
Her parents and sister have the heartfelt
tion of the County Attorney and presiding of the health of her two children.
sympathy of all.
Judge. Three civil cases were tried by jury
Mrs. F. L. Mitchell and daughters went to
and one divorce decreed.
Boston by steamer City of Bangor last
!
Criminal cases were disposed of as follows
Captain Richard E. Patteu, a well known
Thursday. Her father, J. G. Cook, Esq.,
seafaring man, diet, of cancer Oct. 21st at during the last two days;
his home, No. 272 A Fifth street, New York.
accompanied them and will assist them in
vs. John Ward, sureties defaulted
State
He was horn in Hampden, Me., seventy
settled in their new home.
and scire facias to issue against bondsmen, getting
He
from
withdrew
maritime
afyears ago.
(2 cases).
George Greeley of Clinton returned home
fairs ten years ago and since that time has
State vs. John vVard, common seller, senbeen in the coal business.
He leaves a
from a visit to friends in Belfast.
tenced to a tine of $100 anti $15 costs, or, in Tuesday
widow. [New York Herald.
Mr. Greeley was formerly assistant station
default, to 00 days in jail. Committed.
Walter B. Twouibly, common
State vs
agent at Belfast depot, but has beeu out
Prospect. Thomas Wagner has gone up seller, fined $100 and $10 costs; paid.
several months on account of ill health.
common
vs.
F.
C.
seller,
State
Atwood,
river to work in the woods. He left soon
fined $100 and $10 costs ; paid.
;
Among the divorces decreed at the recent
after his wife was buried, leaving his family
In the case of Turner vs. Inhabitants of term of S. J. Court in Bangor was the folat their home. They are now down sick
Liberty, reported as on trial last week, the lowing: Helen P. Conant vs. Howard E.
with scarlatina and the house is quarantined,
returned a verdict for defendants. Mc- Conant.
jury
Custody of minor c hildren to the
but the children are reported improving....
Lellan
for plaintiff. Dunton ford* fendants.
mother. The parties were formerly f BelCharies Grant broke his finger while at work
Six cases of H. F. Mason, Tax Collector of fast.
in the woods-Percy Clark, Joseph Hall,
Belfast, vs. delinquent tax payers, were deMrs. Hiram Darby was attacked last week
Charles Clark aud some of the Mt. Waldo
cided in favor of the Collector, with awards
with a peculiar nervous trouble and her husboys have gone to Milford, Mass., to work on
aggregating $54,52, and costs. Wardwel
band, who was in New York, was sent for.
stoue paving-Irving Harris, 16 years old,
City Solicitor, for plaintiff.
Her sickness lasted but a few days and she
is butchering lambs to supply the Stockton
Carrie A. Dolloff vs. John Strattard and started
market-Gabriel Brown is with the hay
Monday for a visit to relatives in
J. Willard Strattard. Action ou a mortgage.
Thomaston.
pressers at Sandy point... Elmer G. Karnes
amount
as
of
adjudged
mortgage,
Judgment
is said to be down writh scarlatina.... Elmer
Hon. Seth M. Milliken was in the city
due by the Court $422.03, costs taxed at
Clark has gone to Blacks island to work on
Tuesday. Mr. Milliken has lately received
$35.18. Manson for plaintiff. Dunton for from a friend in California a walking-stick
stone-The school in the Clark settlement,
1
x.
;.i
»■..
1...
i.-t
nit
amu cx
i'll/..,.-, i.ifiiiij
defendants.
Mrs. Alberta Page, teacher, closed last
piece of timber taken out of the Hartford,
E. Hall,
Chas.
M.
Hattie
vs,
i
Hall,
petr.,
which a-as Admiral Farragut’s flag-ship,
week; and the school in the George district !
pv tition for custody of minor child, Leroy when the Union fleet ran the gauntlet of the
I Miss Mamie Boyd, teacher, will close this
Rebel
forts ou the Mississippi. [Waterville
father
the
to
mother,
week... .Gardiner Clark has his barn up, Hall. Custody given
Mail.
on
boarded aud shingled, aud it looms up fiuely to have the privilege of seeing the child
F. L. Palmer, Esq., >f Monroe was in the
suitable occasions, and to have the child
over across the valley-Leroy Nickerson
visit him two weeks in each year.
last week for the irst time since his recity
after threshing Herbert Black’s grain will
Warren E. Jones vs. II. H. Rich, action to cent severe illness. He was
accompanied
haul up for the season-Carrie Clark lias
recover on warranty of a colt, referred at a
Mrs. Palmer, who is an active ami p; emiprevious term to Hon. Geo. E. Johnson and by
arrived home from Bucksport, where she
O. D. Wilson, Esq., referees reported, judg- nent member of the Relief Corps. Mr. P timwas employed for the summer.
Eva Clark
ment for defendmt. Thompson & VVard well
er’s illness was due to wounds received in
is still employed in Bucksport-Some of
Dunton for defendant.
for plaintiff.
the service, of his country, and his iv.-.vry
the
farmers have finished the fall work and
I
is the subject of general congratulate ii.
Personal.
begun chopping their firewood. But litt.e
The Kridgton News (Major .Short
says
kim wood will be gut out at the very low
Boston
to
Geo. W. Burkett went
Tuesday of J. E. C.
Sawyer, I). D.. editor <»f the
price this year-N. W. Staples of Stockton on business.
(
Northern Christian Advocate of S.\ ramise,
had another case of Cooper’s Dip arrive in
Mrs. J. P. Ingraliam of Rockland is visit- New York:
Belfast last week and is now prepared to
friends in Belfast,
Our old-time friend, now a learned Doctor
accommodate the public. His sales last year ing
of Divinity, took his first lessons m pencilMiss Emma Hiehborn went to Concord,
were enough to make eight thousand
gallons,
pushing on a weekly temperance paper in
N. H., Tuesday for a short visit.
aud the business has come to stay_Some
Rath published by the writer of this paragraph more than a quarter of a century ago.
of the springs in this section are dry for the
Mrs. J. G. Aborn went to Boston WednesTo-day there is no abler writer on the relig| first time since the country was settled by day to visit Mrs. Juiia Warren.
ious press; or, in fact, a more acceptable
the pioneers.
C. B. Hall left by the 1.25 train Tuesday preacher in the New York pulpits.
for a business trip to Boston and New York.
Mr. E. K. Harris was in the city Monday
Penobscot. Notwithstanding Mr. Speed’s
Albert J. La France of Lanesvilie, Mass., on the
in
assertion
the October Forum that in the
way to his orange grove at East Parural districts ignorance is successfully is studying medicine in the office of Dr. A.
latka, Florida, where he will remain during
of this city.
the winter.
Mr. Harris spent but little
crowding out intelligence, we can speak for C. Ellingwood
Hancock county, Maine, from personal
Washington, Oct. 28. Capt. Carl F. Pal- time the past season at his island home near
Corps of Engineers, was to-day placed Castiue. He arrived in June ami after a
knowledge, that in the district schools the frey,
on the retired list of the
army at his own re- short
stay went to Europe and was absent
average pupil of fifteen years of age is more
quest
having served more than 80 years. He
relined in manners, better read, and more was born
three months. During the summer he had
in Massachusetts, and entered the
intelligent in every way than w'ere the aver- Military Academy from Maine in 18t>5. His a fine residence
built, a cottage of six rooms
age teachers of fifty years ago-The ship
last duty was under the late Gen. Poe at
for the man who takes care of the place, ami
Great Eastern registered 18,915 tons; gross Detroit.
For the last three mouths he has
tonnage, 22,500 tons; draught of waiter when
a stable.
The resilience is situated back of
been on sick leave, being confined in the
laden, 30 feet; length, 695 feet; breadth, 63 hospital at Milwaukee,
Wis.
the old house on Holbrook’s Island, which
feet. Mie was 5,000 tons larger than Noah’s
Capt. Palfrey is a son of the late Rev. Caz- property Mr. Harris bought a year or two
Ark. These facts in regard to the ship Great
Eastern I get from a lithographic print pub- neau Palfrey, and his boyhood was spent in ago, and commands fine views of the bay
lished in 1860.
Belfast.
and the pretty town of Castine.
—
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Horse

Every Mother I t°tli

SF""*
$ug*r-

for the many common ailments which will
occur in every family as long as life has woes.
Dropped on sugar suffering children love it.
Do not forget the very important and useful
fact, that Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment cures
every form of inflammation, Internal or External. It is a fact, proven by the investigations
of medical science, that the real danger from
disease is caused by inflammation; cure the
inflammation and you conquer the disease.

Queen

of the

A

West.
ALLEN

KATE C.
OF

WILKINS, FAMOUS RANCH OWNER
SUE
IDAHO, IN EAST ST. LOUIS.

CAME TO SELL

[St.

3,000 HORSES.
Post-Despatch.]

They

Louis

Miss Kate C. Wilkins, known over the
entire West as the Idaho horse queen, is
stopping at the National Hotel, East St.
Louis.
She is here for the purpose of
JOHNSON’S
selling 3,000 head of horses, the product
of her ranch, during the past year. This
ANODYNE
ranch, now made famous by its woman
manager, and the fact that it is the largest
horse ranch in the country, is situated at
Cures
Mountain Home, in the Bruneau Valley,
Could a remedy have existed for over eighty
1
Colds
Owyee County, Idaho. The little hamlet
years except for the fact that it does possess
takes its name from the ranch, which is
Croup
extraordinary merit for very many Family Ills?
called Mountain Home Ranch, and is 35
There is not a medicine in use today which has
Cough
the confidence of the public to so great an exmiles from the Northern Pacific Railroad.
tent as this wonderful Anodyne. It has stood
A Post-Despatch reporter called upon
Colic
upon its own intrinsic merit, while generation
Miss Wilkins at the National Hotel, and
after generation have used it with entire satisfaction, and handed down to their children a
found her engaged in the business-like ocAll who use it are amazed at its wonderful knowledge of its worth, as a Universal Housecupation of writing letters.
Having
faold Remedy, from infancy to good old age.
after.
ever
ami
in
its
are
loud
praise
power
heard of “Kittie” Wilkins as a woman
For Internal as much as External Use Our Book “Treatment for Diseases” Mailed Free,
who managed her own ranch and marketoriginated in 1S10 by ail old Family Physician. Doctor’s Signature and Directions ou every bottle.
ed its product, the reporter was hardly
Be not afraid to trust what time has endorsed. At all Druggists. I. S. Johnson
Co., Boston, Masa.
prepared to meet the tall young woman,
dressed in a swell, tailor-made costume,
The “Old Farmer”
^
pass good measures, the opposing party’s her -blonde curls surmounted
by a dainty
W HITES ON FINANCE AND THE FAHMEIiS’
cry is, woe! woe! to the poeple and coun- Parisian creation, who greeted him with
and
invited
when
the
OKIE VANCES.
him to
opposing party perfect self-possession
Then,
try.
One might be excused for
To the Editok of The Jocknal. Polit- comes into power it is the same old woe. be seated.
that
Western
rancli
life
would
imagining
ical discussions among the farmers now So, often good laws may have opposition coarsen
any woman, no matter what her
Such natural tendencies might be, hut one
are m t very interesting, and from what
until they are on trial a while.
little is said it looks as if both sides were party talk is misleading to the people. glimpse of Miss Wilkins is enough to
dissipate the idea. She is a
disaj'i oii'tid. Somehow it begins to look Along somewhere, with gold, silver and completely
strikingly attractive woman. Above the
that way.
The country was never so paper money enough in the hands of the
average height of her sex, she carries herprosperous as during the war of the re- government, this country might prosper. self with a determined yet feminine air,
which impresses even the most casual obbellion, when gold load completely vanish- The resources are not half developed yet server.
Her blue eyes have a light in
ed.
But there was paper money enough in tlie country, and wonders will yet be
them that shows she is not to be lightly
and eveiything was booming.
Now, if accomplished with good legislation. The dealt with, aud the lines around her
papei money was good enough once why people do not feel satislied for either party mouth indicate unusual strength of charIn fact she looked ail over, with
No one around to take a good measure that is beneficial acter.
not have it right along.
the exception of her stylish attire, just
here ever sees any gold money. Occasion- to the country and the opposite leaders
what she is—a woman who earns lots of
ally the fanner gets a silver dollar, and hold back and work it for all it is worth money in a occupation usually considered
sometimes a paper dollar; but for every for party interest.
Old Farmer.
beyond the pale of even the uew woman.
She is probably about 30 years old, though
dollar he gets now he has to give about
Half a Century Ago.
this is ouly a guess.
The reporter extwice as much of his crop as heretofore,and
plained why lie had called.
To the Eiiitoi! of The Jouknae: a
in all ca>LS lie cannot buy as much again
“There is not much to tell,” said Miss
Beside his tax ;s as- year or two ago a friend took a trip from Wilkins,
with that dollar.
“My father crossed the plains
in
'53 and has never returned except for a
Freedom village to Sammie Parsons.
If
sessed to pay the same rates for town,
visit or two.
After the gold fever subsidcounty and State officials. When people you will bear with me 1 will go over the ed lie located a ranch, and such lias been
begin to practice what they preach, and same road, as it was in the years between bis occupation since. We children were
On leaving the bridge all born on the ranch and grew up in the
take half a salaiy. it will begin to look as 1830 and 1830.
midst of the the wild environments that
If half the gold across tlie mill stream we pass Alfred Mcif they are in earnest.
then existed, and still exist iu a measure
standaid money will buy as much as it is Alister's and Oeorge Ranlett’s house and in that
locality. My brothers taught me
said to. let the high in authority come store, where N. E. Keen spent some of to ride and shoot, that being a neccessary
down honestly and work for half pay ids boyhood days: then Dea. Dodge’s, the part of a woman’s education out there iit
those days, aud I soon rivaled them in exsuch as that the farmer gets.
Allowing Academy, 11. Williams, MeLothany's, and pertness. When 1 grew up the
family
that a fanner can pn duce as much again bearing a little to the right we come to became somewhat
separated. My father
from
a
the
small
hatter.
Still following liad,
for tlie dollar, we have not twice as many
Ivory Lord’s,
beginning, accumlated
the lead of our friend we come to a school- a large herd of horses and on one of bis
consumers. In fact, we do not have as many
to
market
lie
took
me along.
After
trips
house, then Kaulett's Corner, and another that I
corsunnis now in the villages along the
always accompanied him and in a
hay and rivei as in the past and the mar- house and store. We ha\e here two cor- few years he said that I could sell horses
ket is overstocked, and but very little ners, one where Asa Hall now lives, witli better than be.
two brothers and myself manage
Mr. Evans, Samuel
sale to get that dollar.
Knyues, Ephraim the“My
rnlich and for the past eight years J
Or.h think of it, here, in one of the best Keen, John McFarlane, and on the other have sold all our lenses.
At lirst I found
y< ling oiehards in town, the apples are I corner Alfred Sawyer and a Mr. Watts. it somewhat difficult, but now 1 would
shaken off and big and little are dumped l We do not know whether his name was like to see the horse trader that can get
the best of me.
1 made up my mind at
into the cella: for the cattle and hogs, Isaac or whether he made hymns on acthe beginning to trade on business princiwith only ;’.0 per cent, of a crop in the count of disappointment, but we do know
and
never
ples
misrepresent my stock. As
he made slices.
State of Maine.
Next, Bowen’s, Wm. a consequence I have the confidence of
the
wherever
L have beeu.
1
buyers
There seems tube a wide difference of Downer’s, a brick mason, Hartson Damake my owu arrangements for transalso
brick
John
and
Jonamason,
opinion between men in this country as to mon’s,
portation, personally settle all my claims
In fact, manage for myself
what constitutes a sound system of than Penney's, Uncle Jimmy Smith's, for damages.
1 have grown to like the
national currency. Of course there can be Aaron Davis’s, Amos Sylvester’s, James in every way.
life and would not
it for any
Keen’s, Nehemiali Smith’s, Nathaniel other. After all it is exchange
but one way to regulate this question,
the must independand everybody admits that a bad system Ilussev’s, Edward Keen’s, Samuel and ent life on earth.
I like to lie down at
is injurious to the business of the coun- Isaac Hussey’s, Elder Ricker’s, Deacon niglit, when 1 am on the ranch, and feel
that
about
me is
everything
growing into
try. Everybody knows that tlie present Mathew Randall’s, a srclioolhouse, John
The free, open life gives one a
money.
Smith
and
Smith—two
of
the
8
George
system is a bad one: now, the question is,
of
such
absolute
feeling
independence
IVl.at ought to be done with silver? A boys who plodded their way with their that I could never feel natural cramped
in a city or town.
father
and
mother
from
Damariscotta
to
up
few years ago we were told that hard
“Our ranch embraces thousands of
George’s sons are the Rock- acres
times were caused by the demonitization Freedom.
along the Uruneau and Snake
land
and
l:is
eldest
millionaires,
daughter
of silver.
Then the other party claimed
ltiveis.
We have several hundred acres
is
Mrs.
Gorham
Clough of Unity and the in cultivation aiid raise almost everything,
the trouble arose from the Sherman act,
fur principal product, however, is alfalfa,
which gave us too much silver.
And a youngest lives in Rockland. We now pass
which we feed to our best stock.
At
little later the trouble was said to be the Cyprian Twitcliell’s on the right; then
present we have over 4,000 horses on the
of
ex-Seuator
Capt.
Strout's,
grandfather
lack of a free coinage law.
divided
into
several
Then trouble
Herds accordland),
Nickerson’s wife of Swanville.
The old ing to their grade.
They run wild winGold began to flow out
sprang up again.
and
ter
summer.
Of
late
was a jolly farmer and once tried
years we have
of tin .(tinny ard the
treasury reserve Captain
been improving our stock very much by
with
Wood
to
see
who
would
raise
Squire
was depleted.
This time we are once
introducing imported stallions, and now 1
the biggest hog.
The Squire killed his think that I
more intormed that
the trouble is too
bring the best stock to market
Thursday and it weighed GOO lbs. The that comes from the West. I never ship a
much silver and too much favor to silver.
blemished animal from the ranch.
They
Only one of these opposite views is the Captain killed his Friday and it weighed are all sound when
they leave there.”
001
lbs.
The
said
he
his
knew
and
it
Squire
is
best
to
right one,
be right regardFrom the fact that Miss Wilkins was
less of party ties.
Let us lay aside the was the biggest, the other had gained a horn and raised on an Idaho ranch it must
uot be supposed that she is devoid of those
political side of the question and study pound over night. We now come to Anaccomplishments that are regarded as inthoroughly w hat is said on the other side. sel Randall’s and thence to Sammie Par- dispensable t.o the girl of the period. She
son's mother’s.
Sammie was a lad then,
If there is too much
spent live years in a convent at San Jose,
silver, the governand active, and we are glad to Cal., from which she graduated a refined
ment can call it in as
quickly as the intelligent
and cultured young woman,
her present
is.
punched silver coin departed from us a hear of his prosperity.
novel occupation is her own choice and
few years ago; and if there is not
1895.
Swanville, Oct.,
her wonderful success in it has made
enough
silver give us 10 to 1,
her name a household word among the
regardless of kickChurnin’
Day.
stock raisers of the West.
ers. and paper
money enough to stop the
agitation of the money question. But pay Once a week, an’ sometime’s twice,
We liev ter do our butter-makin’ ;
Too Many Holidays.
up the government debt as fast as possible It alluz comes out sweet an’ nice,
’taint
wuth
our
trouble
and give us no more
Editor
Though p’rhaps
Sliorey, of the Bridgton Xewrs,
bonds, never.
takin’.
protests against the frequently adjourned
(■somehow the farmer seems to
get The sun ain’t never
sessions of the public schools, in some
begun ter rise
°nly the voting after the platform on
sensible remarks.
Before we hev ter be a-turuin’
Twenty-five years ago,
this money question.
the legal holidays were few’, and were the
All the rest goes to Out, er bed, a-rubbin’ our eyes,
Ter set ter work about the churnin’.
of adjourned sessions.
The
the wealthy and
only
days
moneyed men. As it looks
When yer ken look through the kitchen youth of this day are neither sugar nor
now the chances are that
the farmer won’t
door
salt, that rain and snow should keep them
get wash enough from the gold standard
An’ watch the summer suu a-dawnin';
from the school rooms.
Major Sliorey
An’ keep a-gettin’ more ah’ more—
to keep pegging
writes as follows: There are towns in
away much longer at
’taint so bad on seeb a mornin’!
Oh,
which
the
public school is adjourned when
twice as much produce for a dollar witha circus comes to town.
There are others,
When yer ken smell that pleasin’ scent
out kicking.
Of dew on the grass an’ ferns in the so it is said, in which the public school is
I aimeis this
with
readiness
for either
mowin’;
year have had bountiful
adjourned
equal
When a lot o’ singin' birds is bent
a horse race or a big
funeral.
Almost
crops and would sell cheap, but the peoTer beat the barnyard rooster’s crowin’.
anything serves as an excuse. Those who
ple are too poor to buy, in the cities. The
are always willing to let the boys and
But when it comes ter winter, yer know,
sales have fallen off 40
An’ the snow’s been a snowin’, an’ the girls have a good time should remember
per cent, in the
wind
cities along the
that for every half holiday a considerable
a-blowin’;
bay and river in the last An’ thermometers
git ter be twenty below— amount of the public educational fund
tluee years, and
How yer hate ter git up, there’s no tellin’
shipping to Boston is alis wasted.
More than that, half a day’s
nor knowin.’
most a failure.
Summer visitors are but
lessons for hundreds and sometimes thouvery little help. It is only about six weeks But then, when the fire gets a-burnin’ sands of children are wasted, and there
bright,
is not time now to get in properly all the
in tlie year that there are
It
any here.
An’ warms yer up, yer git ter thinkin’
instruction called for iu the public school
lias been hard for the
That
summer’s
an’
winter’s
farmer to keep
green,
white,
courses.
Worst of all frequent holidays
in the chain that God’s a-link’n’.
Are
parts
in
the changed conditions of the
along
The
Leavens in the Boston Jour- are demoralizing to school children.
[Mary
Agnes
markets for the last three
habit of steady mental discipline, sticking
Of nal.
years.
to business through thick and thin, is the
course s. me farmers
living near the submost important and necessary one a civilThe Passing of the Pugs.
uibs of the cities have a
ized human being can form. Being forced
market, but
those ii'ing farther
I
am
with
through
lighting forever and a | to become accustomed to this habit in
away, with (mixed
was t«» show this fellow a
crops as the usual custom lias been, have day. My purpose
early youth is worth thousands of dollars
cur.
Having accomplished my mission, I to the future man and woman. Whatever
got to give the bogs and cattle hundreds will quit the game and never fight again.
interferes with formation of such a habit
of dollar s worth of flue
[Corbett.
works against future success.
Let the
vegetables and
And having thoroughly exhibited not
flint that would
the
and
help
out of
young ones have all the legal holidays in
poor
Fitzsimmons
but
it
is
to
be
only
himself,
the calendar, but not too many others.
w-ork people in the cities the
coming win- hoped he will put on a muzzle, go into a
ter.
retired part of the Southwest and let the
How to Have Money and Health.
There has been some smart talk about public have a long, unbroken rest. [BosMost people have some trouble w’ith their
business improving, but it is a fact that it ton Record.
health which they would like cured if it
is harder and takes
could be done easily and cheaply.
Dr.
Belief In Six Hours.
more of the farmer’s
Greene, of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
crop to get a dollar than it ever did. The
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases w’ho is the most successful specialist iu currelieved in six hours by the “New Great
fainter ■olio runs his business to
ing nervous and chronic diseases, makes the
square South American Kidney Cure.” This new
following offer: He gives you the privilege
his bills every
year, and works hard, has remedy is a great surprise on account of its of consulting him free of charge, through his
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
of letter correspondence. Write
been disappointed in the
changed con- the bladder, kidneys, back and every par- great system
ditions of the market. There is no sale of the urinary passages in male or female, him just how you feel and what symptoms
trouble you. He will answer your letter,
It relieves retention of water and pain in
for his favored
crop, with the prospect passing it almost immediately. If you want explaining your case thoroughly, telling
just W’hat ails you and how to get strong
ahead that other
changes will follow an- quick relief and cure this is your remedy. and well. He gives the most careful attenSold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Bel- tion to
other year.
It seems best to
every letter, and makes his explanaget right, fast, Me.
tions so clear that you understand exactly
and all hands should work for the
best in- !
And for all this
what
your complaint is.
McSwitters. “Going to send your boy to
terest of a sound,
good money system and college? I thought he knew enough already.” you pay nothing. You do not leave your
then stop tinkering.
“Well, you see the boy isn’t home, and have no doctor’s fee to pay. The
Somebody knows it McSwitters.
strong, and I thought the exercise would do Doctor makes a specialty of treating patients
all, or ought to by this time, and it is no him
through letter correspondence, and is havgood.”
honor to a country to have half the laboring wonderful success. He is the discoverBuckleu’s Arnica Salve.
er of that celebrated medicine, Dr. Greene’s
ing people in it go to heel hungry to have
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, Nervura blood and nerve remedy. If you
a favored few made richer.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever write him at once you will doubtless be
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, cured.
Somehow the people do not
get up Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveYou make no mistake when you buy dalenough enthusiasm for all go to the polls ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
to give perfect satisfaction of ton’s sarsaparilla and nkrve tonic and
now-a-days. One reason is that when a guaranteed
25
Price
cents
family pills. Everybody says so,
refunded.
box.
dalton’s
money
per
and “what everybody says rtiust be true.’’
party gets into power and actually tries to For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
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Bullet and lte Story.
MAKES

RELATES A REMARKABLE WAR STORY.

were

seated around the radiators

at Swett’s

hotel, Portland, when a rather
stout, middle-aged man drew a jack-knife
from his pocket.
As he did so a battered
bullet fell upon tiie floor. “Thanks,” he
replied, as the writer picked it up and

■MSte

1

liniment!

J.

handed it to him.

“1 wouldn’t

care

to

lose that memento for

any amount of
That bullet has been through
money.
my body,” and the gentleman restored

WHY SUFFER WITH

\

the rifle ball to his pocket. After considerable coaxing, the speaker, who was
Allen J. Maker, now of l.ynn, Mass., and
who isconnecteil with Frank Leslie's, said:
“Well, if you want to hear the yarn just
read that copy of the report made to ConHe handed over the
gress of my case.”
certificate of the report made to the committee of the whole House at the second
session of the 51st Congress.
When the war broke out I had just completed my second year in the high school
at Biddeford.
1 was a little rising sixteen
years of age, and was working during my
vacation at the Water Power Company in
Biddeford. Boys but a trifle older than
myself enlisted, and 1 became fired with
enthusiasm to go myself. My father strenuously objected and wouldn’t listen to it.
He wanted me to complete my education,
but I finally persisted and the upshot of
it was 1 went to the front and it was God’s
goodness that enabled me to return.”
“1 went out in Company 1, 4th Maine.
We had seven hot battles before we were
out as many months, but the event that
let daylight into me was when we were
retreating at Chantilly. The Major rode
down the line and ordered the Captain of
each company to detail two men for
skirmishers. 1 happened to be selected
from our company.
In the hottest of the
fight I was cornered. My left arm was
broken by a bullet and hung helpless by
1 was weak from loss of blood.
my side.
1 crawled to the rear and on the way 1
could see men falling in the ranks like ten
pins. 1 had a shot left in my piece and I
sent that into a “Beb” and then got be
hind the tree to load.”
"I tried to reach the rear to get my arm
dressed and had just climbed a fence when
1 dropped unconscious with this big bullet
in me.
It had crashed into my abdomen.
1 lay on the rain soaked ground, with no
shirt on.
1 lay there all night.
In the
morning the surgeon sent me whiskey and
remarked to a comrade of mine, ‘poor
boy, its all over with him, he can't last an
hour more.’
I was nearly dead from the
loss of blood and weak from lack of food.”
All tin following day i lay there given
up for dead, but that night there was a
detail to remove the dead and 1 was removed also, while the records had my
name in the list of the dead.
I showed
feeble signs of life and was carried to the !
rear.”
This is an abstract of the report of!
Workers ease submitted to the House of j
Representatives. January 21. lS'.M). The
report is illustrated with pictures of the
wounds.
The committee on invalid pensions, to
whom was referred the bill granting a
pension to Allen J. Maker, submit the
followir g report:
Your committee having examined the
testimony in this case find that Maker is
sufl'eiing from a desperate wound received
in line of duty as set forth in the records
of surgery of the late war as follows:
Pirate Allen J. Maker, to. 1, 4th
Maine, aged is years, was wounded near
Centeevilie, at the battle of Chantilly,
September 1, IS*>2, and was taken to the
regimental hospital, where assistant .Surgeon G. 11. Martin, 4th Maine, recorded
liis injury as a “gunshot wound of the
side and arm.”
The wounded man was
com eyed
to Washington,
and entered
Epiphany hospital on September 2d. I)r.
X. P. M onroe states, without describing I
the wound of the arm. that “the ball
passed through the left side between the
ninth and tenth ribs, fracturing the hitter,
and lodged between the transverse processes of the third and fourth lumbar
vevtebrie, whence it was extracted, as I
was informed, on the previous day.” The
m.ssile was placed in the Museum by Dr.
L inton.
The missile is said to have lain
subcutaneously and as soon as a counter
incision was made for its extraction fmcal
n atter was discharged by this
wound.
From the anterior opening a number of
bone splinters were extracted.
On September 10th, a piece of omentum, “twelve
inches long and two inches wide,” is said
t
have been removed.
He was sustained
ly a nourishing diet, with porter and
tonic medicines.
Late in October, Hospital Steward Staunch prepared, under
Dr. Brintoms supervision, an excellent
w ater color drawing of the subject.
This
is preserved in the Surgical Series of
Drawings, A. M. M., as Xo. b">.
The patient at his own desire, was discharged from service by Surgeon James
Bryan, U. S. V. In May, 18(53, a month
afterwards, both wounds healed up soundly, and the patient went to his home at
Belfast, Maine. He was pensioned. On
September l.>, 1804, his condition was so
satisfactory that his pension was reduced.
He applied for an increase, and on August
27, 1870, Pension Examiner Charles X.
Germaine of Rockland, Maine, made a report similar to the above.
He is pensioned at 824 per month, and
his application for increase was rejected
by the pension bureau, on the ground that
the evidence did not show that he was incapacitated from performing “manual labor.” Dr. S. S. Stearns testifies by affidavit before this committee that in his
opinion Maker “is unable to perform any
manual labor,” and that “his disability
is equivalent to the loss of a leg and

Sick and Nervous

HEADACHEP

Cramps^

■'

A

may b3

easily and cuickly cured
by taking-

Ayers Pills
“T have h"rn a victim ef terrible headarnes, and have ne'er
found an'tintin' to relieve them
so
quickly as Ayer’s 1 ills, Since

1 began taking this medicine, the
titlarks have heroine less and
less fr pieiit,
til, at present,
months Ini'a
passed since I
have laid oil"."F. X lAVMAX,
Hug Spur, \ a.

"Having

11s<1 .* er’s Pills with
groat sitieess for dyspepsia, from
which I stillcrcd (V;- years, 1 rcr■ d' il nevi r to he without them
in m> household, dliey are indeed effrr! i \ r."
M rs S'LLIE
>

—-

Mot.iti-,

l-j'i

delphia, Pa.
“I always

Willow st., Phila-

us" Ayer’- Pills, and
think them exeellent "—Mrs tl
I’. W ATRors. .Jaekson, Fla.

Ayer’s Pills
Received Highest Awards
THE WORLD’S FAIR

AT

DISORDERED
STOMACH.
BLUR BEFORE
THE EYES.

DIZZINESS,
OVER-EATING,
SOUR STOMACH,

CONSTIPATION,
LIVER COMPLAINT,
NERVOUS

DEBILITY,
PRICKLY FEELING
OF HANDS OR FEFT
Sure Relief foi

A

Dyspepsia by using

Little Bailroad Liver Pills.
Every Box Warranted.

MALL PILL. SMALL DOSE.

NO OKI PING.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.
Manufactured by the
Railroad Medicine Co., Burnham Maine

SerlingSiivorCmds
IN GREAT VARIETY.

Presents

Wedding
IN ALL LINES.

SHIRT'WAiSTSETsTI

Goii a&i Silver ViTCHES

Your committee believe tins is a meritorious case, and recommend the passage
of the bill after the same shall have been
amended by striking out all after the word
“to*’ in the fifth line and insert as follows:
“840 per month, but this act shall not deprive the beneficiary of the right to apply
for and have granted him an increase of
pension under the general law relating
thereto.”
This was passed.
Mr. Maker is in fine health now and few
would guess that he had been so near
death’s door.

AT LOWER PRICES

j
j

h. j.
National

locus,

Bank

Biij.dxig Bki.fast.

A PMTs UjHffltnj.
B
!
j

Splendid curative

agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaust ion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also lor Kheumatistn, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anannia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25and50 cents.
Effervescent.

:

C
Sold

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
CHICAGO.
Avenue,

151 S. Western

I

.

The undersigned, having made arrangements
with one of the best binders in the State, is prepared to receive

Books,Pamphlets Magazines
*

and have them bound in a neat and
binding, and at very low prices.

strong

GKO. W. BUKGKSS.

JTOB PRINTING
of every description promptly attended to.
Send your orders to...

Burgess' Job Printing Office,
3m33
BELFAST, MAINE.

CO.
BELFAST ILLUMINATING
notice

The

TO all
undersigned hereby gives
VERSONS INDEBTED TO SAID COMPANY that he will
be at his oilice in McClintock Block, at the corner
of Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday,May 20th, from 10 to 12 a. m., to receive

HOUSTON, Receiver,

Belfast

a Great

Illuminating Co.

Big Piece

OF HIGH GRADE TOBACCO FOP.

10 CENTS
MOW IS

VOUR TliVI

-TO

1!L'Y

your-

*Fall & Winter Clothii
We have got our FALL AND WIN I ER SF
We will give you our best attention. CL

Fresh from file Market
\iid Latest %
WE CHALLENGE
Better times are
satisfy you at the

coming and we will try
:::
:::
present.

ai

White Store, 81 Main:
CHARLES

Q’COlNriSrEI^

THESE ARE MOVING T
Our Furniture is Movia
Because it is offered at prices that tempt buu
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

I
Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.

Lounges from $3.50 upwards.
!
!

*
:

Extension Tables from $3.50 upwards.
Chamber Sets from $10.50 upwards.
Fancy Chairs at almost your own price
Extra Soft Top Mattresses fron $1.50 upw
Hair Top and Wool lower than ever bt
Sofas and Parlor Sets icwer than
Since

we

have been in business

for this year
has received 2020 applications for State

pensions,

by all dealers.

in the lead

INTO PUBLIC FAVOR OH
ACCOUNT OF ITS SIZE AND QUALITY 11

Applications for State Tensions.
Pension

p

Has JUMPED
•

arm.

THAN' EVER BEFORE.

!

It§) h W WElt
w^BattleAx Plug

|

IS THE RESULT OF

j

wFemam

Agent

an

Milliken

increase of about 500 over

tile old for the entire last year.
Mr. Milliken ascribes this to the broadening of
the scope of the law by the last legislature, and to the discussions which then
gave prominence in the newspapers to the
State’s system for helping the needy veterans.
Many who would not have turned
to the State even for needed aid because
they knew little about the operation of
the pension law undoubtedly had their attention directed to it by the discussions of
the legislators.
And then, apart from
these causes for the increase, there is tiie
natural growth of the necessity for aid
which keeps pace with the advancing
years of the old soldiers and their wives
and widows.
San Jose, one of the principal California
fruit shipping points, sent East last week,
1,140,9(50 pounds of green fruit, 233,835
pounds of sun-cured fruits, 870,950 pounds
of canned fruit, and 447,000 gallons of
wine and brandy. During the same time
Fresno shipped East forty ear loads of
raisins, making about 550 car loads of
San
this fruit sent eastward tins season.
Jose also sent East 53,280 pounds of garden seeds during last week.

MR, WIIjZjIS

first-class wo'kman, is con
this establishivent. Repair !\
a

niture, Upholstering aim
ing done ir a thorough

with

J. C.

despatch.

Thompson & Son.

RESTORED MINHOOU
The great remdv for nervous prostration
diseases of tit generative organs oi < i:.
Nervous Prosfation, Failing or Lost Man
Y
Nightly Emisions, Youthful Errors
cessive" usee Tobacco or Opium, whir
tion and inanity. With every $5 ordet
guarantee f cure or refund the mom y
tones for $5.00.
per box, <i
i
BEFORE AM) AFTER l SINM.
r>n. tpT'rv rur.MiCAT. <<>..<
KOK SALE BV R. B. HOBBY, BELFAST HAlvE.
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Island, Sept. 27th.
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Women exchange confidences about their own
health and that of their husbands.
A man’s physical well being is
closely watched by a thoughtful wife.
It is part of her duty in the world to
keep him well. If she sees him running
she
should take measures to stop it.
down,
Very few men enjoy being sick. They
won’t admit even to themselves that they
are sick.
They will go on losing flesh and

seaside

well, twro miles
away—in each full bucket some sprigs of

grew

fresh ferns to

keep

prevent spilling.

the water cool and

You are struck

by their
tall,
figures, well-developed chests
and graceful carriage, and especially by
their full, liquid “ox-eyes,” such as Hovitality—working too hard—worrying too
mer gave to his goddesses, fringed with
hard—taking little or no care of their
long black lashes. The women of Pico nealth. Maybe they need only a little help
erect

are

to be made well.
Maybe a good .simple
tonic is all they require. Maybe it is some-

said to be the handsomest in the Azo-

res, and

some

pronounced
the world.

enthusiastic travelers have

serious.
Whichever it is, it
should be attended to. When a man gets
his
work
really sick,
stops. He can’t tend
to business. He loses all he has previously
gained. Actual want may stare him in the
face.
It doesn’t, pay to get sick, or to stay
sick. There’s no need of doing either. Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery will
prevent sickness. It is a blood helper and
a flesh builder.
It restores perfect digestion and insures perfect assimilation of
the food.
It is a powerful enemy to germs
and will search them out in all parts of the
body, forcing their evacuation. It has
been proven by th•• written testimony of
hundreds of grateful people that the
"Golden Medical Discovery” will even
cure q> per cent, of all cases of
consumption if taken in its eaiiy stages.
A book of 1000 pages containing testimonials and much valuable health talk will
be sent on receipt of 21 cents to cover postWorld’s Dispenage and wrapping only.
sary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y,

thing

them the most beautiful in

Certainly they

are

Superb

pictures of health and contentment; and
if

worldly

lore is

lacking, “where ignofolly to be wise.”
Their round, delicately-featured faces
have a peculiarly kind expression, and to
the stranger they arc courtesy personified.
is

rance

bliss ’tis

The

Pico costume is very pretty; a dark
blue petticoat of heavy stuff known as

“picot,” bordered with rows of scarlet;
hussar jacket of the same reaching just
to the belt line, with many seams in the
back all heavily corded with scarlet; the
l-aii, combed smoothly back from the
a

forehead,
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Practical Poultry Papers.
reality “a pillar of it- ts distinctly, the supposed trellis-work
tl.ty and a pillar of tire by turns out to be low stone walls, myriads of
The nest-box for a sitting hen should
td.( :;s crater,
which in days of them, rising tier above tier like the seats he
more capacious than an ordinary one,
uis been the
so
source of
many in a theatre, dividing the larger vineyards giving her plenty of “elbow-room” to
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we have five cent money
order with every ONE DOLLAR CASH PURCHASE.

t6j.l5
6 20

+ Flag

station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast, ami all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for .-ale by F. F
Crowley
PAYS* >N TI CK KB,
Agent, Belfast
Vice Pks. am' Cen’l Manager.
F. K. !’.< mi iibv, Cfii'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 1", 1895.

We'shall carry

line of

a tine

MEN’S PANTS, ^
BOYS’ SHORT PANTS.

never

12 Main street
I STAPLES & COTTRELL,
SERVICE.

4

Trips

GOAL.

to Boston.

a

An
^
^
I

y

Ostrich’s

5tomach.^
Can digest most anything. \
Unfortunately man's cannot.

^rhree Rules

^

Are:—

turn

|

October 14, 1SJ15, steamwill leave. Belfast, weather permitting, as follows
For Canulen, Rockland and Boston, Mondays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturcavs (about)
2.30 pm.
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden and Bangor. Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays at (about) 9.00 a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

PLYMOUTH

RETURNING
From Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays at 5.00 p m.
From Rockland, touching at Camden, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at from 5.00
to <3.00 a. m
From Bangor, Mondays. Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11.00 a. >i., touching at

) AA

SUGAR-LOAF

j

LEHIGH,

‘GEORGE’S CREEK
|

CUMBERLAND.

I

Prices at

I
!

Belfast, and Castine Rente.

Chestnut Coal,
Stove Coal,

$5.35

5.10

5.35

Egg Coal,.

4.90

Furnace Coal,

4.90

5.15
5.15

....

....

LADEES

Steel! Pennyroyal Pills

PKEHCHrsia1;™'^:’,^0^

CAREFUL

The Nose and Throat,

GRAY’S

I'J

slight fever,

and is in great request at Lisbon,
where it is manufactured into fine furniture.

hogany

Of coirse you go at once to the Consul’s
house, which is doubly interesting as hav-

Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.

weight or fullness

heartburn,

or nausea.
cure

School

of

BUSINESS COLLEGE
Shorthand
and

Typewriting.

Pend for free Illustrated Catalogue.
L. A. Cray & Son,
Portland,

Me.

HOct9’ lliH*—iyr«f»6r llour8 b-v Appointment only

33. 35 &
TELEPHONE 4-8.

37

Front

Successors to F. A. Carle, 60 Main St.

Stoves forSaleT
Two
store or
..„

CI4U

large

second-hand stoves, suitable for
office, for sale cheap.

GEO. A. BAILEY,
62 Main Street, Belfast.

Qltf

INVESTMENT.
FOR FARMERS.
DEC., MABOH, JUNE and SEPT
;

j

Absolute

The farmers of Maine whose property is unincumbered by mortgage are giving encouragement
to a Maine enteiprize by
insuring in the

Security Guaranteed by
Maine Mutual Fire insurance Co.,
Real Estate.
OF AUGUSTA.

The Petit Manan Land and Industrial Company
oiler at par, $10.00 per share, fifty thousand dollars of the Treasury Stock of the
Corporation.
The Company invite the closest scrutiny of its aflairs and prospects, and will he
pleased to answer all inquiries.
A sufficient acreage of real estate is reserved as
a perpetual and absolute
guarantee to stockholders.
Present condition of the business warrants
the management in stating that a
special dividend
m addition to the 2
per cent, quarterly dividend
will he declared in 18%. All st< ck'holders of
record ')ct. 28, 1895 will receive the Dec.
quarterly
dividend.
Write the Company for surveyor’s
pectuses, etc.

Col. HENRY (i. STAPLES, President.
Capt. C. E NASH, Vice President.
E. S. TURNER,

BOARD

plans, Pros-

Boarding

shall be at my office in Memorial building Saturdays from 10 A. M. to 12 M., and 2 to 4 P. m.,
until January 1, 1896.
All persons who wish to
avail themselves of the discount of two per centon their taxes must pay by January 1. 1896.
H. F. MASON, Collector.

Belfast, Sept. 1,1895.—29tf

:

ALGERNON BANGS,
JAMES K. FILLER,

CHARLES II.

FRANK L. WEBBER,
BLA1SDELL,

This compar y is popular because it is meritoriand lias had a marvelous growth. It is the
only Maine company doing business on the dividend plan. It is conducted upon the lines of two
of the oldest and

most

successful insurance

com-

panies in the t nited States, viz: the Holyoke and
Quincy of Massachusetts, who have been
doing business since 1843 and 1851 respectively,
and have never failed to pay a dividend. All
the

given to customers. Terms reason
( HARLEM A. WILEY, Belfast,
Opposite Revere House, Mprlng St.

TO TAX PAYERS!

DIRECTORS

CHARLES E. NASH.

oils

STABLE

_3in32

OF

IBM «. STAPLES,

CHARLES W. JONES.

1 have bought the Revere House stable and shall
continue it as a feed and boarding stable as heretofore. Everything is in good order and prompt
attention is
able.

Secretary,

0, W, JONES, Treasurer.

PKTIT MANAN LAND AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANY,
«4 High Mreel, Belli,M, Maine,
Or 101 John Hancock Building, Boston, Mass.

I

a

Belfast.

Street,

I

in the

stomach,

Hood’s Pills rouse
the liver,
biliousness, restore proper We have the best assortment in this county.
digestion, expel accumulated impurities,'
cure constipation. 25 cents. Prepared only
J. H. & J. W. JONES,
by CL L Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

DELIVERY.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

GEO. F. EAMES, M.D.. DM, Feed and

Your Livor

^scattered

$5.50
5.50
5.30
5.30

WEIGHT,

j

O U R, 3K

Delivered
and put in.

DELIVERY,
CORRECT

8Loss

|

Cart.

$5.10

j

LE PUN’S

Dump

....

PROMPT

LIFE

'T

Delivered in

Wharf.
;
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|
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buy ycur Winter’s Coal.

First Quality
Thoroughly Prepared

Commencing Monday,

ers

COAL.

COAL.

Now is the time to

1

g^Dceof

cheap substitute.
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wall. Each of these

a
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remainder of our.
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Waldo
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1. A careful diet.
about iu and manmuvre her eggs to
^ 2. Don’t
successful hatching.
It is claimed
hurry.
that a sod of grass, cut to lit: the bottom
3. If you do hurry, remember a
t
intervening landings.
of the box and slightly hollowed in the
FRED W. BOTE, Agent. Belfast.
^
small dose of
L.. F.” willl
flames I I’ico, and that green vines and lush grapes middle, makes the most wholesome and
or twilight, bright
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt.Boston.
of
save
lots
comfortable
nest
a
ben
can
WILLIAM
H. HILL, Gen’l Manager.Boston.
and
one
suffering.
you
in
have,
discerned flickering amid thin ! should be produced among the barren
which enables her to keep her eggs at a
Tin True *11.. F." Atwood’s Ritters,*
istones of tiie mountain, seems to
-moke.
a
you
uniform temperature.
The earth of the
35c. a Bottle.
kiwi-blithe boats plying all day1 phenomenon as singular as that of pure sod neither encourages nor harbors veriv.'>
Cedar twigs and pine needles are
d * narrow channel the temp- water gushing out of a rock.
Had Pico min.
excellent to strew in nests, as they are
os
irresistible to pay this been the veritable heap of dimers around
also anti-verminous. The nest-box should
Winter Arrangement—In Effect October
l:
neighbor a visit. And noth- Vulcan’s furnace, it would hardly be lie dusted once a week with air-slaked
i
blacker
than
!!
the
the
lime
of
lava
means
of
a
small
Portuguese
lumps
by
1, 1895.
Although
powder bellows,
among
and the
^
t» you a sealed book, the
body with Persian insectj which the vines grow. Imagine the ref- powder aslien’s
soon as she begins sitting, ten
8TEAHER OA8T13E, weather pert;
accustomed to the ways of j use of a stone quarry spread out over the
mining, will run every week dav
days after, and just before the eggs batch.
in connection with B.W B. S. Co., as follows:
a
s
gners and know what you slope of
A sitting hen should have a spacious
mountain, divided into little
Leave *West Brooksville at 7.20 a. m.: Castine,
1 before ^ATTEffP
1
the aid of words; and they { patches by two-foot, walls of the same “run” of laths and chicken wire of her
7.45; Hughes Point, 8 30; Ryder’s Cove, 9.00;
Lime
Kiin, 9.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.
own.
Iu it should be placed her daily ra- D2. E. C. WEST’S NE2VE AND BBAIN
:
loom for you in some comTBDAT14ENT
material; then fancy a single vine just tions of food and
also her is sold under positive written guarantee, by
pure
water,
♦Brooksville,
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturof an outgoing felucca—1 sprouting, planted in (lie centre of each dust
agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
bath, as she needs more than her or- authorized
days.
of Brain and Nerve Powt r: Lost Manhood;
leave
Belfast at 2.00 i*. m., for the
Returning,
the
the
whole
of
20
or
comforts
when
:10 dinary
understand, too,
price j division,
vineyard
uickness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
sitting. Later,
above named landings.
onndence: Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
:-k*es only half an hour to acres surrounded by a higher wall of when her little ones arrive, a coop should
East take steamer Ca«ine
Passengers
going
be attached to the “run,” taking the Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
1
from Belf st at 2(H) p. m., every Monday, Wedlorta to the little village of;
sex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful
loosely piled stones and you have a toler- place of the discarded
Errors, or
and Friday. Take steamer next day for
nesday
nest.
No dishes Excessi
Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
all landings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
to Magdalena, the chief I able idea of what a Pico
vineyard looks of moist food or water should then he which leads to Misery, Consumption, Insanity
Passengers going to Millhridge, Jonesport ana
and Death. By mail, $1 a box; six for $5; with
‘", where many of Fayal's like at this time of
to stand around, lest the wee
permitted
Machias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
year.
written guarantee to cure or refund
money.
2.00 l*. 3t., stop over at Castine, take steamer
chicks fall in and get damp and chilled, Sample package,
'iti/ens have summer resi- j
live
containing
Where corrugated cliffs of the coast-line
days’treatment," Frank Jones next morning for all landings from
for cold and wet are fatal to them.
A with full instructions, 25 cents. One sample
Castine to Machias.
native boats, despite their have been worn by ocean
surges into a simple contrivance to prevent small chick- only sold to each person by mail.
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,
R. If. MOODY, BELFAST.
'lire, make almost yachting- j similitude of ruined castles spanned by ens getting into a food or water vessel is
Ryder’s Cove; Win. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
M. Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
J:'
to
invert
an
kitchen
colander
and
immense lateen sails swelling natural bridges and girt about by a
ordinary
set it on a shallow earthen pic-dish two
W’tf
1
c. W. SMALLIDGE, Manager,
:n the breeze as they careen
FOR JBITIIFR SEX.
c/i“ral-<i< -frhe of rocks, through narrow, inches
in circumference than itself,
larger
This remedy being in^
d.i'.ws, now and then tossing watery lanes between detached pillars placing a heavy stone on the colander to
jected directly to the
State 'it Maine.
seat of those diseases
“iir
The groups oft and arched cathedral
ii stationary.
face.
This will provide a
aisles, you ride up keep
WALDO .NS.
COURT OK INSOLVENCY.
of the (liemito-ririnary
••'iIv-dressed peasants, louug-| to the little cove in front of the town. A | circular space an inch and a half wide and
October V), A. I>. 1895.
Organs, requires no
for water just in their reach, and not
In the matter of FAIRFIELD EMERY, Insolvent
deep
of
die:,
fure
change
roller
that
threatens to swamp the i
aiming the hales ami boxes huge
Debtor.
deep
enough or wide enough to wet their
guaranteed in 1 to 3 I
It is hereby ordered that notice he given to ail
nnmodities. are charmingly boat runs it upon the beach, and though wee downy bodies.
days. Small plain pack[Harper’s Bazar.
persons interested in the settlement of the acage.
by mail. $1.00.
:
-i
and sky are ‘'deeply the landing stairs are completely subcount of F. L. Palmer and A. H. Mayo,
Assignees
Sold only by
of the above named Insolvent Debtor, by
Announcement is made in the October
causing
!,'i rati-ly blue,” and straight merged, you are set ashore dry shod. The
K. n. MOODY. ItKLYAST.
a copy of his order to he published three
29
weeks,
number of the New England Magazine
successively, in the Republican Journal, a news'“\veis the stupendous cone, beach is at all times lively with naked that the
Maine volume of the important
in
in
said
paper printed
Belfast,
K* u
county, that they
t ii I-v
about
with
shrill
it nd
sublime.
laugh- series of American biographies entitled
may appear at a Court of Insolvency to be held at
Nothing boys, scampering
the Probate Court Room on the 1 ,‘Bh day of NoDC YOU KNOW
,n“!’
interestiug than a study of ter and outcry, dragging up armfuls of “Men of Progress,” and bearing the magvember next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and be
azine imprint, will be brought out under
DR. FELIX LE BROW S
heard
snatched
from
sea
the
crest
fi'oin an open boat.
of
the
thereon, and object if tliev see cause.
moss,
The lsthe editorship of Mr. Phillip Willis MeGEO E JOHNSON,
ai,,,ui 4s miles long
Judge of Insolvency Court, Waldo County.
by Id miles in wave. Great piles of this moss, red and in tire of the Eastern Argus—a writer perA true copy. Attest:
<A|part, gradually narrowing to white, are drying on the shingle to be sold haps better known to newspaper readers
3w42
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
as “Alfred York.”
on t. >e market..
‘“■ast, where it terminates in an for fertilizer, and filling the air with
Price, $1.00; sent
ma
by
(•
niiino
t>old
only by
its population is estimated very ancient and fishy smell.’’ MagdaK* H. MOODY, BELFAST.
I
little berg imaginamong half a dozen lena is the quaintest
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perhaps a score of ham- able, the glare of its white walled cottages
Is out of orsubdued by the fringy foliage of the trameducate
der If yon
that
flourishes
of
tree
kind
the
arisk,
only
have bitter
on the island.
No. a41> Newbury St.,
It lias showy spikes of
taste, offen“timers m Atlantic
(Xeah CoitxEK of Fairfield St.)
waters, long pink flowers and is very delicate and
sive breath,
ae,l! the
western end of it that graceful.
BOSTON,
sick headache,
Its wood is said to equal maMASS.
into tiny compartments.
There is not an
of anything deserving the name of
,tt that in the moon light, j
in conditions of the atmos-! vegetable soil fi on the base to the top of
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Is the only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago. Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Bismenorrhoea, Psoriasis, Scrofula, Liver'
and Kidney Diseases,
a positive Cure effected in from 6 to IS
days
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every year

baby’s mission, its

lie-, is growth. To
that little beadle of love,
half trick, ha!, dream, every
added ounce of flesh means
added happiness and comfort. Fat is the signal of

i

perfect health,

Maine Central R. R.

Belfast, depart. 7 20
Citypoint. 17 25

the

>

bus,.*

The
work in

142 13

Persuasion. 142.13
Pride and prejudice.. 142.15
Sense at d sensibility. 142.14
Bailey, J. W. The St. John river in
Maine, Quebec, and New Brunswick. 1894
534.1
Barkley, Henry C. A ride through
Asia Minor and Armenia. 1891.514.17
Beers, Henry A. Initial studies in
American letters. 1895.1217.7
Crawford, Francis Marion. Constantinople. 1895. 514.19
Crane, Stephen. The red badge of
courage. An episode of the civil war. 227.31
Defoe, Daniel. The plague in London. 1065.1142.15
Farrar, Frederic William. Life of
Christ as represented in art. 18114... 935.2
Fenn, George Manville. Diamond
dyke, or the lone farm on the veldt. 324.10
Field, Henry M. Our western archipelago. 1895. 515.23
Ford, Mary H. Otto’s inspiration. A
novel. 214.26
Hassell, Arthur, Louis XIV. and the
zenith of the French monarchy. 1895 833.36
Howitt, William. Homes and haunts
of the British poets. 845.10
Hutton,Laurence. Literary landmarks
of Jerusalem. 1895.!.1132.9
Judson, Harry Pratt. Growth of the
American nation.. 420.0
Love, W. DcLoss, //\ Fast and Thanksgiving .lays of New England. 1895. .1122.25
Post, C. W. 1 am well. Natural sug924.27
gestion, or scientin vitae. 1895
Scripture, E. W. Thinking, feeling,
doing. 1895. ..1043.15
Starr. Frederick
Some first steps in
human progress. 1895. 918 0
Symonds, John Addington. Shelley.. 835,19
Taylor, Bayard. Poetical works.1213,17
Ward, Elizabeth, S. I\ A singular
life. 1895. 142.10
Warm an, Gy. Tales of an engineer
with rhymes of the rail.
1895. 215.23
Wright, Garroll If. Industrial evolution of tlie United States.
1895. 420.7

FROM

health signal.

a

SIGNAL

On and after Oct. 14, 1805, trains connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with througn trains for
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

visited the Az-

surf, showing where ores. discourses about them in these flowA zi.*rean
melted masses seethed and cooled, and ery terms: “Even the old married women
ot
rts
constantly shifting again are long reaches where the mighty and grandmas possess that lustrous beauty
it both mystery and imAtlantic has been pounding unhindered which remains with fadeless eyes. But
Ni ver entirely unveiled at for ages, of precipitious strata worn into the ninias and sinhoritas. (girls and misMi
in against the sky, it is
arches and pillars and buttresses, some of ses), are physically winsome past all telietely shrouded from base j them hundreds of feet high—most curi- ling. This Pico maid has the delicately
be invisible, even from so ! ous and fanciful representations of vast arched foot of the Spanish woman, and
Fa yah After having gaz- j ruined temples and cathedral aisles. The her short skirts disclose limbs as graceful
and shapely.
If her splendid figure has
a
your window in admiring j soil is everywhere too stony to produce
one fault it lies in her lack of
height, but
much grain, so that most of the food
ist thing before going to bed
in nearly every instance the compensation
vs you an uncanny
feeling supplies are imported from the neighboris found in perfect proportion.
Her comiiiable to see any sign or ing islands.
Years ago. before a blight
the nmrnir.g- as if it had fell upon the vines and nearly destroyed plexion is waxen and creamy, with no
in her cheeks.
Her mouth is
bor in the darkness and the leading industry, a great deal of wine carnation
mobile and tremulous.
Her teeth
large,
wa> made—tlie
iii* oilier side of the globe;
best
iu
the Azores.
very
are faultless, and an enthusiast would inj'hantom mountain, with Then the exportation of tins commodity
sist that her lips are maddening. Her
aenee at all?
It isaiavor- ■sometimes amounted to 100.000 barrels a
hair, not black as in most southern types,
V'-ar;
c the Fayaiese lhat- c;King
now o
is
hardly as man) gallons. is
of that misty brown color which one
\vs tlie same gown twice.
N" vineyard iu Tuscany produces finin'
sometimes see on the sides of a mounmay
is usually clothed
hut a.
grapes than those that grow on this bare
tain opposite the sun.
But her crowning
mountain
•tiii: evv bands of white
They at. small and white,
is melting,
languorous, yet Hashing
>ina i i
runraied umv <»f leseinbiii.g the Deiaware gaape in size, | glory
Her facial beauty is not greatest
blit : h .bonds that ei mr- shape am! texture, but with so delicate j-ew-s.
that

;;s

A HEALTH

TIM E-TABLE.

places)

knotted under the chin;
In
; handkerchief
come squarely to the
edge of the j on top of the handkerchief a low-crowned
like huge breakwaters of masonary; :| sailor hat. such as the men wear, made of
the fiat braid of the

Library.

Northanger abbey....

constantly jogging over the stony road
carrying heavy buckets on their heads to

■;ited for tlie morrow; but and anon they arc crumbled or blended,
j
o.ii.s hidden all day, with no | as if by torrents of molten lava.
Interipprr clouds, the signs are I spersed between these are ragged crags

I;

the family sitting and sleeping rooms,

are

and

Free

Accessions during October.
Arnold, Sarah L. Way marks for
teachers. 1895.1052 30
Austen, Jane. Emma. 142 11
Mansfield park. 142.12

tuguese than any spot in Portugal. It has
water, and troops of barefooted women

Dr. Miles’ Heart Cure

j they

Belfast

cells are

no

Silas Farley.

tlie volcano above.

refectory

doorstep the sea
is unfathomable. You may easily walk
to the nearby village of Criacao Velha,
(Old Creation), which is even quainter
than Magdalena and more
intensely Por-

Dr. Miles Heart Cure is sold on a positive
guarantee that the first bottle will benefit.
A il druggists sell it at $1. G bottles for $6 or
it will be sent, prepaid on receipt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind

_

The

narrow

within half a mile of the

anxious that everyone shall

broadening base, |

priory.

and from the veranda you may look upward into stony vineyards, or outward
upon long swells of the Atlantic, where

wonderful Temedies.”

Jyesville, Ohio.

siftings steadily add in'
perfect tone above. Pico j liiva fro
•■if

now

lived, propped half
up in bed. because I
couldn’t lie doun
nor sit up.
Thinking my time had
I
come
told my famlly what I wanted
done when I was
pone. Bufc on the first day of March on
the recommendation of Mrs. Fannie Jones,
of Anderson, Ind., I commenced taking
Hr, Hiles9 Blew fure for the Heart
and wonderful to tell, in ten days I was
working at light work and on March 19 commenced framing a barn, which is heavy
work, and I hav'nt lost a day since. I am 56
yc i’>-. ad, 6 ft. i)t inches and weigh 2501bs.
I believe 1 am fully
euredf and

dis-

a

gradually

former

a

of the monks and their

worse, very weak,
and completely discouraged, until I

.siuallcr craters, is the central

U

ing been

question of time as
I could not be cured.

height of nearly 8,000
beautifully shaped as if chisel•uiiioiiuded at its base by ina

to

i;.;

DISEASE,

like
many other ailments when they
have taken hold of the
system,
newer gets better of Its own
accord, but
Constantly grows worse. There are
thousands who know they have a
defective
heart, but will not admit the fact.
They
don’t want their friends to
worry, and
Don’t know wkat to take
for it, as
they have been told time and again that
heart disease was incurable. Such was
the
case of Mr. Silas
Farley of Dyesville, Ohio
who writes June 19,1S94, as follows:
had heart disease for 23
years,
my heart hurting me almost continually.
The first 15 years I doctored all the
time,
trying several physicians and remedies,
nntil my last doctor told me it was only a

ISLAND OF THE AZOREAN

buildings

insured in this company must be suran agent of the campany, and a
plan
This is done at the company’s expense.
Every person insured is a member of the comthe
life
of
his
pany during
policy, and is entitled
to its benefits. Dilapidated,unoccupied or
neglected buildings, and those in bad repair, will not be
taken by this company at any rate. We give insurance for protection.
Those wishing to insure
for revenue only will have to seek it elsewhere.

veyed by
made.

j

J. O.

JOHNSON, Liberty,

Agent for Waldo County

and

Vicinity.

After Miss Willard's speech the
resolution passed through all the phases
as amendment, amendment to amend-

BELFAST, THURSDAY,
PUBLISHED EVERY

OCTOBER

THURSDAY

CHARLES A.

81,1895.

MORNING BY THE

hrpublican Journal

North port

ner.

Republican journal

Pub. Co.

PlLgBCKY,]^^^"

Miss Martha Pendleton has arrived home
from a very enjoyable visit to relatives in
Brockton, Mass.

ment was offered, and everything was
voted down, and the national convention,
led by Miss Willard, extended the hand
of fellowship to Catholics and Hebrews.
It will be
a

a

surprise

Mrs. Lucy A. Orcutt and Mrs. Rebecca
Sylvester have returned to Rockport from a
very pleasant visit to Mrs. Elzra Brown.

to many that such

resolution was needed.

The impres-

The ladies of the Baptist Circle will meet
at the residence of Mrs. Emery Brown this,

sion has been that the W. C. T. U. was
non-sectarian.

That

Augusta literary bureau seems
have suspended operations.
Awaiting
mittances, perhaps.

to
re-

That there are many precious things in
Maine, amniate and inanimate, we can all
testify; that rare gems have been found
within her borders many of us know. The
tourmalines, etc., from Mt. Mica have a

has quite

world-wide fame.

Deer

country

tin

a

are

plate industry,

reported

after all.

plentiful

in

the

Moosehead Lake region, and
visiting
sportsmen say that the guides there are
dear.
___

That
was

challenging

thought

t

British yachtsman
Early Hose, but like

to be an

Dun raven has proved to be

a

The

Napoleonic fad has had its day,
and evidently G.
Washington is now to
have his innings. The American
reading
public will welcome the change.
The town of Hallowed will live in poetMrs. Mattie Baker Dun’s “Hills of
ry.
of her finest poems; and
now Mrs. Emma Huntington Nason has

given

us a

one

dainty lyric

entitled “Hallow-

ed Beds.”
The Bath

Times

recently devoted
daily papers

scorching

editorial to the

New York

city

a

of

the tenor of which may he
inferred from the following paragraph:
The Tribune is about the only one of
the lot, of any prominence, that a man
can feel safe in
regularly taking into his
house.
Of the brood of Sewer
Gazettes,
like the Morning Journal, which has lately been purchased by John 1{. McLean,
who made the Enquirer notorious even in
Cincinnati, it is unnecessary to say anything save that they stink in the nostrils
of all decent people.
Tile commendation of the Tribune is
well deserved.
Were it not we should
not offer it to our readers in connection
with

a

subscription

to

a

has been found for which $100,000 was
offered and refused is rather a severe test
of one’s

credulity, although

believe that

readily

a

diamond

we

might

or

two of

quality aud small value have been
in a rocky hill near the Saco river

inferior
found

in Hiram'.

As to the greater find

an ex-

The Journal—both

papers for the price of one.
ri lie statement from Paris from Senator
on the Venezuelan situation and

Lodge

tiie attitude of Great Britain is
attention at the National

was a

crystal

as

transparent as spring

Concerning
The Belfast

Local

Machine

to

a

friend

was

blasted

mean

business.
A few days ago a very exciting event occurred on the waters of the Penobscot just
above Mike’s Bluff, so-called, or better
known as Great Spruce Head, aud which
probably lias not happened since the noble
Red Man folded his tent and silently stole
away and left the banks of the Penobscot in
the hands of the pale faces. We had a distant view of the proceedings from the shore
Islesboro at Crow Cove, aud with the aid
a spy-glass this is about wliat we saw: On
a very windy morning recently a man well
know n along shore, and whom we may as
well call George, was proceeding up the
shore in his boat pulling Ins lobster pots.
Passing Mike’s Bluff he observed two objects swimming in the water. Changing his
course a little lie made for them, and on
near approach was much surprised to find
they were two deer, making a bee line for
Islesboro. As one was a little way ahead of
the other he succeeded in running between
them, aud the hindmost deer, finding himself separated from the other, quickly
turned and made for the Northport shore*
Tiie other kept right on his course, ami
of

of

water

all modern

O. R. Webster has enlarged the standing
of his sloop Louise, put on higher
wash-boards, and is fitting her to accommo-

Defender. Although started but a few days
ago, the deck was laid Oct. 25th and the
boat will soon be in the water.
The Boothbay Harbor Yacht Club recently celebrated the close of its first successful
season.
The club has 65 members enrolled,
and has recently fitted up rooms that will
be open every Thursday evening during the
winter for the use of members and their ladies.
E. L. Macombcr and Jos. G. Patterson
have about completed their work on the
sloop yacht Volaute and have done a good
job. The yacht lias been given a round
Stern and more overhang, vastly improving
her appearance. The Volaute will soon sail
for Deer Isle, the home of her sailing master,

Capt. 1.13. Cole,

to

suggested by experience. It is up-to-date,
w ith
long overhangs, but not carried to extremes, and a yacht built from it should
combine stability ami weatherly qualities
with speed. Mr. Kimball does not intend
to build at present, but we should like to
see a yacht from this model
added to the
Belfast fleet.
Forest & Stream lias the following concerning the preservation of sails, which
may interest some of our local yachtsmen:
“The following method of cleaning
and preserving sails was given to us by Dr.

Brewster, of the sloop Maud, Royal St.
Lawrence V. C.: To preserve sails from mildew and to restore the original whiteness
spread on a clean grass plot and wet
thoroughly, then take pipe clay, which is
C.

very cheaply at all

and Foundry Co.

attracting
shipped a patent stave machine last week
Capitol. The to F. M. Allen’s mill at
Elkhill, Va.
Washington Post (Pern.) of last Sunday
The mills and factories on the East Side
morniniT in reprinting the despatch, says
still continue to run every other day, for
editorially:
lack of water. All have orders which would
••Mi. Lodge has made a special
study
warrant running full time if possible.
of our foreign relations, and
particularly
of ili.it phase of them which is touched
Mathews Bros, of Belfast are doing a
by British encroachments upon American large business filling orders at their mill.

soil.
Thus lie speaks with information They recently shipped to a firm in this town
a carload of windows, interior finish and
as well as with the
spirit of true Ameri- \ line hard wood flooring and have a great
canisni.
lie says what Cuckoos and Anmany orders to till for western houses.
glomaniacs grieve to hear, but what glad- [Houlton Times.
dens every patriotic heart and
gives fresh
The Crystal Springs Creamery at Unity
impulse to men's pride of country. We wili
change hands early in November. The
commend Mr. Lodge’s utterance to
gen- late Hon. Joseph Farwell had a mortgage on
eral perusal and to thoughtful considera- the
1'he new
place which he foreclosed.
George, so letting his sail down by the run,
tion.
1 tterauces of this kind seem to he proprietors are Charles Smith of
Newport. he
needed very imminently in certain
grabbed bis oars aud was soon alongside
Nathau T. Farwell of Rockland, and other
quarmembers of the Farwell family. The busi- the deer. By a quick movement he caught
ters we could name.”
ness will be under the management of Mr.
the animal by the horns, when a desperate
Smith.
The creamery is one of the best
e print elsewhere a full anti
in
the
State
and
has
the
best struggle ensued, for as the deer realized his
impartial equipped
machinery. The company is now situation lie seemed to be imbued with new
report ol' the bridge hearing at Portland, modern about
GO pounds of butter daily, but strength, and for about fifteen minutes there
making
from the Portland Press. It is
[Bangor was lively kicking ami
interesting the output will be increased.
splashing on the
Oct.
26th.
Whig,
leading; hut practically tiie hearing does
deer’s part. Finally George could no longer
While
this
is
the
the
not seem to have amounted to
probable outcome,
| withstand the
much, as above statements are
repeated thrusts,and loosened
premature, according
the points to be presented to the
his grip with considerable reluctance.
As
Secretary to local members of the
present
company.
of War must be submitted in
writing. The mortgage has not yet been foreclosed soon as the deer found himself free lie arose
Tin's could have been done without the
half his length out of the water, and made a
and possibly the property may be redeemed.
beautiful bow to George as he dove beexpense of a journey to Portland.
It apSecret Societies.
neath the
waves.
While rubbing
his
pears to everybody that the proper
thing
wounded hands aud resting from his exerwould have been for the
representative of
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F
will
tions and inwardly
his ill luck,
the Wai Department, Col.
Damrell, to have a public supper at Odd Fellows’ Hall his attention was bewailing
arrested by a break
liave come to Belfast, examined the
loca, Thursday evening, Nov. 7th, at 6 o'clock.
in the water a short
distance ahead of
tion himself and beard what our
In our report of the installation of officers
people
him. It proved to be the self same deer
had to say. If lie is to
report on the mat- of Quantabacook Lodge, F. and A. M. of who had come up fur a little air, and after
ter lie can hardly do so
intelligently with- Searsmont, in the Journal of Oct. 17th, the looking around for the lay of the land,headed
out personal observation;
and, as we un- name of the Junior Steward was omitted, for El well's shore. George, catching the
deistand it, a visit to Belfast would have our informant not being a file to remember impulse of the moment, rowed hastily in
who was installed. Edwin S. Adams was pursuit.
been within the line of his
Notwithstanding the deer had
duty.
somewhat the advantage, the lobster man
appointed and installed in that position.
Charles Day Bose lias cabled the Xew
pulled for all he was worth, but the deer
The committee from the Grand Lodge, I.
5 ork Yacht Club that he withdraws his
O. O. F., of Maine on the proposed Farwell’s gained the shore a few rods ahead of the
challenge for the America's etip. The Odd Fellows’ Home visited
Unity last week boat. But in liis frantic endeavor to reach
general impression is that there will lie no
and were much pleased with the property the bank a few feet above him he gave a desrace lor the America’s
cup next year.
but have arrived at no decision in perate leap, but, alas! he reckoned without
Evidently Dunraven has been getting in offered,
the matter.
The subordinate lodges and his horns, for they became entangled amoug
some of his work on the other
side, and
members of the order will be con- the limbs of a scraggy cedar,and there he was
leading
as a “spoil-sport” he is a
complete suc- sulted before fiual action is taken.
supended in the air about four feet above the
cess.
He continues to fill the
surface of the water. So firmly was he held
English paNotes.
Newspaper
pers with liis ravings,and in one of numerthat even his own weight could not dislodge
ous “interviews” has intimated that lie
him. It was a perilous position for the deer,
The Piscataquis Observer has adopted the
but a most desirable one for George, who
would like to meet the Defender in the
8-page form.
stopped his boat and said to himself, “Mow,
Mediterranean, at the same time expressDuring the past week it was announced my deer, I’ve got you, and if I am not greata
you'll be mine after hanging
doubt
as
to
her
ing
ability to cross the that the Portland Sunday Times had been ly mistaken
long enough.” So gettiug up his sail he
ocean. It is to be hoped that no American
sold, but the identity of the purchasers concluded to finish pulling his pots, and by
yachtsman will ever condescend to meet was kept secret until Sunday, when it that time the deer would probably be still
in death. Having finished his work he reDunraven anywhere, under
that the Sunday Times had been
any circum- transpired
turned to the deer,which he found appa rentstances, and that he will receive no future acquired by the Portland Daily Press. The ! ly lifeless, so running his boat up close to
Times will continue to be issued as a Sun- shore he let his aail Hap in the wind. It
recognition from any American yacht
was nearly high water and his boat was
club.
Of all the English yachtsmen who day paper, but will not be a Sunday edition nearly under the deer.
Taking a small
of the Press, though the plant will be trans- hatchet from the boat he
jumped upon a
have contested for the America’s
cup he ferred to th< Press office.
rock
and
scrambled
big
quickly
up the bank,
is the only one who proved to be neither a
climbed the tree, and crawling out as far as
Pernambuco.
Arrived, Oct. 5th, yacht possible on the overhanging limb began to
sportsman nor a gentleman.
Spray, Capt. Joshua Slocum, 40 days from hack away. The limb soon yielded to his
will proceed to Kio Janeiro and
blows, aud before he was aware of it down
Gibraltar;
The Boston Journal and Boston Herald
probably to the West Coast via Straits of came the deer with a chunk right into the
boat, which caused it to careen somewhat,
naturally take different views of the Pres- Magellan.
This is the adventurous craft, a 40-foot and a puff of wind taking the sail about the
idential situation. For example the Joursame time
she started ahead under a
sloop, bound around the world, with her splendid full. Before Geooge had time to
nal says:
ow.ier and skipper, Capt.
as all
reach
her
she
was too far away,gliding beauSlocum,
It looks very McKinleyish.
tifully along finely trimmed by the weight
hands and the cook.
While the Herald begins with “it looks
of the deer, leaviug the June
fisherman
The Mount Lebanon Shakers have recent- ashore imprecating himself for being so
very." and then names another candidate.
in not having a line with him fastenstupid
an
cure
for
ly perfected
ingenious
dyspep- ed to the boat when he went
This is the Herald's view:
up the tree.
sia. Their Digestive Cordial consists of a
It looks very much as if there were a food already digested and a digester of foods The refreshing breeze soon revived the deer,
and recovering from his bewilderment and
combined.
growing feeling in the Republican party happily
noticing there was no one around bur himThe importance of this invention will be
in favor of William B. Allison as its next
self, and feeling a sense of security, he laid
appreciated when we realize what a propor- down
candidate for the presidency.
as near the stern of the boat as postion of the community are victims of some
Per contra, in a recent interview, pub- form of stomach trouble. Thousands of pale, sible and kept his eyes on Folwell’s Island.
It
was
rather a novel sight to see a deer sailthin people have little inclination to eat,
lished in the Portland Express, Senator
ing a boat so skilfully. He was near enough
and what they do eat causes them pain and
to the tiller so that his back kept the rudder
distress.
Frye said:
pointed just right for the island, ami by good
This Digestive Cordial of the Shakers corThe outlook for Mr. Reed’s nomination
luck the craft ran into a lovely little notch
rects any stomach derangement at once. It
at present is exceptionally good.
With makes thin
people plump. Everyone will on the shore,where it grounded upon a small
New England a unit for him, wdth the in- be
greatly interested to read the little book sandy beach. As the deer arose on the apdications that Platt and Quay prefer him which has been placed in the hands of drug- proach to shore, the momentum of the boat
was stopped so suddenly that the deer was
to either of the more prominent candi- gists for free distribution.
pitched out rather unceremoniously, hut
dates in the field, he will go into the conhimself up immediately and startgathered
vention with a support large enough to be
What is Laxol? Nothing but Castor Oil ed up the steep bank very briskly. On reachattractive to the element always anxious made as palatable as honey. Children like
the
ing
top he fouud his mate waiting imto get on the winning side.
it.
patiently for his coming. They scraped and
bowed to each other for some moments,
In the W. C. T. U. National convention
Liberty. The Kennebec Journal’s corre- then tossing their heads high in air took a
writes:
sniff and darted into the woods, thinkThe
steamer Hervey has
long
spondent
at Baltimore, Oct. 23d, the
following reso- been hauled out of the Georges lake for the ing no doubt it was the safest place for them.
lution was adopted:
winter. The engine will be taken out and
Probably while secreted in the thicket the
for next season’s business. Dan- escaped deer related to his companion the
Resolved, That Catholic women and repaired
Hebrew women should be invited to send vers Cram is in town looking after the boat. thrilling adventure he had experienced since
....School in the village will close Friday. they parted in the bay, in about the same
fraternal delegates from their annual con- -Mrs.
Mary A. Cram has bought the Jacob words as we have recorded it. As we cousd
ventions to ours and establish branches of Norton farm of Hansom Abbott and will follow them no longer we closed our instruthe White Ribbon Society within their move there this week.In the squirrel ment, in the hope that our heroic deer might
hunt last week T. P. Mathews and Austin escape to his sylvan retreat in his native
own borders.
Crockett chose sides. Mr. Crockett’s side forest without further trouble, and live conThe Associated Press despatch says:
tented and happy without further effort to
was the winner. The count stood: Crockett,
One of the delegates suggested it might 3,300; Mathews, 2,465. Mr. Mathews’ side enjoy an outing by the sea shore. As George
realized his boatiess condition he went to
not be to consistent for the Woman’s paid for the oysters, and challenged the winChristian Temperance Union to ask He- ners for a second hunt, Nov. 6, for the sup- the Cove, borrowed a boat and started to
find
Cram’s
was
the
most
his, and having found it all right he
game
brews to affiliate. She laid special empha- per. George
and F. W. Baker made the biggest sailed home happy in the thought that
sis on the word “Christian.” This arous- valuable,
count,! over 600-Several townsmen went things might have been worse. But never
ed Miss Willard.
She called the vice to Belfast last week to hear the trial of Al- will he venture to relate bis unsuccessful
president, Mrs. Stevens, to the chair and bert Turner against Liberty, and came home attempt to capture a deer on the deep rolling
took the floor, speaking in a stirring man- jubilant, the town coming out victorious.
waters of the Penobscot.

|

common

“potter’s clay"

Hills, Nortliport,
land in

pipe works (the
of

W. A. Clark, Belfast;
N. E. Murray, Burnham,

to

Nortliport.

This week

Chas. A. Mil liken, Augusta; land and
buildings in Burnham. Josiah Lowell, Palermo, to Harry B. Leman, do.; laud in Palermo. Parepa R. Roberts et als., Chicago,
to Frederick D. Coleord, Brooklyn; land
and buildings in Stockton Springs.
Parepa
R. Roberts to M. E. Coleord; land and buildings in Stockton Springs. Frederick D.
Coleord to M. E. Coleord; land and buildings in Stockton Springs. Geo. L. Wasgatt,
Chelsea, Mass., to Geo. W. Webster, do.;
land and buildings in Searsport. Geo. W.
Webster to Warren S. Sanborn; land and
buildings in Searsport. Harrison Berry,
Palermo, to Isaac N. Quigg, do.; land and
buildings in Palermo. Hannah A. Gove et
als., Palermo, to Carroll Turner, do.; land
and buildings in Palermo. Charles Durham.
Boston, to Samuel C. Harvey, do.; land in
Islesboro. Almira Buckmore et als., Belfast, to Abbie B. Young, Ellsworth; laud in
Belfast.
Mary Ann O’Brien, Brooks, to
Henry H. Webb, do.; laud and buildings i .1
Brooks. Jessie C. Connor et als., Pittsfield,
to Geo. S. Norris et al., Burnham; land in
Burnham. Francis W. Banuau, Knox, to
A. C. Morse, Moutville; land in Moutville
and Knox. Charles Durham, Boston, to E.
R. Marden, do.; land in Islesboro. Austin
Greer et ah, Liticolnville, to George Mears,
Belmont; land in Belmont. Lillie M. Clark,
Belmont, to Amelia A. Clark, do.; land in
Belmont. Amos A. Coleord, Belfast, to A.
S. Nickerson, Swanville; laud and buildings
in Swanville. Geo. W. Staples, Stockton,
to Lewis Snell, do.; laud and buildings in
Stockton. S. B. Littlefield, Stockton, to
Lewis Snell, do.; land and buildings in
Stockton. Ida B. Staples, Stockton, to
Lewis J. Snell, do.; land in Stockton. Chas.
Salvage, Searsport, to C. C. Hamilton, Buxton; land in Searsport. S. Lizzie Averill et
ah, Searsport, to Adrian W. Trundy, do.;
laud in Searsport.

want to sell you a

A. P.

MANSFIELD,
Masonic

tonic. It is a grand medicine for
the blood and nerves.” H. R. Squires,
East Leverett, Mass.
nerve

Is

Sarsaparilla
the Only

CUSTOMERS.

True Blood Purifier
Prominently in the public eye today.
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easy

huy< easy
effect.

to
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ARE UNSURPASSED FOR STRENGTH AND FLAVOR, WHILE

25 cents.

<i,VK PERFECT satisfaction.

IfPIU TCAQ

INVESTIGATE Full
WE CALL SPECIAL ATTENTION
WITH HER

MILLINER,

MISS ANNIE L.

BOSTON TEA CO. 9

FALL & WINTER

MILLINERY, Here it Is!
HATS,

WANTED^

100 Hay Pressers

buy their H4T WIRES of us, all
sizes used in this section constantly on
hand. You send your orders here you will

In all New and Varied Designs.
NO DAY set apart for openings, but
NEW and FRESHLY TRIMMED
HATS& BONNETS always on hand.

sure

to

get the goods.

J. It. & J. If'.

JOKES, Hardware,

(Successors to F. A. Carle.)
60 Main

Street, Belfast.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast hay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. <\ DILWORTH,
44tf
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.;

HOU
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OF THE
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j
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Prices, 8, 10

Miss FRENCH
ALSO

HAS

A PULL

LINE

Cigars

shown in Belfast
tured in Tampa, //*-.
pure Havana leaf an*
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ever
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Poor Ac Son,

HOSIERY,
UNDERWEAR,

BICYCLE SURGlj

CORSETS,

Acute anil

GLOVES,
THE

FANCY GOOCS.
STAMPED GOODS,
&c«, &c*
MISS A. r. SOUTHWORTH,
MISS E. A. FEENOH,

)
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BOSTON

man you are not ir til
dressed unless you wear a

Wilcox Hat.
Von

Cds™ch

WE NOW HAVE

DERBV

Yount/

find them

can

at

PALMER’S,
Masonic

....A FEW.

anil no where else.
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At
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Pianos,
Organs,
Banjos,

Extremely

an

Low Price.
A Fur

£c.

Mears & Pitcher,

Cape

30

A

Belfast,

Maine.

CAPITAL, $150,000.
SURPLUS, $33,000
from 9 to 12 A. M.
1

to

DEPOSITS

From

inches in
-$8.50

length
Cape 30 inches in
length, better quality,
Fur Cape 30 inches in
length, fur edged,

GKO. T. KK.Vt

Foreclosure Nd'!!
LOIS HANSON
\|TIIKKKAS,
Y>
in The
of Walm

enmity
liiortca^e deed dated the third
188P. and recorded in the V
Deeos, Book 241. I’a^e ;:47,
undersigned, a certain lor of !;<•
Palermo, in said county of V
as follows, t" wir
ia—innin
the town of China, at the
land now <>r formerly or p„
runnin^ northeasterly on sain
land now or formerly ->t ou>

12.50

GOOD WORKMEN
NEED-

trouble

to

call.

SOLICITED.

GOOD

show

j 5^5

CATOS

)

Belfast, Oct. 23,1805.—0w43

or

Lease.

The valuable ice privilege in Belfast formerly
owned by Hiram Fi. Peirce, consisting of 3 ice
houses, elevator with power, slides, and wharf
where vessels drawing 10 to 18 feet can load,
from pond or bouses. The pond will yield 30,000
tons, and houses will hold about 15,000 tons. For

qq

goods.

ply to H. E. McDonald,

to
L. f.

Misses & Chili.*

CAPS
in all the latest
ceived from Ne>
SELLING CHEAP

Cash Cus,

McDonald,

<
B. F1. 'Win I-!
Belfast,

<>ct.

1 s-»r>

1,

BEST YET.
4 ounce

jar

Vnselae

<

with metal/

oat ft 10 cents.

We do not advertise

to

Po
S

ALL MEDICINES

sell

LOWEST

PRUT-

GOODS AT COST,
But as goods can be sold on
a smaller margin for.

UPHOLSTER*

SPOT CASH

Mattress Work,

Tr

F.
Ovfr I

Patent

::

also

Sleigh

than any other basis.
A
word to the wise is sutticient.'’
Send us a sample order for

I.

/■'"

0.

Medicine,
NERVO-LEP
Boots,
?m40

Shoes,

HOUSE TO LET.
or

Groceries,
ANYTHING, in fact,
usually kept in a first class
Country store. Satisfaction
guaranteed. All orders of
$5.00 and over delivered by
stage or Lancaster's express

The new discovery fi-i
tlie treatment of \KKY0l*1
no Morphine, no 1»to
dynes used. Five weekwill find a decided and
before the first box i>

I

»*

Tnlrotc, Frlsote .4 Co.,
Sole Agents lor me I

Ctti’tl ot

A DIAMOND BING. The finder will receive a suitable reward by leaving the same at
THAYER & ADAMS, Jewelers,
lw44*
High Street, Belfast.

!

"

|

FREE,

56 Main Street Belfast.

L03T.

f'
l

Successors to F. A. ;j-

B. F. WELLS.

particulars, apply to
3w44
BELFAST LIGHT & POWER 1)A.

Corner of Congress and Franklin streets. Good
stable with accommodations for two horses. Ap

j

j. h. u»

Bags

Finance
CHFAKRuii
Committee
\Y W

W|

If we can’t warm
will tell you so.

41tf

4 per cent. 10-40 years, that the committee will
be ready to receive same for payment at the Peoples National Bank of Belfast. Me., Nov. 1, 1805,
and that interest will cease Dec. 1, 1805, on all
bonds of this issue.

For Sale

....FOR....

Our store is full- t

No

|

GOOD TOOLS

ONE-HALF what it would cost to
make.—

us a

t!

<m

<

9.50

Any judge of fur will say that this
last mentioned garment is less than

3ggr“Please give

!

f<
dard’s land to land now
nei
t hence
unn iim south"
said Turner’s land to land n<o\
Brown thence running west,
said W ii,
Brown’s tami :•
Brown* and continuing w*
said Benj. Brown's lat.d to i!i,
(•■•nrainiim aliout IP' artewhereas the condition of sal
Broken, now therefore By rcaof r!n condition thereof. I
said mortua^e and "ivc tinPa'
pose
\\ eek's Mills. Me., Oct 2.'

-25.00

Ladies’ Fur Boas from

j
|

application.

Belfast, Oct. 1, 1805.—3m40

4 P. M.

Boston

43if

cured it in one treatment."
“My tires were suffering wr
aneurism, which had been j>:
•tiler bicycle doctors, l»;u you
and l did not loose a da> of m
“1 was troubled wi: h varic.
freiiueut ruptures. \ u cure*;
Thousands of testimonials

Belfast, Me. Ladies’ Astrachan Coats,

Belfast Rational Bank,

Open

Testimonials

“My wheel had three ribs

■

...

with sleeves,

guaranteed.

hure cure

running southeasterly

A Fur

RENT.

75 Main St.,

Capes

ONE,

CALL EARLY.

TO

Fur

cases ;p\

4 4 MAIN STREET,

Call for the Wilcox’s Boston Derby
and you get the proper thing.

Bargains
siiaUMINTS 1

hii.nir-

1. iii-ui I tire- restored ;<> lie
Tires Mown no wit unit pair.
We understand the nuaioc.
hygiene of wheels, and give
allopathic ;reatnient, as imli\

on

Temple

to

be

WE HAVE GOT

FALL STYLE.

and

bJ

62 High Street.

THXMMINGS

City of Belfast Bonds

ent.

J

at 50c. per

Premiums GIVEN AWAY to purchasers of Tea, Coffee or Spices.
Special inducements offered to club orders. Send for circular*

Having just returned from Boston invites attention to her large and attractive stock of

BONNETS

Vo,.R

OUR

TQ

FORMOSA OOLONG TEA

CRIE,

Valises and Trunks kTndslaT

day afternoons. The happy couple will reside with the bridegroom’s parents at pres-

Temple.

Hood’s

Nickerson—Waite. The great old house,
\V\V DOWN IV PRICE,
Canton, built in the last century by Gen.
Livermore, and at present the residence of
Mr. Byron C. Waite, the father of the bride, ot;, or,
nml S7 Cents.
was the scene of a happy
wedding Wednes....ALSO....
day morning, October 23d, the contracting
parties being Dr. Harry M. Nickerson of this
city, and Miss Ella M. Waite. The officiating minister was Rev. F. C. Rogers of the
Pine street church of this city. A party of
2ni40
U. F. WELLS’.
nearly thirty friends witnessed the ceremony, admired the gifts and congratulated
the newly wedded pair, after which a wedding breakfast was served. Besides the
guests from Portland, there were friends j
from Boston, Chicago and Livermore.
Dr. I
and Mrs. Nickerson will reside at 704 ConBy order of the City Government the Finance
gress street, where the doctor’s father, Mr.
Committee hereby give notice to holders of the
A. A. Nickerson, resides.
[Portland Press. City of Belfast bonds, issue of August 15, 1882,

nearest relatives attending the wedding.
Mrs. Maurice Curtis will be at home Thurs-

"

:

in

Curtis-Ward. Maurice E. Curtis, son of
Robert P. Curtis, and Goldie I. Ward, ♦laughter of Mrs. C. H. Brier, were united in marriage Oct. 26th by Rev. Geo. E. Tufts, the

r? i*et

a good idea to look them over?
We wn
with the prices if you will sec the

pleasing you
the goods.

wonderful

a

vn

Wouldn’t it be

m y
handstrembled
badly, but in
t Hood’s
Sarsa| parilla I found

to

Wedding Bells.

we

Sometimes

store. Everv
CENTS worth of
our

Pair of Blankets.

Formerly

j

talking.

no use

price without quality, but never in
you bring to us gets a HUNDRED

be laid up for the|winter.

W. A. Kimball received last week a yacht
model made by L. A. Coombs, the Viualhaven yacht builder. Mr. Coombs has turned out quite a number of speedy crafts and
the present model embodies improvements

sold

Cannot be had, there’s

my appetite
improved and
that tired feeling left me.

date hunting and fishing parties.

Price'

Without

Quality

rilla was recommended to me.
The first bottle
helped me. I
continued and

room

American potteries) and mix it with water to almost the
as
n
strong westerly wind was blowing
consistency of milk. Spread over the sail
at the time it was a dead heat for the
and rub in well with an old broom, then
boat and a hard pull for the deer to
turn the sad and repeat the process on the
windward, hut by short tacks George kept other
side, after which the sail should be
the deer heading for the shore, and as he I
to dry. This is best done in the
hung
up
could not lawfully kill the deer, lie thought
fail before the sails are stored, as it will
possibly it might become exhausted ami
keep out vermin, and the sails will come out
give up the ghost; then of course he would
clean and fresh in the spring. The process
pick him up. But it seemed the deer had
will make the sail look like new, and as the
no such thoughts of going under, and so
pipe clay is little affected by rain, the effects
they kept on. At every stroke the deer was
of the process will last through the season.”
nearing the shore and George appeared to
he getting a tritie uneasy, and as there was
transfers in Real Estate.
no fear of the deer turning about he made a
The
which
him
u slant nearly abreast
following transfers in real estate were
tack,
gave
of the deer, which appeared to he getting recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
tired. Now is my time, thought the exultant for the week ending Oct. 30, 1895:
Oscar

Industries.

Much Run Down
Without strength or appetite, was my
condition last spring. Hood’s Sarsapa-

yachting conveniences.

The Herresboffs are building a trial racer
for experimental purposes. The boat is 25
feet over all and is modelled miwdi like the

knowledged

with a luster difficult to describe by words.
There is a difference of opinion among
experts as to whether these crystals are a
genuine diamond or a new mineral. Mr.
Chambers considers them a new gem, because they will cut a common
diamond,
usually considered the hardest of all
known minerals, as easily as a common
diamond will cut glass.

Fred Pendleton of Damariscotta has a contract to bnilt a 30 ft. yacht this winter for
Boston parties. She will be fitted up witii

There resides here a retired sea-captain
who takes unbounded pleasure in hunting,

sult of his travels and the amount of his
game, which to his amazement summed up
as follows: 1st day, 9 miles, game, 0; 2d,
day, 9 miles, game, 0; 3d day, 9 miles, game,
0. When all added together these figures
presented the astonishing record of 27 miles
traveled, and the amount of game secured
for pot-pies was 000; which he faintly ac-

It is a fact that diamonds have already
been found in Maine, two at least in Oxford county.
They were not insignificant
specimens either, but one of them was a
magnificent brilliant for which $100,000
was offered and refused.
In 1805 a man
who was breaking up a boulder on Chatham mountain found within the rough
rock a crystal so peculiar as to attract his
interest.
He took it home aud on subsequently exhibiting it to a New Yorkersold
it to him for $10. The New Yorker had
the crystal ground aud polished and carried it to the World’s Fair where it attracted the interest of those who are interested in rare gems.
While it was on
exhibition at the World’s Fair the New
Yorker was offered $100,000 for the brilliant, but he held it at a higher figure.
llev. I). O. C. Chambers of Fall lliver,
Mass., an enthusiastic mineralogist and a
recognized expert on gems in New England, returned the other day from a trip
to the place where this valuable gem was
found, carrying in his grip two specimens
of the same crystal, which had been taken
from the same rock as the large one. They
were rough rock on the outside,but within

Boats.

C. F. Brown, Pulpit Harbor, expects to
complete the sloop he is building for W. F.
Brown the last of November, and will then
begin work on the Wheelright yacht.

at 2

and the other day, taking a good supply of
shells, he shouldered his fine breech-loader
and hied, himself to the forest, thinking that
a pot-pie would be the correct thing at this
time of year. For three days he plunged
through alder bushes aud bi rch groves in
search of the ruffled grouse. After eating
his supper on the evening of the third day,
he lighted his pipe and figured up the re-

diamond

rather small change says:

potato.

Hallowed" is

But that

and

o’clock. It is the
wish of the President that a full attendance
be present, as business of considerable interest to the members will be transacted.

Thursday, afternoon

The officials of the Cleveland Administration have discovered that this

Yachts

News.

Tlimiks.

Mr. Rufus Over of Poor's Mills wishes to express his gratitude to bis kind triends and neighbors who have been of so much help to him in his
hour of sorrow ami need. He appreciates their
feeling of sympathy and the practical kindness
which they have shown him, and he wotihl thank
them most sincerely for all their labor ol love.
Belfast, Oct. 29, 1895.

Fitting
the

of Glasses

fye
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SEARSPORT,
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I, Osgood has been appointed postmasSwanville vice F. B. Cunningham, re-

I
,

We are indebted to W. B.
Kelley for the
Atlanta Journal of Oct.
23d, containing an
account of the Exposition in that

OF BELFAST.

NEWS

city.

rtt

Eastern

signed.

Friday, evening.

was *lone by the School ComMonday evening for lack of

mm.

List of letters remaining in the Belfast d*.
O. for the week ending Oct. 2G, 1895: Ladies
Mrs. Millie E. Hall. Gentlemen—Mr. F.
L. Blanchard, Charles
Brown, Mr. T. A.
Clark, H. C. Moon.

Maine Farmers’ Almanac for 189G has
received from the publisher, Charles
Vt-th, Augusta. No publication extant
s

,'.inch useful information for so little
and it is simply indispensable iu

Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. It., has
voted to hold camp-fires once a month
through the winter season. They will be
the second week in each month, the day to be
set by the committee.

Maine home.

thing turned up at The Journal office
a pair of short-neck rutabagas,
Mr. J. H. Ilallowell of South Belli; seed of his own raisiug.
They are
king turnips, and the first time a
dinner is in order their quality will

..

w.-.k

|

—

Capt. E. N. Coursou of Brims wick, AsInspector, paid an official visit to
A. E (bark Camp, Sons of Veterans, Saturday evening. There was a good attendance
and the Camp made a good appearance.
Monday evening new recruits were muster-

sistant

--ted.
Methodist Ladies' Aid Society had a
supper at Memorial Hal! October
t which they not only had a large pathut had such a supply of food left
,u they had a dinner at the same
next day.
Many who were in town
It
;mg court took dinner with them.
u asant and profitable occasion,

*tT

ed

newspapers

man

city

this

n

..use

ted

irnland fur

coon

.u

New

r

that

cats

cat

has

stealing

been

so

has

made at several suspected places.
Yesterday afternoon the police, found, not
only these b it other stolen shingles which
had not been missed by the owners. They

search

There

lie a*

.!

=

..use

car

me

.-

lining it up for
f the car is to he fitted

and

end

arc

a

a

!,,%
....

...

!’>

a

any

i.I

Mhiis.

breaking jail.

vessel started to run back, but
she had gone but a few feet when the broken
end'of the rope caught across a block and
•was crowded into the slave,
making a perfect trig
Had not this occurred the vessel
ed and tiie

party consisting of B.
Tuttle
Clarence Con mt and A
.foim, Millard ii. F. and Guy
mid Isaac Cook of Monroe return-

ih

ac-

to-day.

John N. Stewart reports a singular incident which lie attributes to spiritual manifestation. He had a crew hauling up a vessel at Stockton Springs, when the fall part-

interior

they have ever seen, and
:t will give the most economical
small space at their disposal.
wo is rebuilding and painting

o-, in

woods

The boys will be called to

rants, lor druukeiiness and
He appealed.

table arranged lengthwise
arrangement of the
design of the proprietors and

and
Tlit

by boys

in the

was taken before the Police Court and sentenced to MO days in jail on each-of two war-

and the other for the dining
upholstered seat on one side

cum.

'!

built

Cassius Dickey was arrested by the police
Saturday night for drunkenness, and was
placed in the city lock-up. A short time
after it was found that he had attempted to
escape l.*y wrenching off the. bars, and he
was removed to the county jail.
Monday he

should be looked into.

rk, who have been keeping a
ii a wagon leased for tile purparties in Worcester, Mass., have

hum

camps

the city

count

Y

v

was

were mi

pets may be wandering un.?• in strange parts of the city, while
v. ners are
mourning their absence.
r

to be transmit-

Four bundles of shingles were stolen from
Col. Hiram Chase last Thursday night, and

-usebohl

ian

supposed

letters.

Monroe. The officer was assisted in the
search by Fred Wiley of Lincoinville.

is also an unusual
It looks as though
f stray cats.
d been an indiscriminate stealing of
.ii those found unmarketable have
ii-ned hose to look out for themselves.
;

not

as

and

s.

«.rrect.

are

rapidly

Union

a

l>ecidcdlv annoying to the residents,
Belfast

as

Deputy Sheriff John II. Thomas of South
was in Belfast Tuesday night, returning to Rockland with Al. Ott, who escaped
from Rockland jail iast Thursday. The officers tirst heard of him in Hope, and followed him through Applet-on, Searsmont, Belmont. Montville, Knox, Brooks, Jackson

negative reply he roll is nice sweet cider." A second
a 1 if.l forth the remark: “1 spose ver
The
i them air white ribbonders
i.iit-d, “No, L do not Wt-ar the white
With a sniff
n. nor do I use cider.'
d fellow left the door.
On receiving

in.

Last Thursday noon a marked copy of The
Journal was mailed to The Rudder, New
York city, and Saturday night’s mail brought
a letter of acknowledgment from the editor
of that publication. This is quick work, as

from the country called at a
and asked the lady of
if she would like a little apple

id

East

The City Marshal and
police force have
received an invitation to attend the sixteenth annual ball of tlie Lewiston
police to
be given Thursday, Nov. 14th.

business

......

Templars,

will hoid a 5-cent-sociable at Bradman’s Hall to-morrow,

r mer.

v

of Good

Belfast,

as follows:
visions have been granted
H. Kueeland, Hampden
rrast*. Henry

ast

Lodge

A

There will be an apron sale at the next
sociable at Sea ide Grange Hall, Not. 6th.

The

Fred D. Crosby is still confined to his
house by injuries inflicted by S. W. Freeman, as related last week.
met

his

death last week while in the line of duty.
He was killing rats as they were liberated
from

a

“catck-’ein-alive” trap, and
him.

a

team

ran over

The house, L and barn of Wilbert Clark
of East Belmont were burned Wednesday
morning, with some bay and grain, and a
few liens. Loss about $1,000. The tire was
caused by a defective chimney.
Fish Facts. TLree thousand four-inch
landlocked salmon were received at Camden
last week from the commissioners of inland
fisheries, for the purpose of stocking Megunticook Lase. They were in cans, and
arrived in first class condition, and were
put into the Lake by W. D. Lewis and F. K.
Shaw... .Bicknell & Hopkins caught 4 dozen
tinkers in their weir at Saturday Cove Sunday.
The Journal lias

exchange with The
Rudder, a yachting magazine published
monthly in New York, but nearly every
month lias had to write for a duplicate, the
regular issue failiugto reach this office. Last
Saturday night a letter was received from
the editor of the Rudder, who said he had
mailed two missing numbers. At this writing (Wednesday) they are still missing. It
begins to look as if some one between New
an

and Belfast is very much interested in
if that is so, we advise them
to subscribe and not appropriate the propYork

yachting; and

erty of others.
Centre Montville. W. J. Bean had the
calf of one leg jammed by a saw log so that
it burst in two places,
last week.
The
wound is now doing well... .0. P. Hutchins
and wife of West Freedom visited friends
here Friday.. C. O. Jordan of Belmont has
been the guest of N. P. Bennett for a few
days... .Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Johnson visited
friends in Belfast recently_Mr. and Mrs.
M. E. Harrimau have returned from Temple
Heights... .School closed here last Saturday.
•.Mr. ami Mrs. Arthur Gilchrest. who live
in the northern part of the town, are soon to
move to Massachusetts.
..

Lincoln ville.

Miss Carrie
lew weeks in Massachusetts-Miss Emeline Fernald left last
week for Massachusetts, where she will
spend a few weeks.... Mr. Eugene Lamb
has returned home from Jamaica Plain,
Mass., where he has been working for the
past few months.... Mr. Fred Mathews ami
sister Etta were the guests of their parents
last Saturday and Sunday.Nathaniel
Wentworth is confined, to the house with the
measles.... E. W. Moody is having a new
barn built and is having Ins bouse painted in
colors.... Mrs. Ada Norton is the guest of
her sister, Mrs. A. H. Miller_Mr. O/.ro
Centre

Dickey

is

spending

a

CUIlGURfl SOUP
MAKES

SOFT WHITE HHHDS
Cuticura Soap purifies and beautifies the
skin by restoring to healthy activity the
Cl'h;<;ki>, Inflamed. Irritated, Sluggish,
or Overworked Pores.

Bo<

Potter Dr.cr.
Proprietors. Boston, U. S. A

throughout the world.

CllKM COUP., Sole
“Allabout the Hand*and

Skin

od

mailed free.

Auction Sale,
As announced last week, I
have decided to retire from
business, and will offer my
entire stock at AUCTION,

commencing Monday, Nov.
4,

at 7.fO P. M., and con-

tinuing every afternoon at
2.fO, and

evening at 7A0,
until goods are all sold.
My stock of Watches, Ster-

ling Silver Ware, and Fine
Gold Finger Rings is one
of the best in the city and
direct from the manufac-

Iioys closed

heretofore,

tist

guaranteed
represented.

exactly

■

sides

large selection of

Watches

Jewelry,

■

Have

complete

of Gold and
Chains
Charms,
Silver himbles,
Gold
Opera Glasses and Optical

...

Goods,

of warranted Steel Scissors
and Shears,
large
riety of Silver Novelties
suitable for Holiday Gifts.
positively intend
tiring from business, and

■'

genuine

..

1

Closing Out

j

♦•SOME * OF * OUR-*

Sale,

Would suggest this
excellent opportunity
make Holiday purchases.
be selected
Goods

time,

put

auctioneer.
Ladies
requested
attend afternoon
avoid
evening
Sale
conducted
& Co.,

by

by

■

CALVIN HERVEY,

...

Row. Belfast,

...BAND...

Concert and

BARGAINS
.IN.

schools.
The following committees were appointed;
On house and supplies, Mrs. A. A. Howes,
Mrs. J. M. Leighton, Mrs. E. H. Couant,
Mrs. Martha Keating, Miss Mary Jackson,
Mrs. A. C. Sibley, Mrs. H. P. Thompson,
Mrs. S. L. Millikeu, Mrs. Clias. Baker, Mrs.
J. G. Damon, Mrs. J. F. McKeen. On receiving children, Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, Mrs.
A. I. Brown, Mrs. E. A. D. Burrtngton,
Mrs. H. P. Thompson, Mrs. M. J. Gammans, Miss Mary Wood, of Belfast; Mrs. F.
C. Porter of Caribou and Miss M. W. Fairfield of Saco. On rules and regulations,
Mrs. A. I. Brown, Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, Mrs.
E. A. D. Burringtou, Miss Georgia S. Pratt,
and Dr. J. G. Brooks of Belfast; Mrs. A. C.
Paul of Fort Fairfi Id, and Mrs. Sarah F.
Hamilton of Saco.
The Home will be opened Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 5th, by a pound party and reception, to begin at 2 o’clock. Donations of

Men’s All Wool Shirts and Drawers,

our price, 87 l-2c
regular price $1.00,
35c
regular price, 50c,
(better goods)
regular price, 62'c., our price,.4<tc
Boys’ Cotton Underwear, sizes 26 to 32, regular price 25c., our price,
21c
Men’s Cotton and Wool Pants, regular price $1.25, our price,
$1.00

Men’s Cotton and Wool Shirts and Drawers,
Men’s Cotton and Wool Shirts and Drawers,

(This is a good, heavy, working man's pant, and will give excellent service.)
Men’s Cotton and Wool Kersey Pants, regular price $1.75, our price, $150
(These are extra heavy winter pants and would be cheap enough at $1.75,
but we are overstocked, and shall let them go at
$1,50.)
Men’s All Wool Dicky Pants, regular price, $2.00, our price,
$1 75
(These pants are made from the well-known Dicky cassimeres, and always
prove very serviceable.)
Men’s Hair-line Dress Pants, regular price, $3.00, our price,
$2 50
(This is

interest

Snpr

..

Friday Eve., Nov. 1.

a special trade,
to call earl* if

Men’s Extra

Heavy All

and as we only have fifty
pairs left, it will be for
you wish to secure a genuine bargain.)

Wool Dress Pants,

regular price, $3.00,
We have theui in all

produce, vegetables, groceries, or any article
use in the house-keeping will be thankfully received. Potatoes, butter ami eggs are
among the important needs. The laundry
yet remains to he furnished; hence, tubs,
wringer, clothes line, clothes pins, bench,

We

can

our

our

price, $3 OO

price,

sizes, from 32

to

48

75
waist, and in

II

show you

W

extra

long legs.

VMQI
®

in every

department.

NO MAKE BELIEVES

board and flat-irons will be very acTwo lounges are also needed, and
there is a lack of cutlery.
Among the receipts to be acknowledged
this week are sheets and pillow slips from
Miss Mary Abbott and Mrs. Mary K. Taylor
of Waterville; tablecloths from Mrs. Clias.
N. Black, Mrs. J. G. Paul and Miss E. C.
Frye; garment from Mrs. J. C. Cates; razy
quilt from the Girls’ Club of F.>rt Fairfield;
$4.50 from the Non-Partisan W. C. T. l\ of
Fort Fairfield ; $13.00 from Mrs. N'. S. Piper,
East Belfast, quilt money; Welch & Stevens,
$10 in painting; a canvas for the kitchen
floor from D. H. Libby; $2 and 1 dozen napkins from Mrs. B. E. Jackson of Cottonwood,
Calif.
wash

ceptable.

^EVER ENTER INTO SELLINGS
AT

OUR

STORE.

Right Things Called by their
Right Names and Sold at
Right Prices.
We have grown up under the above good mercantile rules.
The same rules still govern us—and we are growing, and will
continue to grow, prosper, win trade and gain the confidence
of our patrons, by adhering strictly to these sound business

The youngest contributor to the Home is
Miss Elinor Shea, and one of the oldest Mrs.
Sarah McManus, who in her 75tli year made
a quilt for the Home.
If there are any circles of Kings’ Daughters or other societies who would like to aid
in this noble charity the Secretary, Mrs. M.
J. Gammans of Belfast, will be pleased to
communicate with them.
There will be six girls in the Home at the
opening, four of whom the Society is now
hoarding in private families.
The

regular price, $4,

vour

(These pants are made from the celebrated Putnam cassimeres, and alwavs
give perfect satisfaction.) And last, but not least,
The King of Wear Resisting Pants, THE CAMPTON,

of

a series of meetings at the Bapturers. As
every
Church last Sunday evening. The meetwere largely attended and much credit
ings
will
be
article
fr >m a successful deer hunt to
Carle t!s: .Jones have their stock arranged'
is given to Mr. K. for his faithful labor_
1
•.They were, gone from home. in the addition to their store and find the Mrs Dora
Beas
Moody arrived home from Boston
lava and brought in five deer, two
much
more
convenient
and
attractive. last week with a full line of
place
millinery_
a
ks. two small ones and one doe.
1 he addition ;s 20x21 feet, and 2 stories in
Editor Fish of the Union Times was in town
m
the- bucks was five years old and
height. This gives two Hours 05x21 feet,
all
the wells in town
Saturday... .Nearly
-sod
pounds ..Cliarles Ii. Coombs aim an available lioor. shelf and table space are
dry, and people are much bothered about
.•> si.- t over 80 birds this tall, about
r.juai- nf 0040 square feet. The lower story is used
getting water... .Schools in town close Nov.
i
1
between partridge and woodcock.
lor the 5 ami 10 ■« nt department and common
8tli, with the exception of one or tw*.
1-.
E.
li.
Dun(too.
Johnson
and
b;dg.
wares; tlie upper for fancy china, curtains
Camden. The water in the lake is lower
on
a
hunting and wall paper. The addition was built by
Es-.p, -eft last Saturday
than it has been for a number of years, and
to. Mt. Iva tahdin region.
m
Sanford Howard and A. W. Burdin, and is a
unless there is rain within a few days the
and workmanlike job throughout.
'v
iiir.NTs.
Frank Wood "f Waldo, for- thorough
factories will have to shut down-Fox &
> ■! Belfast, was thrown from liis biey- I
Steamer Notes. Steamer Emmeline beWard’s refined minstrels are on the boards
last Saturday evening
n Lino-nville
gan Monday >u a new arrangement.
She for Friday night at the Opera House-The
asa very
He was coining from
a
A-i-.v ■.uiureb.
leaves iWkland very week day at 0.45 a. social
hop in Engine ball last Saturday
w
h.-re
;s employed, U spend
lit!,
m
and arrives at. Bueksport- at 4 45, where
sortment
night was largely attended and was a tine
:*:• ia v
at home, >«nd
.n descending the i she connects with the Maine
Central Rail- time... .Congressman Diugley of Lewiston
and
Plated
I
k Trap in", w
; p lied head-foremost,
load for Bangor. Leaves Bueksport at 12 was in town
Thursday on business.. .The
l- wheel
otAT WaS dislocated,
f’
m. and arrives at Rockland at 5 50.
1
Her
and
tire, smoke and water sale of clothing is
i.
face had!y bruised and « m, and 'n- was : leaving time from
Belfast, Lewis' wharf is having a big rush of business. The buildw
!e. Iiised ill Several places,
bed ale
0 55 a. in. and 1.50p. m.. .The steamer Roeking will soon be in the carpenter’s hands.
v.»s taken up um-ouseious and carried
land of the B cV B. S. S Company lias been
and the best makes
.Social hop next Saturday evening.
♦lie house of H.-.iinaford Luce. He was 1 receiving a general overhauling at. her
Music by Clark's Orchestra-Clias. Drake,
M aldo Tuesday
n
''!! >!) to Ji is lion
wharf in Bangor.
wife and child are visiting friends in Bucksh. ■. (h -,. F. TuJr- wi;:le driving on Waldo
vaalso a
port....H. M. Bean is on a business trip to
Suiter
and Dance.
Concert,
A
band
A eio;.
Pisi Friday evmung, Him- in conP. Morris lias returned to
concert
ana supper for the benefit of the BelBangor....J.
"
A
truck team. He was thrown
Portland after spending the summer here.
fast. Band will be given at the Opera House
in
li:*
arriuge and dragged quite a dis....Messrs. H. Talbot, Fred Farnsworth,
to-morrow, Ft iday, evening. The tables will
.•
was
ci.-■.
The
oily slightly injured.
Edward Decrow, Wallace Wadsworth, E.
be ready
t ii o’clock, and the signal for the
reerr age
was somewhat injured and hut for
As 1
! supper wi.i be a march played by the Bund. R. Ogier and W. R. Porter have returned
sago itv of King. Mr. Tufts’ pet horse.
from visits in Boston and vicinity_Hon.
affair might liav« terminated more seri- : The concert of live numbers will consist of
the latest music, including the celebrated Reul Robinson was iu Boston on business
J-.el Pres utt of Northport is sufally
this is a
last week-Mrs. Geo. Wentworth and
Semi ram be Overture by Rossini. There will
o-ring from severe bruises received Satur- |
Mrs.
Frank
returned
from
MassachuYoung
be four dances.
The public should give the
day. lie started from home for the city
Band a genuine benefit, as the members setts this week-Miss Sadie Durham and
•tli a load of boughs, and when coming
Alice Wetherbee are visiting in Boston....
have done their utmost to make this occaW. h’obinson’s the
I'l'vii tie iii11 near A
sion one of pleasure and profit to all who A. F Beverage and Wm. Patten are on a
In attempting to clear the
arness broke.
gunning trip among the islands.
! have, a love for music. Contributions for the
iorse from the wagon Mr. Prescott received
Freedom. The Veterans Charitable Astable arc specially requested.
supper
to
his
and
feet
ujuries
legs which will consociation was organized at G. A. R. Hall,
roe him to the house for some time-Mr.
Cha'i.
’The skunk evil continues to conOct. 2oth, with the following officers: PresiFred T. Chase is confined to the house as the tinue with unabated fierceness in this vicinDr. A. J. Billings; Vice Pres., Mr.
result of a fall from liis bicycle, but his in- ity,” says tlm Bangor Commercial. Same dent,,
as an
Rowe Brooks; See., Robert B. Cookson, Uninot
serious.
are
here-The season’s record of Bucksport’s
juries
ty; Treas., Joseph Libby, Unity. It was
to
fleet of “bankers” is 5(50 tons of cod_The
Shipping Items. Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley
voted that the capital stock should be $2,500
street sprinkler was much missed the
past and the shares $2 50 each
arrived Oct. 24th from Apalachicola with 301
This property
week-The late J. B. Stearns of Camden
will be non-taxahle and non-assessable.
thousand feet of cypress and hard pine lumcan
at
owned the largest collection of Japanese
ber for Mathews Bros, and Bangor parties,
One hundred dollars worth of stock was
ivories and Mexican pottery in the United
to
be
in the gale of Oct. 2d, wlide in the Gulf of
taken by those present, and from the earnestup
any
States-The Belfast Gun Ciub will have a
ness
manifested by the veterans ia the
MrXico, 100 miles west of Key West, about
the
shoot as usual at the grounds
Thanksgiving
25 thousand feet was lost from the deckload.
county there is no doubt but that the movenear Congress St.
The Belfast Wheel Club
are
ment will be a perfect success.
to
Tin Belfast lumber was discharged and the
Tile meetlias voted to hold its organization, but will
ossei was towed to Bangor Tuesday. Sch. A.
ing adjourned to meet on Saturday, Nov.
the
rooms
until
next
to
sales
give up
season_A. B.
2d, at 10 a. m., at Unity Village, when the
Hay ford sailed for Rockland Oct. 23d, to
Staples has opened a dining saloon in con- constitution and
the
•ad lime for New York.. .Schs. Hattie and
rush.
by-laws will be presented
nection with the market of his father, B. S.
for adoption. It is hoped the Waldo County
Franklin Nickerson discharged coal here and
will
be
Staples, m the Peirce block, Church street. veterans will be
•■nt to Deer Isle last week to load stone and
present at this meeting_
-Fred H. Mathews has sold his carriage
Mrs. Fannie Carter has returned from Posb *r New York.... Schs. James Holmes ami
H. M. Rich
Boston.
business
on
Beaver
street
to
Geo.
repairing
ton with a fresh supply of
Sarah L. Davis loaded hay at F. vi. White’s
millinery, to
A. Matthews of Sears port-E. P. Kuowlwhich she is constantly adding all the novor Boston tiie past week.... United States
I ton, Esq., of Liberty has been appointed a
elties of the season, and by the rush of cusMarshal Donovan of Portland sold at auccommissioner to take poor debtor disclosures,
tomers we think she is doing a
tion at Southwest Harbor, Oct. 24th, the |
thriving
jj
A new sidewalk lias been laid on Church
v.
business-A new dam has been built, and
'-masted schooner Rush Light, owned by :
street
from
to
Miller
Phoenix
street.\
canMe.
Spring
when the fall rains come business null be
Fapt Malanson, libelled lor a debt of $177 j1
vas coat got lost, strayed or stolen from E.
g: ■■er Milliken of Portland, to R. F.
booming here-Mrs. Wm. B. Hunt of LibJ. Monroe’s milk wagon recently.
W.
f Southwest Harbor for $*140... .Sell.
erty and Mrs. Annie S. C. Cooper of South
Sa
New Advertisements. Call and see the Montvilie visited Mrs. Dr.
{’On completed repairs last week at
Billings last
1- ight m’s shipyard, Boston.. .The difflcul- dinner sets at Carle & Jones’, 21 Main street.
week-Mrs. Willie Dorman of Belfast is
s t!a t beset the ship news editor may be
Also lamps, china, toilet sets, room paper, spending this week with Mrs. Ella B.
nf- o d when it is stated that a daily paper etc.A. P. Mansfield, Masonic
Temple, has Sprow! of Freedom-The Ladies’ Club
....AT
ccentiy reported two vessels arriving at
something to say about blankets this week. was entertained last Tuesday by Mrs. D. K.
OPERA HOU^E,
TInfereut ports each on the same day...
-Ames & Son, cash grocers, Stockton
of
McGray
Unity-The Ladies’Circle was
b b A. W. Ellis has been on the North MaSprings, have a new advt. this week. They entertained last Thursday by Mrs. Frank
ne railway at Rockland for recalking...
sell patent medicines, boots, shoes and groClark and Mrs. Sampson, at the G. A. It.
Bcli. Sea Pigeon at this port had her colors ceries at a small margin of profit.See au- Hal)-Dirigo Grange voted at their last
SUPPER-6 TO 7.30 P M.,
half-mast Sunday in honor of the late Capt. I| nouncement of the auction sale at the jew- meeting to give a harvest dinner Saturday,
Fred A. White, an example that other crafts elry store of C. Hervey, Phoenix Row, to Nov. lGth....Mrs. Laforest Wiggin, Mrs. Then a Concert of 5 Numbers, to
be followed by 4 Dances, mmight well have followed. In old times our begin at 7 80 r. m., Nov. 4tli, and continue Eliza Clement and Mrs. Lottie Vose are on
terspersed with new selections
shipping used to display colors on Sundays every afternoon at 2.30 and evening at 7250, the sick list.
until ail the goods are sold. This is an exand holidays, but now it is rare to see a vesHow's This!
cellent opportunity to make holiday purwith colors dying on any occasionTlie Belfast Band will lie assisted by Prof. A. D
Presents for ladies** nd gentlemen
chases.
We otter One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any
ii.M. Bean of Camden lias closed another at the Boston 5 and 10 cent store, 111 High
HARLOW, former conductor of Bangor Band’
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
Hall’s
by
Call and see the bargains in the
and Mr. C. R. EATON, baritone soloist.
eontract for the construction of a three- street.
Catarrh Cure.
valuable ice privilege in
masted schooner, which will be the counter- windows.The
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Belfast, formerly owned by H. E. Peirce, is
All citizens who feel interested in the Band are
part of the Mary Manning launched from his
It is one of the
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
o ffered for sale or lease.
requested to contribute food for the supper.
ird not long ago.
most desirable privileges in Maine, having for the last 15 years, aiul believe him
She will be for Capt.
perfectly
•b.im Crowley of Taunton, Mass., who will fine facilities for storing and shipping ice, honorable in all business transactions and finanTickets to Supper,
and shipments can be made at any time of cially able to
carry out any obligation made by
her in the coal trade. The new vessel
the year_See cards of thanks from Mr. their firm.
Concert and Dance,
West & Trai n,
will hav e a carrying capacity of 2,000 tons of Rufus Dyer of Poor’s Mills, and from Mr.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
60 Cents.
and Mrs. William H. McIntosh-The Bosr°aI- John Ward well will be master buildWalking, Kinnan & Marvin,
ton Tea Co., (>2 High street, call attention
'*r and work will
Card ol* Thunks*.
begin at once_Sell. David to their fresh ground coffees and new teas.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
1'Hust arrived Wednesday forenoon with Premiums to buyers of tea, coffee or spices.
Mr. and Mrs. William II.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
wish to exacting tend their heartfelt ihanksMcIntosh
to their many kind
kerosene for F. E. Crowley and phosphate _A very desirable house is offered for directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of friends and
for
or
C.
B.
Dilworth
the
C.
aiid aid
M.
neighbors
to
sympathy
the Bowker Co. She made the run from sale. Applv
the system. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold
by all extended them during their sudden bereavement
Hall_Reward offered for lost diamond
caused by the death of Mr. George Holt.
New York in 72 hours.
Testimonials
free.
Druggists.
4w42
ring by Thayer & Adams.
Belfast, Oct. 29, 1895.

would have gone off the rollers and probon the beach.

ably have capsized

Home.

adjourned meeting of the Children’s
Aid Society of Maine, and also of the executive committee, was held at the office of
Dr. J. G. Brooks last
Friday afternoon.
The committee to whom was referred the
applications for the position of Matron reported and their report was accepted. Miss
Juliet A. Griffin of North Bridgton, Me.,
was unanimously elected.
Miss Griffin was
highly recommeuded, and has had experience in the care of children both in charitable
institutions and as a teacher in the public

Capt. £. F. Bramhall has put in a table at
which he will serve soused clams and
oysters on the half shell.

Mayo & White’s pet dog Nero

UlrU’

An

principles.

THE WAY TO SUCCESS
is as plain as the way to market. It depends chiefin knowing how and where to bay.

ly

WE HIT THE MARK

Churches.

Of public approval by buying what the people need
and selling it at a price within their reach. Deceive
nobody. Tell the honest truth about every article
we offer.
If we make a mistake—and who doesn’t
—let us rectify it.

The Methodist Sunday school is arrang
a harvest concert to be given in the
near future.

ing for

Rev. J. F. Tilton of Belfast delivered an
address last Sunday evening in the Baptist
church, Camden, upon the Baltimore B. Y.
P. U. Convention at which he was a delegate.
Rev. L. L. Hanscom, formerly of Maine
Methodism, is appointed by Bishop Fowler
to the church in Red Wing, Minnesota—one
of the best appointments in the Minnesota
Conference, fZion’s Herald.
Mr. Hanscom is a brother of Rev, S. L.
Hanscom of Belfast.

E. P«

FROST,

Just Below the

At the Universalist church next Sunday
the services will be: 10.45 A. m., All Souls
Day, sermon appropriate thereto. 12 m.
Sunday school, subject Samuel, The Judge,
1 Sam. 7: 5-15.
V. P. C. U. “Shall all souls
he saved—and how?’’ John 12: 32.

WHEN

78 Main St.,

Masonic

Temple.

BUYING A

DINNER SET

Rev

E. P. Wilson, agent for the Maine
Society, occupied the pulpit of the
North church in the morning and the Baptist in the evening last Sunday. He gave
an outline of the work of the Bible
Society
Bible

and told of the urgent need of the work in
sections of Maine.

Preaching
in.

at

next

the Advent Christian hall at
Sunday. Sunday school at

1 p. m.;

nnU’T BIIV

7.

All

at

are

I

UUH

Young Peoples’ meeting
<>, followed by an evangelistic service at 7 p. m.
Bible study every Wednesday evening at 7 ;
Church prayer meeting every Friday evening
at

We have the

stock.

loiVtsHlprices.

largest

Hue of Dinner Sets

See

NEW 1?A.TV>

our

LAMPS

“

—-—

few

a

days,

you have seeu our display,
which we shall have on exhibition

notice of which will be

given

in this paper,.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

invited.

....FOR....

DINNER SETS,
LAM PS
5 and 10 CENT GOODS,
TOILET SETS,
ROOM PAPERS,
CURTAINS and
FANCY CHINA.

pillow, elegantly wrought.
The fifth annual meeting of the Waldo
County C. E. Union will be held at the
Baptist church in this city next Tuesday.
A basket picnic dinner and supper will be
served in the vestry. Rev. G. T. Raymond
of Gloucester, Mass., will give the address
in the evening and the music will be led
by
the Baptist Choral Association with a solo
by Mrs. E. S. Pitcher. A good program has
been arranged and a profitable session is expected.

PLEASE REMEMBER OUR CHINA. PARLOR,
the

only

one

in town.

CAR^J*
Street,

21 Main

-

JON

Belfast, Maine.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

Rev. J. F. Tilton will return to-day and
occupy the Baptist pulpit as usual next

will

is

5our

DU I

in

A parish meeting of the Universalists,
held at the vestry Tuesday evening, was
largely attended. An excellent supper was
served. It was voted to extend a call to
Kev. Charles H. Wells to become the pastor,
his pastorate to begin Dec. 1st. The ladies
of the parish presented the pastor, Rev.
Myra Kingsbury, with a slumber robe and

Sunday. Following

at oiir

and at the

city,

TERNS just received.

some some

2.30 p.

1'lease look
in the

the musical program:

L

MORNING.

Selection, “Come unto Me.”
Hymn Anthem, “Hark! Hark! My Soul,”

A

KNOWLTON,

President.

FRANK R.

WIGGIN,

Cashier.

Deposits Solicited.

Sudds

EVENING.

Selection, “A Hymn of the Homeland,”
Sullivan
Chorus Choir.
Solo, “As a Tale that is Told,”
Sudds
Mrs. Pitcher.

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSIT*:

Feb. 2*

1*94.

*30,353.119
March 5, 1*95.
**3,97*.53

May 4, 1994.
*41,0*9.54
May 7, 1*95.
*116,325.50

Dec. 19, 1*94.
Oft. 2, IH94.
July 24, IS94.
*79,4*9.59
*74.532.52
*59,1*0.29
July II, 1*95.
sept. 2*. 1*95.
*146,117.4*
*123,6*5.5S

These figures are taken from our sworn statements to the Comptroller
Stockton Springs. Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Crocker of Winterport spent Oct. 20th with of the Curreneg, Washington, on the above dates.
DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw interest payable JanuJ Capt. and Mrs. L. M. Partridge... .Mrs.
1st anil July 1st. Deposits during the first three days of rrcru nvmth draw interest from tlie./irrt
Mercine Cutter of Washington, D. C., lias I ary
of that mouth. This department offers much (/renter sentriti/ t<> depositors than Savings Ranks, inaamade a short visit to Capt. and Mrs. L. M. muoh as every deposit is a / >au to the hunk, and all deposits in our Bank are >jmini ntectf by twice the
amount of oiir Capital Stock.
Partridge. Mrs. Cutter lately returned from
This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo County, our vault has all the latest improveWaldemar
Dahl
of
Europe-Capt.
Copen- ments in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering tjrenter security to depositors than any other
bank in this county.
hagen, Denmark, arrived in town the past
We still have a few $5.00 SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES. All our boxes are now m nipped with extra
week and is the guest of Mrs. Caroline Well1yd
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.
born. Capt. Dahl was a former resident of
this town-Mrs. George W. Burkett of
Belfast w as in town the past week, the guest
of Miss Emma Hichborn... .Horace Staples,
Jr., went to New York last Thursday to reHundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor
main several mouths-Miss Elva Randell
them for nearly everything else.
returned home Saturday after teaching a
very successful term of school at Prospect
Is the best Worm Remedy made. It is likewise 1 he best RemFerry-Miss Alice Hichborn went to New
edy for all the complaints of children, such as Feverishness,
York Monday-Capt. Melvin Colcord left
iCostiveness, Indigestion, Sour Stomach, etc. It lias been a
on Monday’s boat for a business
household remedy for 41 years. Its efficacy in such
trip to Bosiroumes nas never been equalled. Purely vegetable and harmless. Price
cts.
At
! ton-Ellie Dickey went to Portland Monalt Druggists, or of the Proprietors.
DR. J. F. TRUE 6. CO., AUBURN, ME.
.Lewis Smith, who has been spending
day
liis vacation at home, returned to Boston

|

WORMS IN CHILDREN.
True’s Pin Worm Elixir

...

Monday....Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Snell left
Monday for their home in Edgartown,
Martha’s Vineyard-Miss Letta Crooker
ami Miss Prudence Griffin of
Searsport Harbor have opened
dressmaking rooms over
the store of J. M. Ames & Son_Mrs.
Cyrus J. Hall of Mt. Desert is
visiting Capt.
and Mrs. Ralph Morse... The Current

Events Club will meet with Mrs. Esther
Hichborn Thursday, Oct. 31st.

WANTED.

□EXPERIEKEEII

machines run
Gordon Pants

VEST MAKERS to work with
by power. Inquire at the
factory, Brooks, Maine, l'or
COLSON

^_MIJLO

to take orders in every town and city; no
delivering; good wages from start.; pay
weekly; no capital required; work vear round.
12w38*
GLEN 11ROS., Rochester, V V.

MEN

The undersigned
is pleased to say t<»
all his friends and
former customers
that he is now
ready for business
in first-class horseshoeing and jobI bing of all kinds
at bottom prices.
With thanks to all
a continuance of the
good a J«»•» as i ever

lor past favors,
hope tor
same, and can give you as
did. <'ome and see for yourselves.
4w43
JONES S. DAVIS, Washington St.

rnft**('r ""hat kind of food you use, mix
Sheridan’s Powder. Otherwise, your profit
JhiiVra,‘and
n a“?
winter will be lost when the price for epps
is very hiph. It assures
perfect assimilation of the food
elements needed to produce health and form
epps. It is
•Ola by drupjrists,
procers, feed dealers or bv mail.
Binple pack. 25 crs. Five Pi. Tjirpe two-lb can pi .20. Six
Sample Best Pon.TRv Paper free
I. o. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House
St., Boston, Mass.

Literary News and Notes.
A number of quaint West African
prototypes of the Uncle Remus stories, collected by the late Uol. A. B. Ellis, are to
appear in the November Popular Science

Monthly

lore.

as

illustrating Evolution

in folk-

i he

story of General Miles, who has
probably bad the longest fighting carter
of
American, and who rose from the
lowest to the highest position in the United State.- Army, without the aid of West
Point, is told tully and from the most authentic s iiirees in McClure"s Magazine for
November. The article is fully illustrated.
I he past and future of
gold will be examined by ( harles s.
Ashley in The Popular Science Monthly for November. Mr.
Ashley denies that gold lias appreciated,
or that
producers get smaller returns for
tlieir products than twenty-five
years ago,
and supports his position with statistical
and other evidence.

the insurrection of the Paris Commune in
Its author, the well known special
1871.
correspondent and author, Edward King,
was one of the few Americans who saw'
the Commune from its beginning in the
winter to its terrible ending in the seven
days lighting in May, and nis pictures of
the sanguinary events are life-like and
thrilling. The whole story of the insurrection is to be found in these breezy
pages, and the reader follows with interest the wanderings of Grandpa Drubal
Corners and his two sprightly
grandsons,
and the quaint and humorous
“Sny.”
Paris is painted with a loving hand; her
her
magnificent palaces;
splendid avenues;
her miles of parks; her
frowning walls
and battlements, are all delineated from
close and careful observation.
The plot
is exceedingly simple and yet
thrilling in
the extreme.
Grandpa Drubal has come
to Paris in search of a wandering and wayward son, the father of Frank and Will.
He is swept into the mighty whirlpool of
the Communistic insurrection and narrowly escapes execution among the hostages
shot by the savage insurgents.
MeanI time, Frank, who is a boy of resources,
has been rescued from danger by a Communist General, goes through many startling and exciting incidents, and finally by
pure accident discovers his lost father,
lie then, with his newly found parent,
and with Sny, shuts on an expedition for
the rescue of Grandpa Drubal and little
Will: ami the latter half of the book describes the hairbreadth escapes of the trio
and the ingenious devices by which they
finally succeed ill rescuing the good old
man and little Will.
The sinister figures
of the Commune and its armies are sketched traukly, but nowhere is their course
defended or glorified.
“Under flic lied
Flag” is a book which draw's the proper
moral from the mighty insurrection.
A
vein of humor which will be duly appreciated by all boy readers, relieves the
sombreuess of one of the best historical
stories that has been offered to the public
for many a day. Illustrated 12mo., clotli,
81.-o.
Henry T. Coates A Co., Publishers.

Philadelphia.

Register of Deep Water Vessels.
Miss Frances M. Abbott lias contributed
the November number of The Forum a
SHIPS.
paper entitled “A Generation of College
Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sld from YoWomen,” showing what the subsequent
kahama
20
lor New York via Kobe.
May
career, after graduation, lias been, of
AG Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
more than a thousand women who have
Francisco Oct 8 for New York.
graduated from Vassal* College since its
A J Fuller, Walnutt, sailed from New York
opening thirty years ago—an uncommonly Aug 25 for Slianghae; spoken Sept 8, lat 30
interesting and suggestive paper.
N, Ion 38 \V.
Alameda, Chapman, arrived at Svdney,
An article in
Harper’s llazar for Octo- NSW, Oct 20 from Vancouver.
ber lotli is entitled “bmall Dinners.”
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at New
Tlie invitations, the menu, the decora- York Sept 5 from Singapore.
tions. the
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from
service—everything that the
hostess requires to know in order to
Kong Aug 8 for Baltimore ; passed St
plan Hong
Helena
Sept 5.
and triumphantly carry out her entertainCharger, D S Goodell, sailed from La
ment. is there set. forth with all the fulness
Plata Sept 10 for Hamburg.
ol practical experience by a successful
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
hostess.
Philadelphia June 19 for Nagaski.
Emma F W hituey, A S Pendleton, at New
I here are forty pictures in the
opening York for Shanghae.
of the New Life of Lincoln in
Gov Ruble, Niehols, arrived at PhiladelMc< line's Magazine fw November. There phia, Sept 18 from Iloilo.
are live
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Manila
very interesting and little known
portraits of Lincoln, including the early Aug 27 for Boston.
B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
Henry
portrait, now first published and showing from
San Francisco Oct 19 for New York.
Lincoln before his face lost its
youthful
iceberg, F W Treat, arrived at Iquique
These chapters deal very
aspect.
fully Sept 17 from New York via Valparaiso.
with the fourteen years Lincoln lived in
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, arrived at Phila
Southern Indiana—from his seventh till delphia June 8 from New York.
his twenty-first year—and contain recolJohn McDonald, T P Colcord, sailed from
lections of people now living there. There New York July 19 for San Francisco; spoken
Sept 29. lat 49 S, Ion 95 \V.
are many pictures of the scenes of LinJosephus, P i: Gil key, arrived at Buenos
coln s early life published here for the
Ayres about Aug 10 from New York
first time.
Llewellyn J Morse, L'lapp. at Alyak, from
San Francisco Alaska Sept 10.
Houghton, Mifflin A- Co., Boston, have
Manuel
Edw Smalley, arrived at.
published a volume of poems by Emma New York Llagmio,
Oct 9 from Honolulu.
Iluntingt-n Nason of Augusta, “The
L
Mary
Cushing. Pendleton, cleared from
Towei. with Legends and Lyrics.,r
The Philadelphia June 10 for li logo: spoken I
publishers say: “borne of the poems iu July 14, lat 9 N, lou 25 \V.
this tasteful volume have
Flint, EDI' Nichols, sailed from
appeared in the SanMay
Francisco Oct 7 for Bristol.
Atlantic Monthly, and many in other
peL ii 1 hoiiias, C (i Nicliois, sailed from New
riodicals. Leaders who have enjoyed these
York June 19 for Yokahama; spoken June
will be glad to have them in attractive
j
22, iat 95 N, ion 01 W
and pci manent form, together with
S P 41 itcln ock, Gates, arrived at Honopoems
not befoie printed.
They arc varied in lulu S.-pt 10 from Sau Fraurix o.
Fan Joaquin, Larrabee, arrived at New
subject and measure; they are flowing and
Jau 9 lrom Portland.
mi>:eal: ;ind they have thought to
steady York
S
DCarieton, Amsbury, at Sydney, NSW,
them, and imagination to give them
2 lrom Melbourne for London,
Sept
The book is carefully printed
wings.
‘St Nicholas, C F (. arver, sailed from New
and attractively bound.
Y ork May 97 tor San 1* rancisco :
spoken June
lat 24 N, ion 42 W.
20,
’li that mine adversary had written a
St David, Carver, arrived at New York
bunk." said the smitten patriarch Job.
Sept 28 from Hong Kong.
I bar is what Senator Sherman has done,
State of Maine, II (4 Curtis, cleared from
and some tilings that he lias set down
Philadelphia June 19 forlimgo; spoken July
therein are of a nature to raise
up more 0, iat 22 N, Ion 90 W.
Ti 1 lie E Starhuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
adversaries than he had before. The unat New York Oct 19 from Honolulu.
favorable references in his
lately publishWandering Jew, D C Nichols, at Hong
ed memoirs to Garfield,
Harrison, Grant. Kong Sept 18 for New York.
Arthur and Conkliug, however true
they
W m H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
may be, will naturally irritate the friends June 12 for
j
Yokahama; spoken June 20, lat
of these men and stir up considerable con- 29
N, Ion 91 W.
Wm H Conner. Frank I Pendleton, arrived
troversy; indeed that effect has been produced already.
All this might make it at Portland Oct 15 from Hiogo.
\\ J Botch, Sewali C
bad for Mr. Sherman w ere he a candidate
Lancaster, cleared
from Philadelphia July 27 for San Francisco.
for further political honors.
But it is
BARKS.
understood that he is not.
Having missed the Presidency and
Adam W Spies, C N Meyers, at
having no hope
Hong
of ever reaching that goal, he has
Sept 18 for New York.
put Kong
Alice Keed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
aside ambition and probably intends to
Boston, Sept 4 for Montevideo.
return to private life at the end of his
Amy Turner, C C McClure, sailed from
term in 1S99.
He is thus in a position to New
York May 20 for Honolulu.
free his mind, and he has done it
Beatrice
very
Havener, Hichborn, arrived at
frankly. [Portland Advertiser.
Philadelphia, Sept 18 from Port Spain.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
The leading article in the November York
Oct 12 from Surinam via Barbadoes.
number of The Forum will be a discusC P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
sion of the third-term question
by Pro- York Oct 24 for Port Spain.
fessor John Bach McMaster, the histoEdward Kidder, J H Park, from Junin
entitled
“The Third-Term Tradi- for Hampton Roans, at Valparaiso, leaking.
rian,
Edward May, sailed from Colombo June
tion.”
Mr.
McMaster cites the well
21 for New York ; passed St Helena
known historical precedents
Sept 5.
against a
Evanell, W H Blanchard, arrived at CalPresidential third term, and thinks there lao
June 30 from Iquique.
is no reason to believe that the old-time
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
antipathy to a third term is one whit less Riachuelo Sept 7 for New' York or Boston.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Port Elizastrong than it ever was. Mr. McMaster
says that while our practice of choosing beth Sept 15 from New Y'ork.
Havana, Rice, cleared from New York
Presidents, not because of their fitness, Oct
15 for Havana.
but because of their
availability, is in
Herbert
Albert Blanchard, sailed
theory all wrong, in practice no harm from PuntaBlack,
Arenas, July 20 for New York.
comes of it; for under our form of
governHenry A Litchfield, at Boston Oct 3 rement we do not need a President of expairing.
traordinary ability; thef average man is
Henry Norwell, Cushman, arrived at
and
for him two terms is Brunswick, Ga, Oct 22 from New York.
good enough,
John J Marsh, H B Whittier, arrived at
What
we
in
ample.
Mr. McMaswant,
ter’s opinion, is a strong government of Portland May 17 from Philadelphia.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, cleared
the people by the people, not a
govern- from New' York Oct 15 for Houg Kong.
ment of the people by a
and
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
strong man,
we ought not to tolerate
anything which Rosario Sept 12 tor Boston.
has even the semblance of
sailed from Havana Oct 14 for
Matanzas,
Mr.
heredity.
McMaster counsels the advocates of a Delaware Breakwater.
E
Mary
third term for Mr. Cleveland to rememRussell, YY' S Nichols, sailed from
ber the doctrine of the illustrious founder Barbadoes Oct 11 for Kingston, Ja, to load
for Bostou.
of their party, that “in uo office can roPenobscot, E G Parker, at Singapore Aug
tation be more expedient.”
21 tor Newr York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
It is announced that ex-President BenjaNew Y'ork Oct 14 from Tampa.
min Harrison is engaged in writing a seRose Innis, Melvin Colcord, at Monteries of magazine articles for The Ladies’
video July 19 for New York.
Home Journal, in which periodical theySerrano, R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong
will begin in the December number.
T e Aug 1, unc.
St James, F B Clifford, at Shanghae
series will be called “This Country of
Sept
for New Y'ork.
Ours,” and will consist of ten articles 13 St
J
T
ar
at
Zanzibar
Lucie,
Erskine,
and probably more. The papers are
July
being 3 from M\antenaro.
written by General Harrison especially
T homas A Goddard, YYT S Griffin, cleared
for women, to meet a growing,
widefrom Philadelphia Aug 24 for Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
spread desire on their part to intelligently
from Portland Aug 15 for Montevideo.
understand the workings of our GovernSCHOONERS.
ment and the great National questions. It
will be the aim of the articles to explain
Georgia Gilkey, \Y’ R Gilkey, sailed from
in the clear and concise style for which Boston Sept 4 for Rosario.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
the ex-President is famous, just what the at
New York Oct 17 from New Bedford.
United States Government means; the
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
origin and meaning of the Constitution; Apalachicola Oct 9 from Galveston.
how laws are enacted and enforced; what
Horace G Morse, Harriman, sailed from
the powers of the President and other of- Galveston Oct b for Pensacola.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
ficials are; what the judiciary system
July 10 for Surinam.
means; how our foreign relations are Apalachicola
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, ldg stone at
brought about and their meaning; how Thomaston for
New York.
Congress and the Senate legislate,—in
Linah C Kaminski, S Woodbury, arrived
a
fact, complete explanation of the Gov- at Charleston Oct 9 from New York.
ernment told in a popular wsyy.
Lucia Porter, Grindle, sailed from Boston
General
Harrison writes the articles from the Oct 19 for Frankfort and New York.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, cleared from
standpoint of a citizen who understands Darien
Oct 19 for Bridgeport.
I
his subject.
They have no bearing on
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portpolitics whatever. While directly intend- land Oct 23 from Philadelphia.
ed for women, the articles will naturally
Sallie i’On, W H West, arrived at Boston
have a nfuoh broader scope and likewise
Sept 23 from Charleston, S C.
interest men, and especially young men.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Port Tampa
Oct 19 for Carteret.
“Under the Red Flag” is a story of the
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, loading at
adventures of three American boys during Rockport, Me., for St Jago, Cuba.
to

chapters,

_
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Yorktowu,

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

19,

1781.

of Yorktown.]
When sweet Virginia’s purpling slopes
Were bathed in Autumn’s gold,
And where between the sedgy banks
The broadening river rolled,
More than one hundred years ago

LTDIA E. I'INKHAM’S

SALES OF

Unequalled in the History of Medicine.
Honesty, Excellence, Faithfulness
Fitly Rewarded.
[SPECIAL

TO OOK LADT

READERS.]

Never in the history of medicine has

the demand for

one

particular remedy

for
diseases
that
equalled
attained
by
Lydia E.
Pink hams

female

Their batteries faced the river sides
Where now the red birds play,
And abatis and strong redoubt
Lined vale and upland way.

k

Encased within their stronghold sure,
Through many a weary day,
Behind intrenchment, gun and fort,
They kept the foe at bay.

Vegetable
Compound
and never
in the liistorv of
Mrs.
Pinkhams
wonderful

5

But now environed by a force
That knew no*fear or doubt,

J3

They felt within tlieir fortress grim
Their strength fast giving out.
For nerved to just and righteous war

\i

Compound
has the
demand
for it been

\

The allied armies came,
And proud Cornwallis bowed his head
In humbled haughty shame.
For

so great as
) it is t Oil ay.

From
Maine to

I

fair Chesapeake’s azure breast,
Whose light waves gaily dance,
A noble fleet at anchor lay,
The pride of sunny France.
Outlined against the sky that kissed
Each bank of living green,
And towering like bold warders grim
The stately masts were seen.
on

(

Ailments of ’Women.
If will cura the worst forms of fetnale
com >! tin's, all ovarian troubles, inllammiiio
mm1 uiceration, falling ami displ ie n m of the womb, and consequent
weakness, and is
spin 1
peculiarly
>* 1 to i:
a i
change of life.
time
it
will cure
Every

Shook forth her silken challenge then
And bowed the Briton’s head.
And far along each upland slope
And on the river’s bank,
In conscious courage facing death,
Stood serried line and rauk.

Backache.
It has

1 more cases of leueorrhnea
by removing the cause, than any remedy
the world lias ever known; it is almost
inf illihle in such cases.
It dissolves and
ex’v.'ls tumors from the uterus in an
early stage of development, and checks
any tendency to cancerous humors.
cure

liu E. Pink ham’s Liver Pills
work in unison with the Compound, and
are a sure cure for constipation and sickliea lache.
Mrs. Pinkliam’s Sanative
Wash is frequently found of grear value
for local application.
Correspondence
is freely solicited by the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn. Mass., and the
All drugstrictest eonlilence assured.
gists sell the Pinkhanfs remedies, The
three
in
forms,
Vegetable Compound
Liquid. Pills, and Lozenges.

Ly

With fearless hearts and purpose just,
Y'ou scaled Virginia’s slopes,
in triumphant glory rose
The day star of your hopes.

And

Along each reddening autumn plain,
You Hung our banner out
And echoing back from wind swept hill
Loud rang the rallying shout.

—

is excellent for all throat inflammations and for
asthma. Consumptives will invariably

Against the British host?
From every hillside home they came,
Brave lads of resolute will,

derive benefit from
iis use, as it tjuirhhj
abates the
cough,
renders expectoration easy, assisting
nature in restoring
wasted
tissues.
There is a large percentage of those who
suppose their cases
to be consumption
who are only suffering from a chronic
cold or deep seated cough, often aggravated
by
catarrh. For catarrh use Llv’s (’ream Jtalm Until
remedies arc pleasant to use. Cream Halm.o'k*.
per bottle; l’ineola lialsam, 2ne. at Druggists. In
'piantifies .of S2.50 will deliver on receipt of

And like the ancient Umbrian bands
They swept each plain and hill.
No stories had they ever heard
Of Punic wars and fame,
And Carthage and her warriors bold
Was but an idle name.
No stars of glory dazzled them,
No tale of ancient lore,
But Duty’s linger berkoned on,
Her hand the pennon bore.

FLY KUO

MACHINIST,
...WILL

Did they not see through all the tears
Of broken, sundered lives,
The day when from each limb should fall
The manacles and gyves?
When that old bell should
grandly ring
Above dead slavery's grave,
And unborn millions live to know

SI’KCIAL
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burglar alarm
•working
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and wants a few

46 MAIN STREET

BELFAST.

AND \LL KINDS OF

Stevens & Erskiue’s

uki.fast.

| Cor.

Washington

Pictures
of

And in this stately Congress hall
The Senate, stern and grave,
Gave thanks to God for victory gained
Through loyal meu and brave.
From every pulpit in the land

FOUNDATIONS and

HOWARD,
Rockland, Maine.

H. A.

3'»32

J. F. WILSON,

Sport

....OF...

Best,

FOUNDATION WALLS.
of Work Guaranteed.

Address

Thanksgiving prayers were said,
And loyal men and women then

22 CONDON STREET

In silence bowed each head.

Or Care Spencer & Wilson, 47 Main
BELFAST, MAINE.

The bell that woke the frosty air
That crisp October morn
Has loud proclaimed through passing years
The victories there born ;
And down the echoing aisles of time,
Through dissonance of wrrong,
And fratricidal war, has sung
Its thrilling tide ol song.

St.,
21tf

Reproduced in 12 colors from originals painted
expressly for the purpose. They are three water
colors: Jacksnipe Coining In; Bass Fishing at
Block Island; Quail Shooting; and one oil, Yigi
lant and Ya Ikyrie Yacht Race. All are artistic

sportsman’s favorite journal.
Stream, one year (price $4; and the
set of four pictures (a $!> value) for $5. Or, Forest
and Stream 6 mos. and choice of two of the pictures for §3. This is a rare offer. Send 10 cents
for specimen copy of Forest anti stream circular
and catalogue of the best books on outdoor sports

It echoes yet, from southern slope
And fertile western plain
From California’s golden gate
To pine-crowned hills of Maine.
Across the old world’s worn out shores
And answering unto sea,
Its pulsing chimes ring evermore
The song of Liberty.
Helen N. Packard.

25c. PER OUNCE.
it noiv in all the

for

We have

leading

odors

that

ounce,

price, or in an eight
glass toppeel bottle, for

$1.50.
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pills for consti25*. Get the
your druggist’s and

Beecham’s

MARLIN

REPEATERS^
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40 & 45 Calibre.
Model I89B.
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Bee

The Marlin Fire Arms Co.,
New Haven, Conn.
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permit any medicine to be given your chi:
composed ?

know of what it is

Know that Castoria is

ingredients is published with

every

a purely vegetable
preparation, and that
bottle?

lb,;,

a

1*0 You Know that Castoria is the
i.iat it has been in
of all rdier

use

fur

prescription of the famous Dr. Samuel :
nearly thirty years, and that more Castoria is now sold

th

remedies for children combined?

l>o Von Know that the l'atent Office
other

countries, have issued

C'astoria

and its

<

xelusive

formula, ami that to imitate them is

g>o Von Know that

one

of the

Vou Know that J3
or one

cent

a

a

state

for

reasons

because Castoria had been proven to be

was

l»e

Department of the United States, an
right to J)r. pitcher and his assigns to use the v.

granting
government protect:
absolutely harmless?

average doses of Castoria

are

furnished ft.,.- 3-

dose?

Vo si Know 11- .1 when possessed of this
perfect preparation, your children n;
kept well, and that you may have unbroken rev. ?

Well, these tilings
1110

are

worth

knowing. They are facts.
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At a Probate Court held
the County ot Waldo,
October. A. Id 1895.

A

prison < ffi n.-e?

this

at
on

on

every

wrapper.

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Belfast, w ithin and for
the second Tuesday of

Probate Court held at Belfast, within
the Countv of Waldo, on the second '!
October, A. 1>. 181*5.
M. YIN A L. sister, BKNJAMIN \ \;\

At a

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament ot CHARLES B. OIL-

JTMMA

J
and WAUX) M. VINAL, brothers
ERT A. VIN'AL, late of Winterport, in said
of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a n.
that administration ol the estate of san. dV
be eranted to Henry \Y. Ma\o «.t
Hampden
county >f Penobscot.
*
trdered, That the said petitioners fiive in
all persons interested b\ causing a rop\
order to lie published tliree weeks suere>-i
the Republican .lournal, printed at Bella-:
they may appear at a Probate Court to
at Belfast within and for said Count',
second Tuesday of November next, at ten
true copy. Attest
Clock before noon, and show cause, it am.
Jeke'h I). Pakkek, Register.
i have, why tile prayer of said petitioner.- -!,
j not be granted.
OKn. K. JOHNS' >V J
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
A true copy
Attest
the County ot \\ aldo, on the second Tuesdav of
J
nt i' 11. Pakkm. Ktv
October, A. I). 1895.

MORE, late ot Mon tv i lie, in said county ot Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast! that tlie\ mav
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of November next, at‘ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON'. Judge.
A

■

CLIFTON
county of

aldo, having presented a petition lor license to
sell, at public ,»r private sale, the real estate of
said ward described in said petition.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested b\ cau.-dng ;t eop\ of this
order t*> be ]>nl»lislie«l three weeks >neees‘sively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
rhey may app. ar at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for >aid County, on the second
of November next, at te‘11 ■>! the clock
j Tuesday
belore noon, and show- cause, il any they have,
the
pra\er of said petitioner should" not lie
| why
granted.
j
CEO. E. JOHNS!>N. Judge,

|TrALl>o

1

t rue

copy.

A*

SS.
Iii Court oi Probate, hi*1
ins!, on the second Tuesday ot
n.
IS'.'.-,.
i.lTil'S I*. \VAHToN ami O I; A<
W AI.TtlN, Kx.ecti?o:s on tin* estate <•! Ni.l
W A I,T( >N, late of He!last. m -a iii count >.
j.
eil. ha\in^- presented their first and tiua: a
oi ail in in is! ration ol said estate I or a! Iowa:
Ordered, 'J'hat notice tliereot in yi\e'..
weeks successively, in the Repnidn.in I
pi mil il in Belfast. in -aid county, ’hat a', n>
intt "•-t mI may attend ar a Prolate*. •:
h»‘!d a: Belfast, on tile second Tin >da\ .a >.
her next, am! -Imw- ;e.-e. C mv i!
i,;.\,
t!i«* said aeeia:n; slmu d i,<>t lie allow, d.
<, !■:• ». !.. ,l()ii NS< 1\
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OH i ARLES N. .M A SSI' RE, husband -I SARAH .1,
y MASSLRE. late "I Searsport, in said county
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
that administration of the estate of said do. ,,-cd
lie granted to him.
h'deiv l, That the said pet ;rinner give urn ice to
ail persons interested by >•:,using a coj.y of this
order to be published three weeks succ-m*.ely in
the Republican Journal, printed at lleltast. that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at lleltast, within and for said county,
n the
second Tuesday id' November next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if
any thev
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not he g'tanted.
(1 E( >. E. JOHN'S* >N. Judge,
A true copy
Attest:
Jkuk’u 1). Pahkeu, Register.

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
October. A. I). 181*5.

true

Register.

lle!;a>;, within and for

ihc
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:a-

M

1

<

id.

Ir.iered, That

A,

t Ik r, o!

he

x
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>

i.

in H iia.-i.’ in said conn: v. r!..
,i\
re-d-d.
a I dum
pr.-had- <
h.e'.l at I »• •! to-; oil he
omi Tue-d.iA o! \
her Ue\': and sh--w eany tin > I e
tht said account slmu:.! imt he a’ih-weil.
<;i:< c I-;, .iuhnsov i.
A t rue -o] y.
A I e-I
! ft:
ii 1 >. Pa h k lh. I!,

printed
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SS.
in < ..in- of Prolate, h.
Oi:
i.
t!,e s,-, ,,nd Tuesd.i» ol
K«; l.\ 1
< « Ml IN. I
\
-1111 1
estate Of JOHN PKUl.KY. late of Cniry
county, deee.ts, d, having presented hi Id
count of administration of -aid estate fin-

i W'AUm
V*

*

ia-r,
SA

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

X,

ance.

Ordered, Thai notice thereof he Lin-...
we»ks sueeessi vely. m the Republican .i
1>. .Mi’COBll, Administrator with the
in Pel last
in said
amt y. t ha!
1i ;
printed
will annexed of the estate of ANDREW Mrinterested, may attend at a l’rohate < oiirt.
COBH, late of Lincolnville, in said county of
held at Belfast, n the second Tuesday
|
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for |I teinher next, and show cause, if any tin-,
license to sell, at public or private sale, so much
why the said account should not be almw.
of the real estate of said deceased as will
i,HO. H. .JOHNSON. .!::
produce the sum of thirteen hundred and tiftv dolA true C o].\
(test
lars.
) r.uihii 1). Parkkk. Kea
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this !
1.1 >o SS.- In < >urt of Probate, held
order to lie published three weeks successivelv in
I?
fast, on the second Tuesday of n<
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that ]8'J5. HOLLIS M. HOWARD. Administra:
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the estate of LOl ISA .1. CARR, late of K
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second said countya deceased having presented
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock be- account of administration *f said estate
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, whv lowanee.
the prayer of said petitioner should not he grantOrdered. That notice thereof be ui\e.
GEf *. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ed.
weeks successively, in the Republican J
A true copy. Attest:
printed in Belfast, in said county. that all •,
JkukTi D. Parker, Register.
interested may attend at a Probate
held at Belfast on the sc ond Tuesday
V
her next. ami show cause, if any they h.i
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of the said account should not be allowed.
OEO. E. JOHNSON. I
October, A. L). 1895.
A true copy. Attest:
N'DREW TARBELL, husband of SABRINA
Jkuk'h D. Packi:k. R.
of
TARBELL,late
Lincolnville, in said county
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
T.\ LI »o sS
1 n Court of Probate, lie'
that his dower in the real estate of said deceased
fast, on the second Tuesday of Octeoe:.
may be assigned and set out to him.
HERBERT E. RYDER. Administrator
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to late of CATHARINE S. PKNDLKPN,
all persons interested by causing a copy of '.his orlslesboro, in said county .:ecea>ed. ha\
der to be published three weeks successively in
sented his first account of aciniiustr.it nn
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
estate for allowance.
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Ordered. That notice thereof he ^i\ei
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second weeks successively, in the Republican
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock printed in Beilast, in said county that oli
before noon, and show cause, if any they have, interested
may attend at ;i Probate< 11:
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be held at Belfast, on the second Tiic.-May t \
granted.
her next, and show cause.il any tin y ha
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
the said :o-count slum d not be allowed
A true copy. Attest:
OEO. E. JOHNSON
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
A true copy. Attest
J i.KK ii D. Pa hk i:i:. Re.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
In Court of Probate, held a
October, A. D. 189*1.
II fast. on the second Tuesday of < tctol.ei
C. PENDLETON, and SARAH I*.
HAROLD E. MILLER,, Executor on the e~STAPLES, children of SARAH 11 PEN- CAROLINE M. E. .MILLER, late d Seai-i
DLETON, late of Searsport, in said county of said couiitv. deceased. ha\in^ pivscnice
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that and final account of administralioii ot -ai
administration of the estate of said deceased be
for allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof be L"\ei
granted to said William C. Pendleton.
I
Ordered, That the said petitionersgive notice to weeks successively in Hie Republie.ii
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
jointed in Belfast,* in said county, that a;
order to be published three weeks successively in
interested, may attend at a Pn-bao
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday oi N
they may appear at a Probate Court., to be held her next, ami show cause, it' any they
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
the said aecouut should not he ailowt o
«: E<». E. J< ‘1! \ S<
second Tuesday of November next. at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
.A title copy. Attest.
I.
have, why the prayer of said petitioners should
J in 'll D. Pa KM
not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
1
ll’Ai.lM) SS. In Court of IToha
A true copy. Attest
*»
lie seromI Tuc-da
last, on
Jeke’ii D. Parker, Register.
1 S'.).-, tins I’ll c row NSKM>.
on tin- estate <•! MARTHA II. HIMAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tot
fast, ill sail! county, creased. h.o. :■
the County «>l Waldo, oil the second Tuesday *>t
his first and final aeeount of adn mi-'i
October, A. 1). 1895.
said estate for allowance.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
Ordered, rl'hat notice ihercof be
S\ will and testament of MAI.Y P. BLACK, weeks successively, in the Rrpubli.
late of Stockton Springs, in said county of Waldo,
printed in Belf ast.'in said county, !i.i
interested, may attend at a Probate t
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons held at Belfast, on the second Tur-.i;
her next, and show cause, it any th.\
interested by causing a copy of this order to
tiie said account should not he allow.
be published three weeks successively in the
<JKO. K. .IOH NSUN
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
A true copy. Attest:
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
,1 KltK'll I>. I’AHK t:I: le
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
subscriber hereby gives publnhave, why the same should not be proved, apconcerned, that she has been dub p
ed and taken upon herself the trust ol
proved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
of the last will and testament of
A true copy. Attest:
ANDREW J. BAKER, late of W inteip
JkkeTi D. Parker, Register.
in the county of Waldo, deceased, b> gi\ m
as the law directs; she therefore request-' •'
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
sons who are indebted to said deceased
fast, on the second Tuesday of October, make immediate payment, and 11 »;
1895. FRED ATWOOD, Administrator de bonis
any demands thereon to exhibit the same
non on the estate of ELISHA C. AREY, late of
*
»
\
K1
I
lenient to her.
CATHARINES
Winternort, in said county, deceased, having presented liis second account of administration of
n«»ti-<subscriber hereby gives public
said estate for allowance.
that lie has been duly .q-P
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three and concerned,
taken upon himself the trust of Adn
weeks successively, in the Republi an Journal,
tor of the estate of
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
REUBEN A. SHAW, late of Winteip
interested may attend at Probate Court, to he held
at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of November in the
county of Waldo, deceased, by gb mnext, and slum cause, if any they have, why the as the law directs; he therefore requests
said account should not he allowed.
sons who are imh bted to said deceased'.GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
make immediate ]>aymeiit, ami those
A true copy. Attest:
any demands thereoii, to exhibit the sanieb
Jerb’h D. Parker, Register.
tlement to him.
ARTHUR W Sr A"
<
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Box 2832, New York City.
PROBATE NOTICES.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1895.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of DAVID TOWl.li, late
Searsport, in said county of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not he proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Jere’h D. Parkek, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1895.
T. SHAW,
rpilEODOClA
1 SHAW, late of

widow of BEL BEN A.

Winterport, in said comity of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for
an allowance out of the personal estate of said
deceased.

A tong while for a delicate
perfume that could be sold for
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Forest and

Individual instruction in Commercial and English studies, Shorthand, Typewriting, Actual
Business Practice, etc. Twice the attention for
less than one-half the expense of attending colleges located in large cities. Rooms large and
elegantly equipped with all modern facilities.
Business men supplied with competent assistants
without charge. Open from September to July.
For catalogue and specimen of penmanship, ad
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Blankets, Robes

\Ve will send the

Through Philadelphia’s silent streets
Their wearied steeds advance,
And all the people waked to shout
For Washington and France.
The early flush of morning’s beam,
Was greeted with delight,
And once again the old bell rang
For liberty and right.

than

Prices in

beautiful and rich in effect. For frames 14x19
in. Price of set, $5, postpaid.

ROCMoom^eoL

your

Jkue'h Id Pakki.i:.

With Rod and Gun

GEO. T. READ,

Brave Tighlman and his band.
And through the fertile field of Penn
Loud rang the joyful boast,
It echoed o’er the si (inhering hills
And w oke the patriot host.

mora

an

or

^
its

A

DRESS-SUIT CASES.

I

stupefying narcotic poisons?

poisons ?

Vou Know that you should not

unless you

and

Winter Goods.

automatic

That gladsome song of victory
Went thrilling through the land,
As o’er the upland slopes there rode

it.

TRUNKS, BAGS

May 2, 1895.- 18tf

A deathless silence tilled the air,
And British eyes were lowered.
As dow n the line brave Lincoln rode
To take the proffered sword.
And when the setting autumn sun
Bathed hills and untilled farms,
He proudly led them to the held
And stacked their conquored arms.

Annual aalea

Flush Robes.

Main St

From out intrenchments dark and grim,
By stern O’Hara led,
With downcast gaze and colors cased,
They marched w ith laggard tread.

by

SPECIAL PRICES OX

XEW STORE.

What honest pride tilled every heart,
From man to tiny child,
As through the allied columns brave
The conquered army tiled.

book at

tanclmj*; testimonial. Made
from the best stork by first-class workmen,
under onr own personal supervision.

Standard and White

piercing glance
Down serried column, line on line,
The kingly troops of France.

pation

Every

a s
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5-A Horse Blankets.

Agent for Waldo County for

labeling

CCRTIS. Ouardian of
Takes the Lead in Waldo Co HENRY
FRTIS, Jit. of Scarsport, in said
\\
harness

are

|

ATT l! NT ION TO...

Boll anil Piifi Ttaamoi,

That royal autumn afternoon
Was bright with pomp and glare,
For mounted on his milk-white steed
Brave Washington was there.
And Count Rochambeau's eagle eye

Swept wTitli

HARNESS

t'enj Lowest

slave.

Without

It is little else than the law of the stronger that John Bull
applies when he plants
himself on disputed territory, calls for
Maxim guns to protect himself there, and
then declares that lie will only put to arbitration the question whether he can go
further.
[X. V. Suu

Stevens & Erskines’

Do You Know

that rar goic
Bateman’s Drops, Godfrey’s Cordial, many so-called
Soothing Syrups, and
most remedies for children are
composed of opium or morphine?

▼

I»o You Know that in most countries druggists are

Venezuelan (Question.

The abandonment of the Monroe doctrine or the enforcement of it is, so far
as we are concerned, the
question at issue in Venezuela. That, in the final
analysis, is the meaning of the present complicated situation in that country.
All the
questions about boundary lines and claims
for damages on account of the arrest of
British subjects turnon that pivotal point
of American policy.
[X. Y. Recorder.

Children.

and

*>Q Yoa Know that opium and morphine

Calling the Venezuelans mongrel barbarians,” as some British newspapers do,
is by no means proof that the British are
in the right to their boundary contention.
[Boston Globe.

MILKS, .">(> Warren St., New York

G. T. READ,

Above the deadly loar
The voice of God proclaiming peace
.And Freedom evermore.

or

I lie

Infants

|V/|B OTH ERS,

B

eeiits,

amount.

But did they not in laying down
Tlieir lives ’mid blood and strife,
SeeJwith a clear prophetic gaze
Our Nation’s broader life?
All, who shall say they did not hear

for

j

PINEOLA COUGH BALSAM

Who were the fearless men ami bold,
The infant nation’s boast,
Who kept the starry dag unfurled

serf

Miss Frances Willard lias made a great,
noble use of her life.
Her labors for
temperance have been untiring.
The
of
the
W.
C. T. U. brought into
founding
use a
for
mighty agency
good. Miss Willard should have been
observing enough
to remember that all great reforms have
been brought about by single
aims, by undiverted efforts for one thing at a time.
The fight for temperance needs
every
energy it can muster to accomplish what
it desires—the amelioration of the evils
of drunkenness.
When Miss Willard, by
her enthusiasm and eloquence, carried her
into
organization
politics and abandoned
'Us purely moral work, she drove
away innential and natural allies, she aroused
unneeded antagonism, and she did not
strengthen the Prohibition Party.
Miss Willard has just shown that she
learned nothing from this experience.
Her annual address endeavors to commit
tlie W. C. T. IT. to free silver, which will
force thousands of people most unwillingly to withdraw their financial support of
her work.
The address furthermore declares for other unpopular
financial
schemes. It also demands the referenthe
election
of
the
President
and
dum,
Senators by direct popular vote, socialization of monopolies and other theoretical
reforms which the most advanced economists and most experienced statesmen content themselves with tentatively discussing in all their bearings,and which should
he dealt with with the utmost consideration on account of the magnitude of the
changes their adoption would involve.
It Miss Willard be not cheeked or relink- j
ed by the organization she leads there is
serious danger that she may undo the
great good she has done, by forfeiting re
speet and confidence in the W. C. 1'. V.
as a moral
agency.
[Boston .lournal.
a

••

>

Above escarpment, ridge and wall
They bore our emblem bright,
And dipped in blood was Briton’s flag
And swept away from sight.
O, heroes from our infant land
Of stately palm and pine,
You stood, a firm phalanstery
With courage all divine.

no

alitorma,

from the Gulf to the St. Law pence, come
the gl il ti lings of woman’s suffering
relieve i by it ; m 1 r.housm is noon tholism !
)f lexers are pouring in from
gn'efil women, saying that it will
a.i l l >rs pod ively cure tic-e painful

The old tri-colored Gallic flag
In blue and white and red,

We owned

A Blow at Temperance.

MERITED_REWARD.
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

A battling army stood,
Where now the partridge seeks her nest
And whistles for her brood.

go
Children

October

[Read before the Daughters of the America!
Revolution, Oct. 19,1895, the anniversary

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of November next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of October,
1895. FRED ATWOOD, Executor on the estate
of ELIZA A. TUEVETT, lae of Winterport, in
said county, deceased, having presented his second
ami final account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of November next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
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It,e Cost of Bad Money.

”

which being beaten smooth
i;he com
hammer retains its full value is
beaten
money; that which being
tii

iui|

LAWYER AND STATESMAN.

From Forest and Stream.

Hon. Sam’l B. Page Tells You to Use Dr. Oreene’s Nervura to Cure.
New Hampshire’s Best Known Orator and Statesman
Says Dr. Oreene’s Nervura Will
Make You Well and

STORIES OP MAINE WOODS AND WATERS.
A FIGHT WITH A MOOSE.
THE FISH
LIAR ARROAD.

Strong.

with the hammer does not retain
A legal-teuvalue is bad money.

a

Dream.

“Oh, papa, I had a bully dream last
night. Want to hear about it?”
“Why, yes, Tottletums. Let’s hear

“For
Her Lace
Curtains
and Fine
Work.”

brought to Kumford what it was.'
“Dreamt I was dead, and playing base22nd, and taken to Auburn by ball
among the stars.
Mr. Stephen S. Merrill & Son, and a Mr.
“Well, Toddletums, I am sorry to hear
Stevens, who had been hunting in Ando- you speak of that as a ‘bully dream.’
“But it was, papa.
I was no more
ver for a few days.
Mr. George Thomas
of Andover, who was acting as guide for than dead when I got among a lot of spirfellows
all
dressed
in white, and
its, big
the party, shot the bull moose about one
they knowed right away bout my being
and a quarter mile from the depot camp. the best catcher on the liangtown nine,
The party went to the south arm of the so the first tiling they said was, ‘Hurray !
here's our great catcher at last,’ and beliichardson Lake Thursday,
and Mr.
fore 1 knew it I was catching back of one
Thomas was to join the party the next those
big white fellows, and, what do you
day. He got a ride as far as the- Lake think, he was using the tail of a comet
road and decided to walk in, keeping for a bat.
‘Way off in the distance (say,
through the woods away from the Lake they have awful big diamonds up there)
was
another
fellow pitching, and all he
After traveling about six miles he
road.
suddenly came upon the moose lying did was to pluck one of the stars out of
down, and at almost one bound the mooso the Milky Way and throw it at me for a
lie happened to be near baseball.
came upon him.
Say, papa, you’ve seen those
Around and around falling stars?
a large birch tree.
Well, they say they’re
A

large

moose was

Falls Oct.

which is not paid on demand in
That nation
is bad money.
forces bait money upon its people
", al-t.ender acts puts upon those who
mechanical oi manual work of the
j(, ,,n the heaviest and most destructive
hat can be devised,
of taxation is
i |,t. only sound principle
\!i taxes that tins people pay, the
A tax ( ol.moment should receive.
io the forced ( ireillation of bad or
.noil money under legal-tender
his no revenue to the government.
v
,oio lakes from the pockets of the
f tlm people a part of their earnings
mis it to the benefits of the few
>f tlie many.
ost
cgal-temiii acts oi imc' and o:>
d for the collection of a forced
;.<r t!ie conduct of the war.
From
.ii their enactment down to the pres•t
•. these notes, by tlieii issue and conleissue, have increased the actual
v\ hi eh
have been imposed upon the
a
this country to the amount of
than ishOOO,(XRUXH>.
p'-sitive tax consisted in the in■-a of
every article w hich was
ised by the United States for the
‘•t the war. and during1 the subtwo or three years of reeoustrue
winch elapsed before tlit expendin' the country had been brought.
:•« the basis of
These ex
peace.
res were made for arms, clothing,
lid "tlier necessary supplies f a the
he navy and for the civil sernng a period of seven years, from
■m both years inclusive.
•mi expenditures from l>r.p to
\‘‘ii years,
were in rc-und figures
At tiie rate per capita <>f
-‘.spenditures of 3sc,0 the normal
ernment
this period wcudd
••eded s !.',(>,« >(N),(KX).
The ve:s >penl for w ar purposes.
Of
e
Met less than sl'.-JOO.OOO.O'JU was
w ai
mateiiai ano supplies. the
i< n were vaisedi by the dep reda d mom
As compared to
es “t ai
.w
les of
mimon
in iso;, j]7 pm cent. higher.
.:•• advance in tin
juices of the
7 w nr .iwr those of ls»;o was >7
1 in idvauee ineu ased the cost
d »■>! war s3.tinO.ouO.fKXA paid in
>=••!
priees almost wholly due T<> the

1'

Toddletunw Has

',m money

this tree ran both man and moose.
It
took three shots to kill him, one cutting
He had a line set of
a large vein off.
horns and weighed about seventy pounds.

meteors.

they’re

“Your
Ivorine

Now that’s nonsense, ’cause
the halls the catchers up there

misses.

“By-and-by our side (that's the Comets,
! you know) got in, and the score stood Id
to
0 in favor of the Milky Ways.
of
fellows
the
who get nothBy-andSpeaking
ing recalls the case of the young man by it was my turn at the hat, and I felt
from the Bay State, who evidently intend- kind of afraid, ’cause the comet’s tail

—

ed to shoot everything lie came across.
He was at one of the Moosehead hotels a
few weeks ago and saw in the office the
stuffed head of a moose.
“What is that animal?” inquired the
young man from the Athens of America.
“That?” replied a bystander, “why
that’s a moose.”
“Oli, indeed. Well, I must get half a
dozen of those big fellows,” said the
stranger, and then he w ondered why the
group of men sitting near him all glanced
I in his direction. lie has probably learn| ed by this time that it is not very easy to
I violate the lav which allows a sportsman
to shoot but one moose in a season.
In
fact it is very likely that he has not been
able to get the one which the law allows;
but with a good guide, even the novice
this year should have little difficulty in
picking off his deer.
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Washing
Powder
which I

looked awful bright, but L seized it and
swung it round two or three times, and it
didn’t burn a bit.
‘One ball!’ cried the
umpire as the pitcher sent a star singing
past me (and it wasn’t fair, either, ’cause
they pitched it when I was trying the bat).
I braced myself for the next one, and then
that pitcher thought he’d fool me.
Making out to snatch a ball from the Milky
Way, lie turned around, and, reaching
’way out, what do you think he did?
Why, lie grabbed our world, that we’re
living on, and threw it at me with all
his might.
Well, they couldu' knock out
the liangtown catcher that way, for I just
swung the bat around, and hit the old
world an awful crack.
I bursted that
comet bat all to pieces and hit a foul,
i
looked up, and there was the world acomin’ right down into my hands.
It was
a tine chance, and I couldn't let it pass,
and [ just caught it.
“All those fellows began yelling ‘foul’
and then 1 woke up.
And, papa, what
do you think? I had fallen out of bed,
hut 1 had
bully time, though.”

Skinner—“Did I ever tell you of the !
great
sport 1 had ou one of the little lakes
HON. SAMVEL B. PAGE.
up in Maine? No? Well, sir, in the course
of half an hour 1 caught fifty trout, some
F Dever, Bpstou’s most, popular alderman;
of them twenty inches long, and all of
For ton years Hon. Sam’l B. Page of 11 tv1
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or
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and
N.
lias
erliiii,
A Snob in Trouble.
Noyes
H.,
Boston, cx-8peaker them over a foot.
But, as lurk would
of the Massachusetts House of Representain the New Hampshire Legislature, .tod to;
have it. I lost every one of them overtaventy-tive years has been That State’s ablest tives; Hon T. 6. Me.Ginmss of Jericho, Vt., board coming ashore.”
This J. J. Van A leu, who contributed
lawyer and foremost citizen, being recogniz- the people's candidate for Governor of VerWalton
“And l can swear to the truth *30,000 towards Mr. Cleveland’s cami' :<»;
lie 'an iTn« y : teat sum is ed throughout New England as a most brilmont, Chairman of Selectmen Dorman Bridgof what Skinner says, for I saw him when paign fund, and who was nominated by
;
man of Hardwick, Vt., Alderman Chas. S.
liant orator and statesman.
j resent am*Mint ot‘ tlie naMr. Cleveland as minister to Italy, to pay
> ’tee Beit time v\a
llil’.e paid
Every*'! dy knows Mr, Page, and when he Crouch of Northampton, Mass., and thou- j: he came ashore, and there wasn't a single
for the *50,000 thus contributed, the
r
sands upon thousands of others in public | fish in the boat.”
is the people
1
very where to take I >r
[Boston Transcript.
e ee
eUi.
.Men sf 1M T1;i 1
whole affair being one of the most shameand private life have been cured by this j
G: ene‘s Nh-rvura blood and nerve remedy
•!i
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•.*litlis of this >uai.
then health ale! strength, when lie grand uiedh ine and earnestly and heartily j
The latest curiosity in the shape of a ful chapters in modern politics, is now
■>
n>
meM>Mice
But this tel.regain
s the weak, tired and nervous that this 1 recommend all to use it, and he cured.
deer in Maine is the one recently shot by brought again into public notice by being
i>t pan
■! the pen tit\ due to th«
I so
Heed thenDr. Greene’s'
advice.
wonderful medicine will make them strong
mixed up in a divorce suit in Rhode Isi.
m
alth”u_': it amounts and veil, all kn *w trial he means just what Nervura blood and nerve remedy and get a Kustis man. It was a large buck, with land. Van
Alen married one of the Asone foreleg.
The other leg must have
I H H iloOJ jOO.
he says—That they will lu cured if they fol- Wei],
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The Vanderbilts and Astors these
D is not a pat at medicine hat the pro- ! been taken off some time ago, as the tors.
\\ his advice ami take this remedy,
udtie gives the are; age
s<a ’ption of Tlie
.st successful hiving spec- ! wound was healed and sound.
days seem to be figuring more in the dii ha e used Dr (Pvenr s Nervura blood
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:ees o|
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on iuodii ie<. ;
vorce courts
than in any other place,
ami
inlist >;i curing nervous and chronic dis- !
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says Mr. Page,
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; famous and
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(Ter each tree he seizes.
! future on the race question. The doctor
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told them that white he had worked by
Just a cricket, piping shrill
Higher than Gilroy’s Kite.
lo2 4
the side of a colored man in the north
Hood's fcavsapardla. taken at this season,
In the dry brown grasses,
137.d
without giving the matter a thought, he
\vi3’ make cm; fee! strong anil vigorous and
III!'-.
And a haze above the hill
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should not break away from the well setki p you from sickness later on.
Tell me summer passes!
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red registration.
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As is well known Mr. Charles II. Lam;!ii.ieii' c became a margin of profit
go'-* satisfaction’."' deinamied the cross-eyed
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HOOD’S
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Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A. pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
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HEATER.
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Made in tie* best manner possible and tiiorouahiy warranted. An exami nation will instantly eon vinen von of
its superior merits and in the present low
prices you cannot atftfrd to he without it.
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TOR A TRIFLE.

WORLD

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
a

twenty-page journal,

States.

It is

is

the

leading Republican family

paper of the United

-V.l TIONA L PAMIL Y FA PEK, and

gives all the general
gives the events of foreign lands in a nutshell.
Its
Agricultural” department lias no superior in the country, its *•Market Reports” are recognized authority. Separate departments for “The
Family Circle,” “Our Young Polks” ami ••Science and Mechanics.”
news

a

of the United States.

It

Its “Home and Society” columns command the admiration of wives and
daughters. Its general political news, editorials and discussions are comprehensive, brilliant and exhaustive.

A SPECIAL CONTRACT enables

Republican Journal”

us

to

offer this

and “The

splendid journal

for

received by Miss Katie B. Kennedy, of that

loaf of home-made bread shortened with COTTOLENE.
was practically the Saule as thousands of housewives use,

OXTE TEAR FOR OET.T $3.00,

;

COTTOLENE

(The regular subscription

for the two papers is

$3.00.)

SUBSCRIPTIONS MAY BEGIN AT ANY TIME.

Bread, cake, and pastry shortened with COTTOLENE is
only lighter, but of better flavor and of greater healthfulness. If
you want your bread to be prized by all who eat it, "use COTTOLENE,
but use it right. Never use more than two-tliirds as much COTTOfor lard.

Address all orders to

not

as you would of lard.
Genuine COTTOLENE is sold everywhere in one, three, and five pound tins, with trade marks—Cottolene
and steer's head in cotton-plant wreath—on every tin. Made only by

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.,

BELFAST, ME.
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From early child-}
hood until I was I
grow»
spent

niyfamily 1
a

fortune]

trying to cure me t

I of this disease. I visited Hot Springs j
and was treated by the best medical 1
men, but was not benefited.
When*
all things had Is
A if failed I de-/
[> termined
|)
to k If
11 M try S.S.S.
and in four | 11U III months was <
The terribl; eczema (
: entirely cured.
gone, not a sign of it left. My
general health built up, and f have (
never
had any return of the disease. (
|
was

1

yet known

*

CHILDHOOD:

failure to cure.
GEO. W. IRWIN. Irwin, Pa.
i
*
Never fails to cure,
even when all other (
remedies have. Our t
treatise on blood and (
skin diseases mailed
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Atlanta. Ga.
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Children

3

flight.

Mr. Lamson’s first two attempts were
successful. The third time he got his
balance and soared for several feet.
The
fourth time was still better.
He soared
into the air to the height of 0 or 7 feet
Educated. Madge. “T remember a few and went a distance of 15 or 20 feet. Then
the wind tipped up one of the wings.
He
years ago that she was seeking a hero.”
Marjorie. “She’s got bravely over that. ! was suspended between them of course.
She’s n«>w on the lookout for a fool with ! Instead of throwing the weight of his
legs
plenty of money."
and feet in the direction of the uplifted
order
to
he
involwing in
bring it down,
The Ideal Panacea.
untarily acted as he would on a bicycle
James L. Francis, Alderman, Chicago, and threw' the
of
his
in
the
body
weight
says: “I regard Dr. King’s New Discovery ! direction towards which he was
tipping.
as an Ideal Panacea for Coughs, Colds and !
That is all right on a bicycle, but with a
Lung Complaints, having used it in my fain- j
ily for the last live years, to the exclusion of i flying machine it is different. Mr. Lamphysician's prescriptions or other prepara- son and the machine came down and one
tions.”
of the ribs was broken.
It was a trivial
Rev. John Burgus, Keokuk, Iowa, writes:
damage, but it prevented further use of
“I have been a Minister of the Methodist the machine.
Episcopal Church for oO years or more, and
Mr. Lamson said that it was a delighthave never found anything so beneficial, or
ful sensation, as he felt his weight borne
that gave me such speedy relief as Dr. King's
New Discovery.'
Try this Ideal Cough \ upward and suspended in mid air.
Mr. Lamson took to Great Diamond isRemedy now. Trial Bottle Free at A. A. j
land that day his big Hargrave kite, that
Howes Sc Co.’s Drug Store.
looks like two big square boxes, susTaller. “Is your mistress in?” Maid.! pended iu the
sky. The kite was flown
“Did you see her at the window as you i and went
up to the great distance of a
eanu* tip the
walk?" Caller. “No." Maid.
mile and a quarter.
“Well, she said if you hadn’t seen her to
The cord was wound on a drum to
say that she was out."
which a crank is attached.
It took seven
II Mu* Do as Much for You.
men an hour to wind in this mile and a
Mr. Fred Milier. of Irving, 111., writes
quarter of string. The big kite returned
that lie had a Severe Kidney trouble for
to earth with much reluctance and the
in
his
hack
with
severe
many years,
pains
men took turns at the crank.
ami also that his bladder was affected.
He
When the kite was brought to within
>
tampering in an\ manner with! tried many so called Kidney cures hut withabout 100 yards from the ground it wras
nit
.-randan! of value t»y increasing j out any good result. About a
year ago he
•
allowed
to fly there and wras thus taken
jmmtity of lawful money while de- j began the use of Electric Bitters atidfouud reIt remained in the air
lief at once.
;g its quality.
That is what the ad
Electric Bitters is especially to the steamer.
'"•■d.-s of the free coinage of silver are adapted to cure of all Kidney and Liver
during the entire trip to the city, not
troubles aud often gives almost instant reonce wavering, when the steamer stopped
|‘ting at the present time. Silver coin lief. One trial
will prove our statement.
and turned and backed at the different
hammered smooth is worth but fif- Price
50r. for large bottle.
At A. A. j
only
landings. It was pulled down on the
[ '•i cent. of its nominal value is bad Howes & Co.’s
Store.
Drug
wharf iu the city.
imvi
.Harper's Weekley.
Uncertain, Mistress. “A caller? Is is a
When up a mile and a quarter, it was
or a gentleman?”
Servant. “1 don’t visible only as a tiny speck in the sky
|
lady
For Over Fifty leaps
know, mum ; it lias the voice of a lady and
vs Di d and Wkll-Tried Remedy.—Mrs
though it is 10 feet long and 4 feet wide.
the clothes of a gentleman.”
•\ oimIu'a :s
In coming up to the city it seemed to
Soothing Syrup lias been used for
M r
To the Sufferers of Kheumattstn.
lifr.y years by millions of motliers for
fly better along the side of the steamer
!"' r
‘‘bildren while teething, with perfect
than when behind it. That is it kept its
i'
After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
tmh.
It soothes the child, softens the
position more perpendicularly above the
some time in my practice I take great pleasall
mires
wind
allays
and
pain,
tiUll,H«
colic,
steamer.
that it is a most wonderful
Ti
best, remedy f*>/ Diarrlnea.
Is pleas- ure in saying
the taste.. Sold by Druggists in every remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is the
English Spavin Liniment removes all
world. Twenty-five cents a hot- only one I have found for the cure of this Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blem;"irt ,,f
Iis •. alue is incalculable. Be sure and disease in all its various forms.
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
J)r E. E. Tull, Chicago.
Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, and
Splints, Sweeney, Ring-Bone,
Stifles,
m. other kind.
(!m41
Ivr4<»
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc*.
use of one bottle.
Save
Warranted
$50
asked
the
by
rather
reading?”
dry
“Isn't law
tlmt awn-ant,V" exclaiimnl
ym marry
the most wonderful
Blemish Cure ever
the New
;i"ole
lord.
“Outrageous? Why, he young woman. “Well,” replied
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug*
ring enough in America to pay her York Barrister, “if you make a specialty of
Me.
to
he
hound
that
gists,
Belfast,
its
a
laws
blue
ages and put a new tin roof on the the Sunday
When she

Lewiston, Maine,

difficult tnan balancing the
crankiest canoe on the waves of the water.
It required long practice and skill
I
before Lilianthal could make his long
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goods, of the increase of taxai:id •>! tie depreciation of the curreduced the purchasing power oi an !
lag*lay s labor by more than one- |
1 during the period which elapsed been
tile year 1800 and the year 1805. |
rise in prices was very lapid. the
in xxages was very slow.
.Such are
xavs the conditions whenever there is
which
monetary legislation by
prices
affected.
mis sometimes been held that the
n prices in this period was wholly
*o the increased consumption of the
>v
this is not consistent with the
*• ts
i'he product of the .Northern and
St«*L'ii states increased in quantity even
the
worst periods of the war, and
ling
•’.1*1 have fully sufficed to meet all war
uds upon it. together with the eusary demands of peace; that is to say,
increase in the quantity of products
he loyal States was greater than the
*m-c in population,
while the extendi the railway service
cheapened disHence it followed that those
iuhveis of the community, both of the
:■
and West, who derived their in's
mainly from ]-rotits,secured through
iso in juices a constantly increasing
n don of an increasing quauiity of
■m: while that much greater numsons who derived their income
1*
j
a
wages, earnings or small salaries,
d
<i«
\,.-ar by
year a lessening share, ;
•
onipared to the lesser product of j
•us \*-ais.
It was under these con- |
u
dci! the rich in fact grew richer j
die poor in fact grew relatively poor- j
ml ei the influence of bad finance and (
money, such being the necessary re- I
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altogether
washing powder

the best

is

use

PILES!

PILES!

by mail and

Horse Blailets and Robes.

carrier

Principal,_

J. H. &. J. W. JONES,
Successors to F. A. Carle, 60 Main St
tAf A MTCn
Man and wife to take
VvMIV I CLI* charge of place in the
country. Wife must be a good cook. Address
with particulars, C. L. HUBBARD, Scates Medical Co., Westbrook, Me.
2w43z

Millions ($13,000,000)

Room 2

fire

Assets•

Insurance

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co., Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.*
RISKS

WRITTEN

Travelers Life

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident Insurance Co.

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
^'Correspondence solicited.

RATES.

on

buildings acceptable.

*to<>etJ contf

F. C. WHITE.
Stove and Chestnut.

Delivered and put in, (in barrels)
“

Prices at

We Guarantee it

i

....

$5.50’

5.35
Dump Carts,
Wharf,.5.10

in

Cumberland Coal.

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

CO.,

Best,

Haitfs PM Vail 4 Maria's Supr Loaf LeHl.

Miller Street

Belfast, Oct. 10, 1895.—41 tf

W.

ATWOOD,

Thirteen

at

Portlnad

A. A. HOiVES &

send it to Geo.

copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

BUY YOUR WINTER’S CUAL

TO RENT.
Cottage House on
Inquire of

Over

DESIRABLE

PORTLAND AND AVGUSTA, MAINK.

SHAW,

sample

Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AMD INSURANCE.

Get our prices before you buy. We invite comparison. It makes trade for us.

KStaZIColto
F L.

FBED

—of—
common

and

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, acts
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy46

^

Actual business

postal card,

City,

TRIBUNE will be mailed to you.

_

|

Building,

New Yor'<

Egg and (irate.

$5.30
5.15
4.00

Wood of all isinds.

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery. I
^Jf^Speeial attention given to delivery outside city limits.
;

Telephone

connection.

COUNTY

Searsport Locals.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Winnecook. Wilmot 8., son of William
and Catherine B. Weed, died Oct.
17th, aged
23 years, 8 months and 20 days. His
sisters,
Julia and Florence, came home to attend
the funeral and returned
Sunday night to

Thokndikk. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hogan Seta Wm H Sumner, Union Island to New
Haven,
$4.75. Coal freights: Sch Almeda Wilspent last Thursday in Belfast_Mr. J. S. lumber,
ley, Fort Johnson to Portland, 55 cents. Sch F
Files visited his brother in Bangor last G French, Elizabethport to Kennebunkport,$1.05.
week-There will be a donation at the Sch Dick Williams, Edge water to W interport, 90
cents. Sch F C Pendleton, Perth Amboy to PortCentre chnrch for the benefit of Rev. David land, 60 cents. Sch Wm Johnson, Philadelphia
Somerville, Mass... .Albert Chandler is sick Brackett, Thursday, Nov. Tth, afternoon to Bangor, $1.
Disasters, Etc. A cablegram received at Balwith diphtheria.
and evening. A picnic supper and concert timore Oct 23 from Valparaiso, announces the
safe arrival at that port of Capt. Carter and part
Monroe. Mrs. Freeman .Atwood has in the evening. All are cordially invited to of the crew of
the burned ship Partliia. A few
gone to Boston to visit her daughter and attend—Mr. John Ward of Swanville was days ago one of the Partbia’s boats, containing
other relatives... .Mrs. Rol>ert May has in town last week_Mrs. Myra Rich of the chief officer and part of her crew, reached Valparaiso. The captain and remainder of the crew
been on her visit two weeks. She will visit Brooks was the guest of J. R. Gross, Sunday. were supposed to have been drowned_The owners of the sch Carrie T Balano of Thoinaston,
in Boston, Philadelphia and possibly in
-Irving Stone of Bangor visited S. F. before re|M>rted partially destroyed by fire at Port
Ohio, where she has a sister. She is having Files last week-Miss Vesta Heath, who Royal, S C, have been notified that she will he sold
order of the court on Oct 29, at Beaufort, to
beautiful weather to travel... .Mrs. Fred L.
has been in Belfast for some time, is at by
satisfy claims for salvage. Her agents estimate
Palmer started Monday on her tour through home now-Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Higgins that she can be purchased and repaired for about
$15,000.. Ship
before

East Searsmont. Fred Batchelder and
wife of Jamaica Plain, Mass., are in town
Bark Edward Kidder has been condemned visiting relatives and friends.Henry
of Boston is at home on a visit. .Hor!j Staples
atValpariso.
! ace Jordan of Boston was in town last week.
Bernard Merithew arrived home Saturday
i_Mrs. Mary C. Batchelder has been in
evening by train.
Deer Isle on a visit-We received some
Capt. Andrew’ M. Ross arrived from Hiogo tine specimens of corn from the farm of LesMonday evening.
lie Marriner, The cobs measured twelve
L. G. Paine of Portland spent Sunday in

j

town.

jI

Monthly contribution
Sunday morning.

at

Congl. church inches

next

Capt. J. G. Pendleton and wife
ing several weeks at Boston.

are

spend-

Capt. Andrew L. Carver of Minneapolis
arrived by train Monday evening.
Miss Sarah J. Houston left last Saturday
for Stillw ater,w’here she will spend the win-

in length and were filled to the top
From one and
with full kernels of corn.
three fourth acres of ground they raised 200
bushels of hard corn, besides over 15 of soft.

Who

can

do better?

evening, Oct. 23d, and formed an associacalled the North Belmont Cemetery Asfor the purpose of securing funds
Schooner E.L. Warren has been loaded with sociation,
to buy a new fence on the front of the cemehay by A. E. Nickerson for the Boston martery at Belmont Corner, The following ofket.
ficers were elected: Pres., N. B. Allenwood;
Mrs. James T. Erskine has gone to Newr vice
president, J. N. Mears; sec’y, LeForest
York to join lier husband, who lately arrivyVIlenwood; treas., Fred A. Marriner; comed there from Zanzibar.
mittee on program, Miss May Duniplue,
Pike Bros, have sold their milk business
to Charles A. Eames, who will take charge
of the route Nov. 1st.

The Sears port National Bank closes daily
at M o’clock f. m., excepting Saturday, when
it will close at noon.

Emma

Morrill;

door

keepers,

Charlotte T. Sibley will speak on
temperance in the Congregational church a
week from Sunday at the evening meeting.

Congregational sociable will meet
this, Thursday, evening with Mrs. J. C.
All are cordially invited to be
Nickels,
The

present.

ridge

figure.

She leaves a daughter and two
their loss.. .Mr. Wallace Grant
and wife came from Waterville Saturday
night to visit his father, Mr. Jennison Grant,
who recently met with a serious accident.
He slipped on the stairs and fell, breaking a
rib.. .Mrs. L. A. Grindle returned last week
from Castiiio and has gone to Frankfort for
a few weeks-Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
haw
have returned from their visit to Boston_
Mr. Rufus Ellingwood, who has been visiting in the vicinity for some time, is about to

community.

sons

daughter Oct. 25th and 20th_
Mr. Charles Reynolds, wife and son of
and

Brooks were guests of Mr. and Mrs. I. F.
Gould last week-Mr. and Mrs. Ritey
Bailey of Waldo Station are visiting Mrs.
Horace Littlefield, who is very poorly....
There is to be an old fashioned concert
Oct. 20th in the Ferry schoolhou.se.... Mrs.
Robert Daggett of Morrill and Mrs. O. S.
Erskine and son of Frankfort spent last
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Littlefield-Mrs. Sarah Colson and Mrs. Ella
M. Littlefield will go to Belfast shopping
this week... .Mr. aud Mrs. Isaac Cummings
intend to go to house keeping this week in
their own home. They have been stopping
with his father since the death of his mother,
Mrs. Libbeus Cummings_James A. Haley

Mrs. J. H. Cooley_Mr. David Alexander and son Fred of Belfast were in town

Sunday.
Appleton.

Erastus Proctor is slowly recovering from a severe illness, caused by a
hemorrhage from a gun shot wound received
on the Gettysburg battle field_Mr. and
Mrs. Galen Keene have moved from North
Appleton and are now occupying a teneMrs. Lydia Vaughn’s house_EdCounce has sold his place to Willard
Sherman. It was formerly known as the
Allen place, and is situated near Mr. Sherman’s mill-Our village schools began
Monday with Miss Edith Puck of Clinton
teacher in the High School, and Miss Julia
Wentworth in the primary_Miss Julia
Dillingham of Augusta was recently the
guest of Mrs. Charlotte Hawkes_The new
stable in course of erection on the Sullivan
place for Mrs. Oakes of New York is apment in

Mrs. Lucy A. Nickels is offering a tine
opportunity to anyone wishing steam heating apparatus. She has a full outfit for a
large house which will he sold at a very low

Winterport. Mrs. Smith, an aged lady
of this village, died at her home Saturday
after a long and tedious illness. She was
lor mauy years a member of the Methodist
church and was highly respected in the

decided to prepare their hall next week for
the winter-Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield of Waldo were the guests of C. H. Part-

visiting

Miss

in Brooks.

Prospect Village. Aunt Fannie Libby,
reported last week as having a slight shock,
is improving-South Branch Grange have

! George

Mears, John Greer-The Lend a
Hand Circle of The Kings Daughters of BelMrs. Ahby S Merrill has gone to Brook- !
tuont met at the pleasant home of Mrs.
lyn, N. Y., to spend the winter with her j
I Thomas Churchill, Wednesday evening,
R.
Mrs.
W.
Fowler.
daughter,
i Oct. 23d, and passed a very pleasant evenArrivals: Mrs. E. C. Carver, Capt. W. H.
ing. We think our order is progressing, as
West and daughter Ida, Foss Hamilton,
new members are taken in at every meeting.
Fr mI E. Whitcomb, Julia B. Sullivan.
The next meeting will be with Mrs. James
Hi apt. J. N. Putnam was called "to Boston Churchill, Wednesday evening, Oct. 30tli, at
th past week by the illness of Wilbur Gerry, 7 o’clock
p. m_Mrs. J. M. Dickey of Belwho has a severe attack of spinal trouble.
fast was in town last week
Mr. and
Sears Lodge, I. O. O. F., will confer the
initiatory degree on several candidates Friday evening. Refreshments will be served.

Saturday....J. H. Stevens passed Saturday

....The Monroe base ball club went to
Brooks hist Saturday, with only eight men,
and played their first game this season.
They easily defeated the Brooks boys by a
score of 26 to 18.
The batting of Bowen and
the pickups of Johnson were the features.

Mrs. Nettie B. Marriner, Miss Prudence
Greer; committee on tables, Mrs. Alice Morrill, Mrs. John Morrill, Mrs. Hannah Alexander, Miss Almeda Greer, Mrs. Lillian

Bickuell, Mrs.

Saturday_

comfortable, and has been most of the
time, but is very weak. The fever has run
18 days now-Edwin Jenkins has been
suffering with carbuncles on his back_W.
B. F. Twombly has returned from
hunting.
His party got 5 deer-Capt. Durham and
wife visited Searsport and Belfast last week.
very

tion

ter.

gar

went to

Bangor this week

on

lage

gone

Eugene Nickerson lias lost
span of heavy team horses.

one

of

liis

Geo. A. Matthews has bought out the
business of Fred H. Mathews of Belfast,
and is doing a good business.
There will be a social at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. H. E. Robbins to-morrow Friday,
uiglit. All are cordially invited.

Larrabee, who has reached the
advanced age of 82 years, has just returned
from a six weeks visit to relatives in Boston,
Chelsea, Everett ami Saxonville, Mass., and
Win. M.

Portland and Waterville Me.
Swantille.
came

near

Geo. Ordway’s buildings
being burned last week from a

forest tire. He had to take out his horses
and plough to save them....Mrs. A. E.
Nickerson has gone to Portland to make a
visit... .Mrs. Lucretia Grayton very kindly
gave our Sunday school $5 as a substantial
proof of her interest... .Mr. W. W. Gray has
returned from the islands and reports business very dull there.... A. T. Mudgette and
W. E. Nickerson of Bangor were in town
Sunday....Mrs. Henrietta Luce of Belfast
visited in town last week-Miss Alice
Dow of North Searsport visited Kathie
Nickerson last Saturday-Mr. W. H. Ellis
made a trip to South China last week....
Mrs. Fred Cunningham has returned from
Boston....Mrs. Emma Y. Cunningham is
quite sick... .Comet Grange visited Ritchie
Grange last Saturday night.

gone up Moosehead way on a hunting trip. a very profitable term of ten weeks, taught
_Prof. C. C. Ferguson has moved to Merby Mr. Blanchard and Miss Hunt. There
rimac, Mass., where he is acting as princi- will be a vacation of four weeks-There
pal of a High school_Elmer Nason has was a very successful Sunday school concert
added a public hath room to his barbershop at the church last Sunday evening-The
in Connor’s block on Main street-The Ladies’
Sewing Circle met Oct. 23d with
Pittsfield Advertiser held a very interest- ! Mrs. M.
Whiting aud had a very pleasant
ing Scribe’s convention at G. A. R. Hall time. The next
will be with Mrs.

meeting

Oct. 4th. The day was fine and a goodly
number of the scribbling fraternity were
present_Will Harris and wife of Canaan
were in town a few days ago and made us a
pleasant call-Mrs. Fanny Jordan of Auburn was in town Thursday on her way to
Hart and to visit her brother and other

Ed. Harding, Oct. 30tli. The object is to
raise money to repair the chimney at the
church,which was blown down a few' weeks’
are making rapid progress on
station building. The old one will
soon he no more. It is what we have needed
for a long time-The W. R. C. is nourishing, new members coming in at each meeting.Landlord Vandeets is still at the

ago_They
the

friends_The finish is being put on the interior of the Methodist church, and it is
thought that the edifice can be dedicated by
the middle of December-The Lillian
Tucker Company has been playing here this

new

He is having his house painted and
repaired before moving in... .Dr. W. G. Fuller has moved his family to Pittsfield. They
week with good satisfaction-“The Girl were
given a reception at Music Hall by
Spy” was presented in Union Hall last their friends and neighbors Oct. 19th. Refreshments
were served and all enjoyed a
week with Clara Turner and a company of
j very pleasant evening-The Village
Imlocal players, supported by Bert Miller, I
provement Society is trying to raise money
with good success. There is no lack of en- ; for street lamps. With the new sidewalks
tertainments of various kinds each week to and street lamps our little village will present quite a citified appearance.
May sucsatisfy a reasonable community of people- cess crown their efforts....Mrs. Chandler,
Dr. W. G. Fullir of Unity has moved to or Aunt Roxy, as she is called, has rented
Pittsfield into the house with G. B. Warner some rooms in the Libby house and has
Mrs. Fuller received an in- moved in....Mr. G. Clough is quite feeble.
on Main street.
cans at the corn
jury to one eye after arriving here by hit- _They are still labelling few
days. They
ting it with a heavy stick. It confined her factory, but will finish in a
hundred
and fifty
to her t ed for several days. Dr. Taylor has havefalready shipped two
of
corn....Miss
Lizzie Webthousand
cans
and
is
relieved the pain so that she
up again
been in Montana for the past
who
has
received
has
not
ster,
any
permanent
probably
three years, returned home Oct. 26th.
Park.

lias

chusetts-Mrs. Maria Ryder has gone to
Bangor for a visit-Mrs. A. A. Doe left
Monday for her home in Worcester, Mass.,
accompanied by her sister, Mrs. Fernald_
Mrs. Waugli and Mrs. Baston of Levant are
the guests of Mrs. H. P. Simpson.

business.

...

Fkkii;hts. The Freight Circular of Brown N:
Co, New York, reports for the week ending net
2<»: Though there has been no general improvement in the condition of the market, the situation
being reported as quiet and tame, an increased interest lias been developed for case oil tonnage to
far Eastern destinations, with a number of important fixtures completed. The leading shippers
have again entered the market, and closed negotiations for considerable forward tonnage, meeting the full views recently entertained by owners.
The spot supply of suitable vessels continues
limited, and those who have the tonnage under
control are confident of their ability to sustain
the situation upon the present basis.* The movement of barrel petroleum tonnage continues slow,
this being particularly the case as regards refined.
To load at Philadelphia several orders for crude
have been executed during the week, with France
the destination. Rates are firm, especially upon
small and medium size vessels, which momentarily are scarce For long voyage general cargo tonnage there has been an increased demand with
fixtures reported to Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane, and also to South African ports. Naval
store freights continue dull, with rates nominally
unchanged. No improvement is observed in the
demand for lumber tonnage to the River Plate.
Orders seemingly are very scarce,and intimations
of easy rates fail to stimulate interest. Vessels
to load deals at Provincial ports are in
demand,
and the rare to W u England has appreciated to
45s, but the advance does not influence increased
tonnage offerings. The demand for South America
and West India tonnage continues of an unsatisfactory character for this period of the year, the
requirements of shippers being exceedingly limited, while the offerings of backward freight do not
increase to any appreciable extent. Vessels? suitable for these trades are in rather limited supply,
though this fact does not lead to any improvement
in current rates. The coastwise lumber trade has
continued quiet during the week, though rates exhibit no special variation. Colliers are in fair demand with rates firm and
hardening.

SHIP

NKVVS.

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Oct 24. Sch C T Sibley, Patterson, Appalaehicola; 1’ M Bonnie. Burgess, Viualhaven; Maria
Webster, Turner, Rockland.
Oct 25. Sch Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, Bangor.
Oct 2(1. Sch Sea Pigeon, Lynam. Bangor.
Oct 21). Sch Laughing Waters, Sprague, Swan’s
Island.
Oct 30. Sell David Faust, Alley, New York.
SAILED.

Sells A Hay ford, Warren, Rockland;
Hattie, Eaton, Deer isie; Franklin Nickerson,
Haskell, do.
Oct 2«>. Sell Janies Holmes. Ryan, Boston.
Oct 25). Sells Maggie Mulvey, Rolerson, Newark; Charlorte T Sibley. Patterson, Bangor; P M
Bonnie, Burgess, Viualhaven; Sea Pigeon, Lynam, Bangor.

A Present For Every Uiit
A Present
ForEveryja;

to suffer tile serious illnesses which
too frequently afflict her sex? Read

^FOK ONE WEEK

what Mrs. Wilson says about Dr
Swan’s Nerve and Bi.ood
and consider whether this remedy;

Tonic!

is

not

valuable

a

to

one

Beginning

give to EVERY PEIisos
buying one or more articles out ;
WINDOWS

j

our

This

remedy is •.•.re t;« tire disof the Blood, Stomach, air!
Nervous System, and is sold under

|

|
j!

Belfast.
Rockland, Me, Oct 2d. Ar, sch Lester A Lewis,
South Thomaston lor New York.
Perth Amboy. Oct 22. Sld, sch Charles E Raymond, Salem; 25, sld, sch FC Pendleton, Portland.
Brunswick, Ga, Oct 22. Ar, sell Melissa A Willey, Willey, Boston; 25, ar, sch H J Cottrell, Boston.
Fernandina, Fla, Oct 22. Ar, sch Mary L Crosby, Trimm. Philadelphia.
Ashepoo, S C, Oct 2(5. Ar, sch Olive Pecker,
Port Royal.
Darien, Ga, Oct 25. Ar, sch J A Garfield, Wood,
Nassau.
Norfolk, Oct 23. Ar, sch Sarah W Lawrence,
Portsmouth; 28, cld, sch W Wallace Ward, Providence.
Salem, Oct 22. Ar, sch Gen A Ames, Small,
Perth Amboy; 25, ar, sch Daniel B Fearing,

I
1

positive guarantee

a

in

to

eure

Apalachicola, Oct 28.
Jr, Boston.

Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

MABEIED.
Bkkuy. In Rockland, Oct. 22. Arthur
Stanley Bui ton of Manchester, V I i.. and Ada
Belle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Berry of
Rockland
( i.oi iiii-Stoems.
In Roekport. Oer. l«), Erastus
Clough am, Annie, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Edwin Storm?, both oi Roekport.
1 kkki* St kkh'Htii
In Vina haven, net. 23,
(Ie<>ri:e I'. Creed ami Mrs. Eva M Sukelorth, both
ol Vinall. iven.
(ruirn \\ai;i>.
In
Belfast, < »* t. 2b. by Rev.
(!eo E lulls, Maurice E. v urti? and Mi?? Ooldie
I Ward, both <-f Bella?!.
Cu«*mus-< nowKLi..
In lit Hast, ()et 24. b\ Bev.
Oeorjic Sherinan Mills, Robert 1*. < oomb? and Mi?s
A1 bie M. < iowell, bo'.li oi Belfast
Hi lif.Aliii ( t NNiNOHA M.
Ill Bt Ha?t, dot. 20,
b\ s. Kin,esbun. E?(j., t 1 at les s Hubbard and
(lOitrmit ( unnincl am. both ot Waldo.
Wkk.i.n IIi kskv. In Banpu, (a t. 23, by Rev.
S. C Btaeh, Frank Randolph W''ljr^'iu of Belfast
and Mary Elaisted Horsey ol Bangor.
Mon

DIED.
A rev. In Yinalluiven, Get. 18. Nicholas A rev,
aged 66 years,
Bennett. In Rockland, net. 23, Alice E.,daughter of William D. and Lucy E. Bennett, aged 2

months.
Blethen. In Bangor, Oct. 26, Sarah E.. widow
of Israel T. Blethen, aged 68 years, 8 mout hs and
17 days.
Brook. In Sears port, Oct. 29, Christianna P.
Brock, widow ol the late Harvey Brock, ageu 81
years, 11 months and 22 days.
Cammktt. In Belfast, Oct. 28, Nellie M. Cammetr, aged 27 years, 1 month and 21 days.
1)y kit. In Bellast, Oct. 28, Florence E. Dyer,

70 y ears.
Mahoney. Lost overboard and drowned from
bar k Henry Norwell, on the passage from New
York to Pensacola, Aug. 27, Frank, sou of John J.
Mahon y of Rockland, aged about 39 years.
Means. In Oakdale, Calif., Oct. 15, Andrew J.
Means, formerly of Blueliill, Me., aged 66 years,
7 months and 9 days
sidelinuer
Iii Clipper Mills, Butte County.
Calif., October, George A. Sidelinger, formerly of
North Waldoboro
In Brooks, Oct. 29, Georgia E.
Waterman.
Waterman of Belfast, aged 25 years.

Belfast

Sld, sell Henry Clausen,

express,

or

of

ier,

! In

druggists.

Price Paid Producer
Hav, Fton, 6 00(all 00

v

we

The following are toBoston, Oct. 28, 1895.
day’s quotations of produce, etc:
Butter—(’ream, choice, 22 l-2c23 l-2c; North,
choice, 19(c 20c.
Cheese-Northern, new, lOclO 12c, Western,
choice, 9 <tl0c.

that

are

worth

:

TWK !-;

These

are

g

want to sell and just what IT,/

DON’T FAIL
TO
ET
ONE
O K
THESE PRESENTS.

C«

)
BLUE

III

STORK,

High Street, Belfast
Treasurer’s Notice.

The
New
Woman
Is the cry of the hour.
And from the
agitation it would seem that a radical
change ,n manners and costume, the
aping of m a nil is hn ess, and other trivialities, would make a woman “new.” X"t

j

j

1

hit of it
It takes more than that. It
takes a renewed vitality, a firm body, a
eonstit
rugged
tion, the ros\ glow >if
healtli, a restoration of the nervous
system, and health in evcrv portion of
the hodv.

DALTONS
SARSAPARILLA AND

Nerve Tonic
Restores health, imparts vitality to the
woman with weak and shattered nervous system, and removes all the ills that
femininity is heir to. It makes new
women of every tired, sickly member
of that sex—new in every nerve and
vein and muscle—new in health and
Be a
new” wovigor and vitality.
man—he healthy.
DALTON SARSAPARILLA COMPANY.
Maine.

Ladies’ Fine Kid,
Button & Lace Boots
formerly

S4.00 per pair,

sold
at

at S2.00 to

only.

Apples—New, choice, p bbl, $2 50^2 00;

No 2at

Canada, fancy, $1800^18 50;
00; low er grades, $li til5.
Straw—Rye, $12^13; oat, $7 l-2;a.$8 1-2.

Hav—New York and
fair t good, $ G00^17
■

! So : tax. I*'.* cents.
l-r;ud Itrowii. one lot ol land, d-mmlci
1
A
iddi-n. I. by land
by land
* >i1 >Tto11, >.
by l.ii d ot A Marr. W by ho
tax. Id I'cut s.
Ibis-; aliie. S 1 o
< >m -half s'
of Par. a Cliad'Ai -k.
let

N.

f

lot. bounded N. b\ lano of .bdih Skates. 1.
ot .I. N. I in ner. S. by town n ad, W. 1 y <v
value, s’ 4" tax s*J
l'ctcr *; oi! oli
mi lot of land. b<mud.'.
bv W
N by amt of p. M I.enfest. 1
town* line. S an I W'. by land oi A. H. film
! iu n >. .'k'; value. s*'>b ; tax. 4o ccios.
»ne lot .d .and, l-o uni
Mayo (Irotton.
M
N.. lh and S n\ land of A I». < 1 iidden
of; No. of acres, L'A ; value. •’i*-SO; ;a\.
• hie
tann, 1 1 u-»
Mayo (irottou
bounded on the N. by land ot A It i.n.
Ma
M. ( iiadwiek and .1. lb. .wu and
land of A. Marr and M (’hadwi'd; an 1
and A. H (Hidden; No. acres, »<>; \ahe
S.

.1

<i11slice.

A.

j
}

W. Erskine farm,

barn, bounded on the N. by land ol L.
by (Heat Pond and (h A. Erskine,

E.

U
S

j

ami s. W. Erskine; W. bv town n>a
S4*jr.; tax. Sl.'T.S.
Stephen Hodgkins. One farm, 1 house.
hounded on the N by hind of S. W. Erski
mill pond brook, S. by land of W. N *<)■
bv Sheepscott river; No. acres. 4o; \ai
I tax, Sb.2d
Win. Haskell. One lot of land. N". 1*'
ed on the N hy laud of John Erskine. L
of Itenj. ( litlord, S hy lot No. 153. W.
town line: No. acres, 50; value, 880; tax
Heirs <«f .James Leman
Lot of land,
on the N. E. by land of Sumner Skateland of John Skates. W. hy land of Jo!
and Josiah Lowell; No. acres, 10; value.
85 cents.
George Lenfest. One lot of land. !>•>
the :N. hy land of It. B. Tihhetts, E. b>
A. It. (Hidden S. hy land e»f V. R. Tunic!
li. (Hidden, W. hy land of S. W. Eracres, 25 ; value, 875 ; tax, 81 •<*<>.
S. T. Lawrev N Co. Alden lot. No. 1 ::
ed on the N. hy land of l>. F. Hall, F
scott river, S. i>y Somerville town line. "
of Renj. Turner; No. acres, 113; va
tax, 818.40.
Joseph Pierson. Farm, 1 house, 1 a
ed on the N. hy town road and Fid
line. E. hy Moi.tville town line S. !
Janies Peavy, W. hy land of E (irillin;
05: value, 81 0O; tax, 84 oo.
E. O. Sanford. One lot land; No.
value, 8125; tax. 84 43.
I.. P. Berry. One lot of land and mil'
1 house, 1 barn, bounded on the N. by a
E. hy Montville town line. S hy, W. h\
8. value, 8140; tax, $3 50.
James Marr. One lot of land, home
N. hy land of A Itonney, E hy land <
Turner and J. Reed. W. by (’hina
bv land of -; No. acres, 80: value.
('. A.

E E. Prescott. Lot of land; value.
L. A. Bow*
82 40.
Treasurer of the town of
Palermo, October 18, 1805.- 3w43

I$L68T
This lot includes:

WANTED!

French Kid, Fine Itongola Hand
Sewed and Cloth Top Boots in
Common Sense <C
and every pair is

We have

a

a

large

Opera

Toes.

Two thousand (2,OuO) cords -j
The said wood to he
wood.
four feet lone, and not less!',
inches under the hark, and to h<
ed on the cars at Belfast and am
stations and sidings on the 1

BARGAIX.

lot of

BOOTS & SHOES
of all kinds, bought before the recent
advance in prices, which will be

branch.
Now is a good time to cut tin
and have it ready to haul <>r.
All who have wood to sell call
subscriber.

sharp

Belfast,

prices.

W. T. COLBURN.
McClintock Block,

High

St.

Another Good One!
Stop your cough
with

U. S. Gov’t Report

1

i

S1.H4.

bush.

$1 75 C $2 50.

i

j

a

Belfast,

year 1MI4.
The following list of taxes on real estab
resident owners in the town of Palermo
year 181*4. in the bills committed to II. I
collector of said town, on the loth day ol
1804, by lit- certificate of that date and
jI main
unpaid, and notice is hereby given
the saiii taxes and interest and charge.paid into the treasury of the said town
eighteen months from the date of the
| lnent of tin* said bills so much of the ren
taxed as will he sufficient to pay the atm
! therefor, including interest and char.
without further notice be sold at publii
1 at the store ot L. A. Howler, in said town,
loth day ot February, 18H*'
unlay,
j o’clock the
i.i lie afternoon.
Win. ft. Haleom.
'M e
lot of laud. I
by land ol Kin! Haleom. S. and W. by ('In
line; No. aett-s. 30: value. she*; tax'. So d
Israel Hr-ovii. One lot ot land, boundc
N. by lane >d Win.
tot oil. K by land *d
wick.S. by land of s. 1..is?man* and \.
by town road and A. Marr; No. acre-, 4.»

j

Eastern,20.'a22c.

Beans—Pea, $1 50,al GO; mediums, §1 45.ia 55;
yellow eyes, SI 50@1 70; red kidneys, $1 5< cl 65.
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, 38^f40c p

a

in

FISTULA ImW

[ifcnsmj ROBERTIHI
^',r4“”J,tF0rReepiMonni
i
■■■■
PHI FT
■ I
Office hours. 11

4

PRICE 25c.

rc

LI

FJ
I LLf

GUNS and AHUNITi
POWDER.

WANTED.
capable, reliable woman as
housekeeper in a small family.
Address by letter,
A

43tf

a

V. m. [Sundays and
I
holidays excepted.]
■
17te«w43

M. to

season

Poor & Son’s Cough Remedy.

_Powder

S

CITAW. BAIvI
Me., Oct. 4, IMKi. -th;

bottle of.

Certain Relief.

ABSOLUTELY PURE

sha!

we

WAXT.

sold at old

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

H 1X1)0 H

amount asked.

1

Eggs—Hennery,choice. 26;a30c;

iic.

many articles never sold before
and in our 10c. WIXIX) II

■

injury.

our

goods

That

Price Current.

Apples, p bu,
30@50|
40.5! Hides, F It),
dried, p tb,
4^5
1 85@2 001 Lamb, F tt>,
5>a7
Beans,
pea,
Buenos Ayres. Oct 22. Ar, bark Yrilora H Hop1 tiO@-l 75 Lamb Skins,
30a40
medium,
kins, New Y7ork; Sept 7, sltl, bark Ev ie Reed,
4a.r>
yellow eves 1 4U{a 1 50 Mutton, F tb*
New
York
Whittier,
(before reported Queens- Butter, p tb,
18^22 <Hats, F bu, 32 tb 30§33
town).
6U8 Potatoes,
Beef, t> ft,
35(a40
Port Natal, CGH, Oct 18. Ar, bark Harvard,
5vft5 1-2
Barley, p bush, 50tti>5 Round Hog,
Colcord, New York via Port Elizabeth.
10al2!Straw, F ton,5 00(at> 00
Cheese,
lb,
Rosario, Sept 30. Sid, ship Josephus, Gilkey, ! Chicken,pp lb,
1 Oa.12 Turkey. F tb*
0(a0
New York.
2(a.4
Calf Skins,
75al 00'Tallow,
Singapore, Sept 17. In port, bark Penobscot, ! Duck, p lb,
14a 10 Veal, F tb,
0^7
McCaulder, for New York, ldg.
14fa
15
22
n
u
Wool,
washed,
Eggs.pdoz.,
Montevideo, Oct 20. Ar, bark Willard Mud-: Fowl,
8a 10 Wood, hard, 3 50,<i5 00
p tb,
gett, Colcord, Portland. Me.
3 00^3 50
0(aO
Wood,
Geese,
tb,
soft,
p
Port Spain, Oot 2. Sid, bark Mannie Swan, HigRetail Price.
Retail Market.
gins, New York.
Cardenas, Oct 10. Ar, soli Cora Dunn, Stevens, Beef, corned,P lb,
00 a 1 00
7a8 Lime, F hbl,
Baltimore.
18
Oat
Butter sal t, p box,
Meal, F tb, 4^4 1-2
MARINE MISCELLANY.
2 a4
52 Onions, F tb*
Corn,p bush,
a 13
Spoken. Skip St Nicholas, McIntosh, from New Cracked corn p bu, 52 Oil,kerosene, gl, 12 4a5
52 Pollock, F tb
York lor Sin Francisco, Aug 15, lat 54 S, Ion Corn Meal, p bu,
ait
S
14
12a
tb*
W.
Pork,
02
Cheese, p It.,
F
1 20
Co of Cotton Seed,p cwt, 1 2<» Plaster. Fbt,
Messrs Clias Brewer
Boston, Oct 25
<‘3
0a8 Rye Meal, F tb.
Boston have purchased from J. Chambers ^ Co, Codfish, dry, p lb,
Lancaster, Eng, ti e iron bark Thurber Castle, a Cranberries, p qt, 8alo Shorts,F cwt 95 a1 00
5,a5 1-2
vessel of 1300 tons, built at Belfast, Ireland, in Clover Seed, p lb, 13a.14 Sugar, F tb.
40
1870. The vessel’s name will be changed to lolani Flour, p bbl, 3 75 a 4 75 Salt,T.I., F ush,
and slie will be put under the Hawaiian Hag and H.G.Seed, bu, 2 85 u 3 oo Sweet Potatoes.3a3 1-2
2
8all
1-2
Wheat
York
and
tt.,
1-2«,3
Hono- Lard, p
Meal,
engage in the trade between New
lulu
She will be commanded by Capt McClure,;
| formerly of the bark Edward May, who is now on j
Boston Produce Market.

j

is in

I

Scales nedical Co., Westbrook, fie.

FOREIGN FORTS.

his way to Hamburg, where the bark now lies. !
Capt Newell, an old-time captain of the Brewer!
fleet, who recently retired from the command of
the ship Helen Brewer, is in charge of the Tlmr-1
her Castle at Hamburg, awaiting the arrival of
Capt McClure.
Charters
Ship Abner Coburn, (to arrive) 70,- ;
000 cases oil, New York to Japan, 17 cents. Ship
Josephus, (to arrive) 50,000 cases oil. New York 1
to Shanghae, 20 cents.
Ship Tillie E Starbuck,
(previously) New York to Portland, (), general
cargo at or about $7 Sch Noroilibega, (corrected)
New York to Ponce, P R, 81,050 and port charges.
Sch Carrie A Bucknam, (corrected) New York to
Ponce, P R, $1.000 ami port charges. Sch Henry
Crosby, New York to Matanzas. lumber, $3.50.
Sch Talofa, Philadelphia to Havana, coal, $1 50.

you some It.I IK, l I y
windows.

in one,

aged 6 v ears.
ft raft on. In Waldoboro, Oct. 23, Wilbur J.
Grafton, agec about 50 years.
Hob ns
In Camden, Oct. 19, Walter S., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Hobbs, aged 34 years.
Hoffses. In Waldoboro Get. 18, Reuben Houses, aged 95 years.
In Liberty, Oct. 16, William Hurd,aged
Huri>

Produce Market.

For

give

goods

Denton. In Camden, Oct. 18, Mrs. Sarah Dunton, aged 47 years. The remains were taken to
Bangui for burial.
Eric kson. In Criehaven, Matinieus Plantation,
Oct. 22. Frank, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Erickson,

video.

our

or

money back. A bank check with
every bottle. If you are not cured,
cash the check. Full pints, £1.00 bv

aged 58years.

Philadelphia.
Providence, Oct 24. Sld, sell Gov Ames, Newport News.
New Haven, Oct 25. Ar, sch Miantonomah,
Ryan, Belfast; 28, ar, sch EJ Pendleton, Philadelphia.
New Bedford, Oct 24. Ar. sch Anna Pendleton,
Thomas, Newport News, and cld 2(5 to return.
Port Royal, S C, Oct 25. Ar, sch D H Rivers,
Colcord, Portland.
Astoria, Oct 25. Sld, hark Coloma, Hong Kong.
Mobile, Oct 2d. Sld, bark Skoda, Lee, Monte-

WINDOWS.
will

eases

BOKfl.

Pettigrew. Philadelphia.
Bangor, Oct 24. Sld, sch Lillian, Grindle, Scituate; 25, ar, schs Hattie McG Buck, New York;
Wm Flint, Small, Portsmouth ; 2(>, ar, seh Willard
Saulsbury, New York; cld, sch 1) D Haskell, Haskell. New York; 25). ar, seh Charlotte T Siblev,

\

one

>»n-Kesldfnt Taxes In the town of Palermo,
the County of Waldo and Slate of Maine, l',r:a,

('Asky. In Belfast, Oct. 23, to Mr. and
William Casey, a son.
Dkinkwatkk. In Camden, Oct. 21, to M
Mrs. Charles A Drinkwater, a son.
Kkk.nk. In Bar Harbor, net. 15, to Mr. and
W. S. Keene, a daughter.
Small. In Deer Isle, Oct. 13, to Mr. and
Edward S. Small, a daughter.
Towlk. In Appleton, Oct. 17. to Mr. and
Charles Towle, a daughter.
Y«m no. In Deer Isle, Oct. 11, to Mr and
Willard Youn^, Jr., a son.

Bi

get

we

__

New York, Oct 22. Ar, sells Penobscot, Dodge,
Nerfolk; Geo B Ferguson, Belfast ; Mary E Crosby Nantucket Ellen M Baxter, Bucksport; F C
Pendleton, Somerset; Puritan, Somes’ Sound;
Mary Ann McCann, Vineyard Haven; Paul Seavey, Lzetta and Win Slater, Bangor; Henry It Tilton, Boston; 23, ar, sells Arthur V S Woodrult',
Devereaux. Aux Caves; Stephen Morris, Smith,
Bangor; 24, cld, sch Noroinbega, Armstrong,
Ponce; 25, ar, bark St Lucia, Zanzibar; schs Mark
Pendleton and Rahboui, Bangor; 2f>, eld, ship
Belle of Bath, Shanghae ; 27, sld, brig Katahdin.
Bangor; ar, sells Ella M Willey, Brunswick, Ga;
Abraham Richardson, via Derby, C : passed llell
(.ate, sells Emma S Briggs, New'York for Boston;
E J Pendleton, Philadelphia for New Haven; 28,
ar, sells Star of the Sea, Hopkins, Bull River, S
( ; Fawn, Slmte, Viualhaven; cld,
sell S G H'-bkell, Richardson, Pensacola; sld, ship Belle of
Bath, Shanghae.
Boston, Oet 24. Ar, schs Daniel B Fearing,
ClilVord, Philadelphia: Susie P Oliver, Jordan,
Mobile: cld. sell Mabel Jordan, Balano, Rio Janeiro; 25, cld, brig H B Hussey, Charleston: 2d,
sld, sch George Gurney, Clark's Island and NYw
York : ar, sell Odell. MeDotumgh, Bangor; 27, ar,
seh J Holmes Birdsall, Philadelphia; 28, ar, sell
Florence Leland, Spoll'ord, New York.
Philadel, hia, Oet 22 Cle, sell Eliza J Pendleton, New Haven: 23. cld, seh J Holmes Birdsall,
Boston; 24, ar. sell Henry K Tilton. Randall. New
York; cld, sch Isaac Oberton, Trim, Bangor ; 25,
cld, ship Gov Robie. Hiogo; ar, seh Joel F Shi p-i
pard, Welch, Boston; 2d, cld, sell Isaiah K Stetson, Trask, Neuvitas.
Baltimore, Oct 23. Ar, seh Young Brothers,
Washington, DC; 2(3, eld, sell SM Bird, Merrill,
New Haven; 27, ar, bark Frances, Thompson, Rio
Janeiro.
Portland, Oct 23. Ar, schs J Manchester Haynes,
Baltimore; Annie P Chase, Ellis, Bangor for New
York; R F Hart, Pendleton, do for do; 2d, eld,
ship W H Conner, New York; 28, sld, seh It F

useful present.

of these presents \
have to buy one or more artieh
to

Oct 23

AMERICAN PORTS.

a

thing that every lady needs
be pleased to use, somethin,
every man wants every tiny.

..

!

I, I895

We will

Mrs. Wilson w ites
I am fifty year hi
old. and for twenty years have bee ii uf !
ferer from 0:10 1 t .ose disea-cs cf which 1
women a: e 11: _• v etims. My attenuoa hr I
1
: .•
ing called to U :. Swan’s Xk.
ItLoop Toxic. I prreha cd a hot le ru:
took it as diwtcd, lereivimf s > m::cli '■
benefit I imr.iedia civ Tmrchnseil nnoth<
I
;
and after ,.c v.-< c!.
tieminent con. i.h
myself a we 1 woman. I e:m ch rftd
recommend it to a 1 vow 1 imi mlv
flictrd as a speedy an 1 s.w cr c.”—Mr
;
IlruDAH A. WiLbu:., Il ro::. Me.

i

Nov.

*

always?

have ill the house.

damaged.

been at home from Bar Harbor for a few
days’ visit-Mr. and Mrs. George Snow returned Saturday from their trip to Massa-

Prospect Ferry.
Miss Nancy Heagan
visited her nephew, Will Heagan of Frank-

Sandy point. At the resilience of her parera. opinion seemed to be that the story of
the defence w as a much more probable one
Pittsfield.
Capt. C. II. Sawyer, Pitts- ents in South Weymouth, Mass., Wednesthan the story of the complainant. Seafaring field's
well known mariner, who has sp< lit day evening, Oct. Kith, Miss Bertha F. Burmen who kn.w Captain Pendleton utterly
discredit the story <>f the cook ami declare the most of his life for the last fifty years on rill was united in marriage to Samuel S.
that the Captain is incapable of any such the water, eame home last week for a short French, son of Captain and Mrs. Samuel
cruelty, and that his manner and face would ! visit, after au absence of five years. He French of Samlypoint. A large number of
convince any l'airminded man to the conrelatives and friends were present. The
One retired Portland sea captain was joyfully greeted hy his family and many
trary.
sanl that sailors will Take advantage of the old friends. Captain Sawyer makes long
ceremony was performed by Rev. J. V.
least opportunity to make such complaints
Clancy of Weymouth. The bride was tastevoyages and has been many times around
of the officers and that they will not scruple
fully gowned in white muslin, with a white
to invent all manner of stories.
He himself the world and to every civilized country....
had been arrested four or live times in New Mrs. Ora Fitzgerald has been visiting lier veil trimmed with orange blossoms, and carYork. There was a lawyer there who made son, B. L.
Fitzgerald, on Middle street. | ried a bouquet of white roses. The couple
it his business to hunt up just such cases
8<i years old this smart old lady has
were wed beneath an arch of hydrangeas
against the officers of ships and cause their Though
made visits this fall unattended to Bangor, and autumn leaves. The ceremony was folarrest and bother them into paying over 840
or 850 to get rid of him.
He would send his Old Town and Dexter. ..CongressmanMilli- lowed by a reception, after which the
hapagent to every ship that arrived and this keu of Belfast was in town the first of last
py couple took a hack for South Braintree,
would
the
sailors and ask
among
agent
go
them if they hadn’t some grievance w hereby week....Mrs. Mary A. Patterson of Belfast leaving many friends at Nash to watch and
they could bring a suit for damages against is visiting her sister, Mrs. J. S. Davis. Miss wait. These friends had gathered on the
the officers. This agent would induce the
Mrs. Patterson's granddaughter, green in front of their new home at Nash to
sailors to bring such complaint when they Mary Carr,
would never have thought of doing such a came over from Newport Saturday night give them a rousing old charivari, but the
thing otherwise. Of course the lawyer kept aud stopped with her over Sunday_J. W. best laid schemes of mice and men, and also
the whole as the lion’s share of whatever Manson and T. G.
Lancey and their wives Misses, gang aft agley. Friends in Sandymoney was thus legally stolen from the capextend congratulations.Austin
went to Aroostook on a week’s hunting trip point
tains.
Once in Matauzas this captain’s mate slap- and have returned with a moose and two French and family, who have been here
ped the face of a sailor for impudence and deer. They report aline time....Mrs. Liz- several months, have returned to their
when they reached New York the sailor
home in Boston-Charles French and wTife
brought suit against the captain for looking zie Horne returned recently from a trip to
on while the mate abused him.
Minneapolis.. .Mr. White and wife of Thorn- came last week from Eastport, Me., and
On ship board it. is absolutely necessary, dike were in town last week
visiting at Mrs. will remain here for the winter_Mrs.
especially at the present time when sailors Elizabeth Coffin’s and H. A.
Libby’s_Sev- Rose WhiteLouse and Mrs. Harry Carley
are of the lowest class, that the
officers
should allow no sign of impudence or dis- eral new concrete sidewalks have been laid and son of Bucksport have been visiting
obedience. If they do the sailors will take on some of our streets this fall_Our vil- relatives here-Mrs. Lucinda Harriman
advantage of it. They’ll say the “old man
has returned from a visit to friends in Masdidn’t dare say a word about that,’’ and im- lage has been invaded this fall by a large
mediately they’ll make some more flagrant number of uninvited visitors, who bring a sachusetts... .Miss Sallie B. Rice left last
infringment of ship regulations and if not large amount of perfumery with them, and week for Salem, Mass.
checked will take things in their own hands
Unity. There is a great scarcity of water
and disobey orders at will and practically who have marauded our gardens to such an
run the ship.
What may seem to be cruelty extent that some of the visitors have lost in our village. The town pump, where some
to landsmen is nearly always simply the
their lives, and the firing of guns is no un- twenty families get water, is now very lowT
most necessary discipline.
in any part of the village after and most of the wells are
A former shipping commissioner declared usual sound
dry... .Perley
that sailors will mak« the most extraordi- nightfall-Capt. C. H. Sawyer started for Clark is at home from Kent’s Hill, where he
w'i
en
their
cause
of
nary charges
really
Philadelphia Friday, the 18tli, to join his attends school-Arthur Davis of Boston
grievance is very small. Once a sailor re- ship, the Kennebec, which is loading at that
was
in Unity last week calling on his
fused his wTages and made very grave
charges against the captain. After some port with oil for Japan. His son Reginald friends-Mrs. Benjamin Cook and her son
discussion it was found that there was a accompanied him-Our first snow squall
Harold came from Belfast Saturday to spend
charge of forty cents against him for some occurred Thursday evening, Oct. 17th.. .The
Sunday with Mrs. Stillman Berry_Mrs.
lock that he had broken. He declared that
lie would not pay that forty cents, and when forest fires were subdued by tne recent rains. Albion Whitten of Pittsfield visited relatives
that was scratched off he took his money
A society for the prevention of cruelty to in
Unity last week-Mrs. M. E. Watson
without further trouble.
animals, with 101 members, called tlie Eck- and Mrs. Joseph Libby weut to Waterville
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
hardt Baud of Mercy, lias been formed at Thursday-Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Mosher reW. E. Nickerson of Bangor was in town the Riverside school-D. M. Parks, E. N. turned from Boston
Saturday, w'here they
last Sunday.
Shaw, Dr. Pushor, J. F. Connor, S. R. have been for their winter goods-Our vilMiss Lillian E. Scribner lias
to Bel- Haines, F. J. White and G. W. Main have
school will close this week. It has been
1

mourn

great grandfather-Eugene Howland

«

fast to do dress-making.

to

leave for the west_Timmie Fellows has
returned from his visit to Bristol, N. H.
While there he received a present of an oldfashioned sword-cane which belonged to his

fort, last week-Mrs. Sarah Smart of
Searsport is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Frank Eastman, of this place_Miss Maud
Ginn and her brother George of Sandy point
i called at Capt. Evander Harriman’s last
The Congregational society are preparing
Sunday-« ill Heagan of Frankfort called
a missionary box, and all articles contributproaching completion and will be, when fin- on friends here last Sunday_Miss Joseed can be left at the home of Mrs. J. M.
ished, one of the finest buildings here. phine Ginn went to Bangor last Friday,
M acDougall, where further information can j
Clarence Golding of Rockland has the con- shopping. ..School closed at Mt. Heagan last
be obtained concerning the destination of
tract and the workmen are all from Rock- Friday afternoon a term of eight weeks,
the box.
land. .Miss Georgia Wentworth has return- Miss Elva Randell of Stockton Springs,
Capt. Pendleton and Mate James Parse of ed to Boston-Mr. A. C. Foss of Danville teacher. This was her ninth term in this
In the afternoon, parents and
ship W. H. Cornier, charged with cruelty to Junction was the guest of Dr. Strickland district.
Cook McNamara, were before the U. S. and wife last week... Miss Mary Dunton is friends in the district came in and listened
Court at Portland for three days last week,
visiting friends in Boston and Natick-Al- to a program by the pupils, consisting of
and as a result of the hearing both were dis- beit Davis and wife of Boston are here for a readings, recitations,
declamations, etc., occharged Monday, and the cases against them short visit at A. It. Davis’ and Jason Pea- cupying about an hour, in which the chiliMi pressed. The Portland papers devoted body’s.... Mr. Stephen Laughton of Fair- dren did finely. After a five weeks' vacation
a great deal of space t > the evidence, but it
mont, Minn., who has been spending a few Miss Randell will return to teach the winter
is not worth while to make a long story of weeks with friends in this
vicinity, has gone term-A term of eight weeks school closed
it.
The cook's story was disproved m all to Natick, Mass-Charles Graham has here last Friday, Sanford Lane teacher.
j
essential particulars. Before the close of j moved from the Teel place, which he bought Mr. Lane gave good satisfaction.Mrs.
the hearing the Port and Press published j and has lived cm three or four years, and George Avery is expected home from Boston
the following:
now
lives with liis mother on the farm
Oct. 2oth. She is one of the singers in the
The chief topic of interest along the water j formerly owned by the late William Gra- old folks concert which will take
place here
front yesterday was the ase of Captain P* n- :
ham-I)r. (Bo. W. Stoddard and daugh- ! Oct. 20tb... .Miss Hannah Heagan visited
dietuii of the ship Conner, and the extraor- j
diuary cliarge "i criiety that was brought! ter of Belfast were in town Sunday, guests j frienus at Prospect Marsh last week.
against him by Conk McNamara. The gen- 1 of Mrs. Nathan Hawkes.
Harbutt acknowledges with great appre ciation the gift during his vacation, by
the yi ting ladies of his class in the study
of evolution, of a handsome study chair.
Mr.

parted her chains anci drove ashore near Sato
Bay. Surveyors found 9 feet of water over her
hows and 13 feet over the stern at high tide and
11 feet in the hold; deck much damaged and
ship
broken. Surveyors recommend that she be sold
at auction, after saving as much
cargo and gear
as possible....Sch Talofa, from Port
Tampa for
Cartaret, N J, which put into Tortugas Quarantine Station with loss of sails, afterward repaired
and proceeded Oct 23 for Cartaret, N J
..What
remains of the wrecked sch Anna M Dickinson,
which was burned at Provincetown, where she
in
with her cargo of lime on fire, while on a
put
passage from Thoinaston, Me, for New York, has
been sold as she lies on the flats, together with
her paraphernalia and material, at public auction.
The material, including anchors, chains and running rigging, was purchased by Wreck Master
David 11 Smith, and was brought to Boston Oct
25, by the steamer Longfellow, from Provincetown
The hull of the wreck lies on the flats very
near the shore and is no obstruction to navigation.
.Ship Wm H Macy, Amsbury, from New York
for Yokohama, which was in collision with British
steamer Isis in Tatevama Bay and was
subsequently
run ashore to prevent sinking, has been raised
and has arrived at destination with cargo badlv

cash the check.

DO
YOU WANT
YOUR WIFE

Henrietta, Ross,
reported
wrecked, left Yokohama Aug 19 for Hiogo and
New York with part of
cargo, anchored
general
in the Kii Channel during a gale Aug 24, hut

visited friends in Belfast last week_Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. Hogan visited at J. H.
Stevens Tuesday_Rev. S. H. Burton and
wife were at Elisha Gordon’s
Mrs. Frank Kenney lias gone to Lowell,
Mass., for the winter... .The school in District No. 3, taught by Fred Cole, closed last

the State to visit the W. R. C. Her husband was able to accompany her_Mr.
Fred Grant, who is having typhoid fever, is

About 50 persons met at the
schoolhouse at Belmont Corner, Wednesday
Belmont.

If it don't cure you,

Box 1041 Belfast P. O.

SHOT.

WADS.

SHELLS

PRIMERS.

LOADED SHELLS
l£i
guns to
J. H. & J. w. JONES
Successors to F. A. Carle, 6°

